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Abstract

Due to the vast amount of new technology, the development of educational technology seems to concentrate on relatively complex tools and technologies. At the same time, there is still a need for simple, generalisable collaborative knowledge constructions tools; that is, social mindtools.

Woven Stories is a concept for a social mindtool. It uses a simple formalism to provide its users with an interesting and flexible approach to story, or any document, writing. It allows both synchronous and asynchronous collaboration and aims to work as a tool where all provided information is equally important.

Social mindtools are a subset of mindtools. These tools supply a learning community with the possibility to collaboratively construct and present knowledge. The main differences to mindtools are that these tools must also support knowledge presentation to certain degree. Furthermore, in order to support collaboration, these tools must provide users with awareness related information and must have features to support communication. Thus the requirements of social mindtools can be divided to three distinct layers: concept, awareness and communication.

Based on the concept of Woven Stories, a social mindtool called Loom was developed during 2003–2008. The evaluation of Loom is presented in six different case studies. The results show that Loom is best suited to learning tasks where the knowledge to be processed has strong sequential relationships. Furthermore, knowledge that includes time series, such as is contained in stories and narratives, is most valuable for the learning tasks. The findings suggest that the usage of Loom boosts users' imagination and creativity. It can be used for several different application domains, for example in debating, adventure game scripting and concept mapping.
Based on the results of a retrospective analysis of the design, implementation and evaluation of Loom, the Nucleus Model for designing social mindtools is introduced. This model is founded on a layered model of concept, awareness and communication. The Nucleus Model is a potential approach for designing social mindtools in an efficient way. It makes it possible to integrate research to development fluently, and provides guidelines for development on such detail that it is easy to follow.

**Keywords:** mindtools; social mindtools; collaborative writing; Woven Stories; collaborative learning; computer supported collaborative learning; collaborative work; computer supported collaborative work
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# List of Terms and Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activity Theory</td>
<td>The theory that maps subjects activities to object, and community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AJAX</td>
<td>Asynchronous JavaScript and XML.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>Features that allow users to know what other users have done, what they are doing etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSCL</td>
<td>Computer Supported Collaborative Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSCW</td>
<td>Computer Supported Collaborative Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSS</td>
<td>Cascading StyleSheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>A process in which an application or a feature is planned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>A process that aims at creating a finished product. Includes design and implementation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge</td>
<td>A link that connects the individual sections in a woven story to form storypaths.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Episode</td>
<td>A part of a woven story, consisting of several sections, which describes a logical part of the story.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSQLDB</td>
<td>HyperSQL DataBase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTML</td>
<td>Hypertext Markup Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP</td>
<td>Hypertext Transfer Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td>A process where planned features or application are created.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSON</td>
<td>JavaScript Object Notation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge building</td>
<td>A process that aims at creating new information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAN</td>
<td>Local Area Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loom</td>
<td>An application that implements the concept of Woven Stories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaningful learning</td>
<td>The process in which a learner can relate learnt concepts to his/her existing knowledge structures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindtool</td>
<td>A tool for processing information and building knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nucleus Model</td>
<td>A model for designing and implementing social mindtools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section</td>
<td>An individual part; a building block, of a woven story.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Mindtool</td>
<td>A collaborative mindtool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storypath</td>
<td>A path in a woven story from a selected beginning to any reachable end.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woven Stories</td>
<td>A concept for collaborative writing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woven Stories</td>
<td>see <em>Loom</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woven Stories</td>
<td>A product of using a Woven Stories tool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS2</td>
<td>Woven Stories 2. An earlier prototype implementation of Woven Stories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWW</td>
<td>World Wide Web</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WYSIWIS</td>
<td>What You See Is What I See</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WYSIWFYG</td>
<td>What You See Is What You Get</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XML</td>
<td>Extensible Markup Language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Woven Stories (WS) is a concept for collaborative writing. It is based on a simple idea to produce the text in small pieces called sections which are linked together with arrows, called edges, to form storylines. Thus a woven story is a graph of sections where each individual path forms a story of its own. During the research reported in this thesis, a computer application based on the concept of Woven Stories, Loom, was implemented and analysed.

This thesis has two main results. Firstly, it demonstrates that applications based on the concept of Woven Stories are social mindtools. These social mindtools are simple and generalisable tools for collaborative knowledge building and processing. Secondly, the thesis shows that the design and implementation process of social mindtools should proceed in certain stages. The previous claim is supported with evaluation of Loom in several case studies. The latter one is based on the lessons learnt during the design and implementation of Loom. Furthermore, this thesis emphasises the importance of keeping educational applications simple, yet extendable for maximised flexibility.

Because of the continuous flow of new technologies, research in the field of educational technology tends to concentrate on the use of mobile technologies, virtual worlds and other relatively complex tools and technologies. Given the popularity of technology-driven designs of this kind in research, it is easy to overlook the fact that learning is inextricably bound up with thinking and that simple solutions can often be crucial in the evolution of educational research.

Tools are devices, appliances and methods that ease people’s tasks. Tools enable people to extend their physical and cognitive capabilities. According to Jonassen, while most tools are very specific and meant for certain purposes, there are more generalisable tools that can facilitate cognitive processing [67]. Cognitive capabilities or processes that tools are able to facilitate are attention, perception, learning,
memory, language, problem solving, reasoning, and thinking [47]. Tools that are capable of supporting and facilitating these largely individual processes are called cognitive tools [67] or mindtools [68] as they are referred to in this thesis.

Jonassen [67] notes: “Rather than developing more powerful teaching software, we should be teaching learners how to think more efficiently.” In order to accomplish what Jonassen recommends, there is a need to develop a range of simple and generic thinking tools that can be taught to learners. The development of simple tools of this kind is predicated on the realisation that the primary purpose of learning is not how to use the tool but how to think efficiently.

While designing educational tools and software, it is helpful to bear in mind that contemporary scholarly communities exist through a web of international communication and interaction, and that it is important to be able to support collaboration among these communities. In modern-day educational institutions, for example, on-line teaching and learning are being used ever more widely. This ubiquity of on-line teaching and learning in education presupposes a need for effective methods of collaborative knowledge processing. Internet facilities, such as email, discussion forums and Usenet news, have become so widely used for collaboration and information delivery that they seem to have become indispensable [83], even though they are not equally effective in all situations.

The development of Internet-based tools, from the traditional web to Web 2.0 [132], and from information delivery to interpersonal collaboration and group-based knowledge construction and creation, indicates the shared direction in which the majority of social mindtools are heading.

The development of social mindtools is demanding. It can be a long journey from conception to implementation, in order to take the original idea to the working version of the application. Currently, there are neither methods nor models for the development of these generalisable applications. Traditional software development processes are often not applicable, since these require that it is known beforehand what the application is supposed to do and how.

It is unclear what the best methods are for designing social mindtools that contain the necessary features for “teaching to think efficiently”. This open question is one that this thesis aims to address. While creators of educational media and educators themselves can use intuitive or ad-hoc approaches to design, or could embrace some classical software engineering approach, the outcome of such a process would be uncertain, considering the complexity of the domain. In order to make the design process more efficient and focused, specialised models are needed.

This thesis is a result of a long and challenging experimental work with the Woven Stories. Woven Stories originated as a means for writing stories, it subsequently proved its usefulness as a mindtool [68] in several other application areas such as progress reporting, collaborative learning of programming and corporate strategy.
planning ([94], [89], [99], [110]). Woven Stories provides an example of a useful tool that is characterised by simplicity, generalisability and collaborative dimensions. It also seems to overcome the fact that it is hard and complicated to support collaborative writing [74, 126]. There are tools for creating hypertext documents and there are applications that facilitate collaboration, but the approach used in Woven Stories concept is a novel combination of existing tools.

Based on literature analysis and the analysis of the design and implementation process of Loom, a set of commonly required features for social mindtools are presented. Furthermore, based on these requirements and a retrospective analysis of the design, implementation and evaluation of Loom, a layered model for the development and research of the social mindtools is proposed. This layered model is called the Nucleus Model.
Chapter 2

Questions and Methods

2.1 Research Questions

This thesis concentrates on the design and implementation of social mindtools. There were three goals: to design and implement a functioning social mindtool based on the concept of Woven Stories, to evaluate the developed social mindtool, and to formulate a generalisable approach for designing and implementing social mindtools. The latter is done in order to provide researchers and programmers with guidelines and a framework to be used in the demanding process of developing social mindtools.

In order to achieve the goals of this study, five research questions have been set. These questions, with references to Chapters where each question is answered, are presented in Table 2.1.

Below, I explain the research questions in detail.

What features characterise a social mindtool within the set of mindtools?

Social mindtools are a subset of mindtools. They are mindtools that are used collaboratively. Due to their collaborative nature, the design of these tools is not straightforward. Various aspects of both collaboration and mindtools need to be considered. There is neither a generally accepted framework nor a model for the development of mindtools, and therefore in order to answer this question a framework for these tools needs to be created. This question is considered and answered in Chapter 4.

How are the characteristics of a social mindtool present in the architecture of Woven Stories?
Table 2.1: The research questions of this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Chapter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1 What features characterise a social mindtool within the set of mindtools?</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2 How are the characteristics of a social mindtool present in the architecture of Woven Stories?</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 How do the characteristics of a social mindtool influence the technical implementation of Woven Stories application?</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4 What kinds of learning tasks does Woven Stories support?</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5 How does the Nucleus Model accommodate the design processes for Woven Stories and other social mindtools?</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to implement a social mindtool based on the concept of Woven Stories the architecture of the application needs to be designed. In order for the application to meet the definition and requirements of a social mindtool, the guidelines for these tools (i.e. the answers to Q1) are to be followed. Each individual social mindtool has a different set of requirements and features that are to be implemented and by answering this question I provide the basic architecture for Woven Stories based applications. This question is answered in Chapter 5.

*How do the characteristics of a social mindtool influence the technical implementation of Woven Stories application?*

This question sets the starting point for the implementation of the Woven Stories application, Loom, and can be considered as the main contribution of the thesis. The question is answered in Chapter 6 by introducing the current implementation of Loom.

*What kinds of learning tasks does Woven Stories support?*

This question is explored by analysing first the experiences from six case studies undertaken between 2004 and 2008. The question is answered in Chapter 7 by presenting an analysis of the case studies. Furthermore, a comparison between Woven Stories and Wikis, another collaborative writing tool, is presented.

During the evaluation process of Loom it became evident that mindtools should be implemented in stages. By implementing the application gradually, it becomes easier to evaluate the tool and to concentrate on certain issues in the evaluation. The order is based on a framework for social mindtools and gradually builds features starting from the very concept of a social mindtool. In order to analyse this more carefully, the following research question was introduced.
How does the Nucleus Model accommodate the design processes for Woven Stories and other social mindtools?

This question is answered in Chapter 8. The problems in the evaluation led to consider that there has to be specific ways to link the development and research of social mindtools in a meaningful way. This means that development and research should support each other and be as fluent as possible. Furthermore, it should be possible to carry out the work in close collaboration between computer scientists and educationalists.

The interrelationships between the questions presented in this section are shown in Figure 2.1.

2.2 Research Methods

In order to answer the questions presented in Section 2.1 several methods have been used. These methods are shown in Table 2.2 in contrast to the questions where they have been applied.

Table 2.2: The research methods used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>Literature analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>Design, Technical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>Software engineering, Technical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>Evaluation, Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>Retrospective Analysis, Synthesis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The method used to answer research question Q1 was literature analysis. Relevant literature is derived from the journals and conferences listed below. Furthermore, for specific needs articles has been searched by utilising the the databases of ACM\(^1\) and IEEE.\(^2\) The main journals have been:

- Computer Supported Cooperative Work
- International Journal of Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning
- Communications of the ACM

Important conferences include:

\(^1\)http://portal.acm.org/
\(^2\)http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/
Figure 2.1: Interrelationships between research questions.
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Q3
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Q1

Literature
The literature analysis proceeded in cycles. First the concept of mindtools was defined, which then formed a need to seek information about learning and knowledge building. This led to literature that considers knowledge in general. During the development process literature about collaborative applications and their requirements was sought. Figure 2.2 illustrates this cycle.

The answers to research questions Q2 and Q3 were obtained by analysing the concept of Woven Stories and the answer of Q1. The concept of Woven Stories was divided into construction blocks that are needed to transform the manual Woven Stories (see Section 3.1.3) to computer based application. Then, it was considered which features were needed to meet the requirements of a social mindtool. Based on these, an architecture for a social mindtool based on Woven Stories is given and an implementation of Loom is presented.

Question Q4 was answered by utilising the various use cases in which Loom has been used. A selection of analysis methods has been used in each case. These methods included:

- observation,
- interviews,
- questionnaires, and
- analysis of the WS artifacts of the test persons.

The actual use of these methods is described in Section 7 under each case where the method was used.

Up to this point in the research questions, the study has been following the Development Research Approach [107]. This is an iterative approach, where an application or a concept is developed based on existing theories and evaluations. This idea, and the structure of the research for answering research questions Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4 is represented in Figure 2.2.

For research question Q5 the main method has been retrospective analysis. The retrospective analysis is based on the experiences of the previous work, in contrast to what was known at the time when analysis was done. The answers and the process to achieve the answers of research questions Q2, Q3 and Q4 were analysed
Figure 2.2: Research followed this pattern before the retrospective analysis was done.

thoroughly. All this was done after answering questions Q2, Q3 and Q4, thus the name retrospective analysis. The idea of this method was to analyse the design and implementation process in contrast to the experiences of the case studies. Based on the difficulties met during the analysis of Q4, it was possible to determine important phases from the design process. The results of this analysis, and answers to the other research questions, made it possible to build a generic model for the development of social mindtools.

The thesis is strongly based on lessons learnt during the design, implementation and evaluation process of the Woven Stories application.

2.3 Main Results and Contributions

As part of this study, a computer application, Loom, was developed based on the Woven Stories concept. This is one of the main contributions of this work. Loom was designed and implemented by the author, with Mikko Taivainen and Teemu Laine providing important help during the implementation.

Eight articles related to Woven Stories have been published as results of the work in this thesis:


In this article I was the main author and wrote about the woven stories application and the educational theories behind it. Kimmo Liinamaa wrote about the strategy process. This paper was the first to introduce the extended version of the Woven Stories application called Woven Strategies.

P2 Nuutinen, J., Liinamaa, K., Sutinen, E., and Vanharanta, H. Woven

The Woven Strategies platform was introduced and analysed in this article from the community point of view. I was the main author and wrote about the application. This paper took a new viewpoint to the Woven Strategies platform, as a tool that would support an organisation’s objectives to transform into a web-based community or learning organisation.


This paper described how to apply Woven Stories application to bibliometrics. It showed that the concept can be utilised in various fields of science. In this paper Woven Stories was used to gather the data from the experts for the bibliometrics application, in order to define a field of science.


The Woven Strategies concept was elaborated in this paper. Kimmo Liinamaa was the main author and this paper was mostly based on his Master’s thesis. However, it should be noted that this paper would not exist without Woven Stories application.


This article describes a prototype of an application called JeCo. JeCo is an application based on the Loom which allows collaborative learning of programming by using the Jeliot [85] application to visualise the Java programming code. Niko Myller wrote the parts of the paper that considered Jeliot and I wrote parts that consider the Woven Stories application.


The Nucleus Model as a development approach for social mindtools was presented in this paper for the first time. This article was written by me with support from Roman Bednarik.

This article analyses the concept of Woven Stories, the concept of the social mindtools and the debating case which is also presented in this thesis in Section 7.1.6. Furthermore, it includes a comparison between the concept of Woven Stories to that of Wikis. I was the main author in this paper. Adele Botha provided me with help on Activity Theory.


This paper describes the need to provide the users of Loom with search functionality that enables them to find relevant contents from a large collection of woven story documents. In order to find proper algorithms for this purpose, several algorithms were selected and analysed. I conducted the analysis and was the main author of this article. The results of this analysis are presented in Section 6.6.

In addition to the articles published about Woven Strategies, my research played an important role in Markku Salo’s PhD thesis *Woven Strategies* [110].

Table 2.3 represents the relationship between the published articles and the research questions of this thesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Paper(s)</th>
<th>Chapter(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>P1, P7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>P1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>P1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>P6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An important contribution of this thesis is the application based on the concept of Woven Stories; Loom (see Chapter 6). Based on the evaluations and experiences it is useful in several different application areas and can be used in real settings as reported in Section 7.1. Furthermore, based on the experiences and results of the design and implementation of Loom and as a result of the retrospective analysis, a proof of concept, web-based version of Woven Stories, WS@Web was implemented.
2.4 Structure of the Thesis

In order to make the distinction between the concept, application, and the product of Woven Stories, I use concept of Woven Stories for the concept, Loom or the Woven Stories application for the application and woven story or document for a product of using the Woven Stories application.

In Chapter 3, I introduce the concept of Woven Stories and a method to employ it without computers. In this same chapter the previous prototypes of the concept are introduced.

Chapter 4 outlines the relevant theoretical framework in order to position the Woven Stories. This chapter answers research question Q1 and defines the concept of social mindtools and presents their requirements as a framework.

Chapters 5 and 6 introduce the current architecture and implementation of the Woven Stories application, Loom. These chapters give an overview of the application as well as its capabilities and also provide answer for research question Q2 and Q3.

In Chapter 7 I analyse six different cases where Loom has been utilised. These cases are all different from each other and thus provide examples from the various application areas where Woven Stories can be applied. Furthermore, lessons learnt from these studies and a comparison between Woven Stories and Wikis is given.

The Nucleus Model and the answer to research question Q5 is presented in Chapter 8. This chapter covers the idea of the model and provides suggestions on the research and development process of social mindtools.

Finally, I conclude my findings and present conclusions with potential future challenges.
Chapter 3

The Evolution of Woven Stories

The concept of Woven Stories was first introduced in 1999 [60]. Since that time the applications implementing the Woven Stories concept in computer systems have advanced considerably. At the same time the concept of Woven Stories has evolved. By no means were any of these prototypes finished tools but each of them was an improved version of its predecessors. The concept of Woven Stories, because it is so simple and potent, is worth investigating for purposes of research. The prototypes and their use have shown that the concept has several interesting application areas.

This chapter covers the concept of Woven Stories and briefly introduces existing and current prototypes.

3.1 Concept of Woven Stories

The name of the concept, Woven Stories, deserves a review before going more deeply into the concept itself. The Oxford English Dictionary [103] gives four explanations to “woven”, of which the following two are the most relevant:

1. That has undergone the process of weaving; formed or fabricated by weaving.
2. Formed by interlacing or intertwining after the manner of weaving.

The same dictionary defines weaving as: The action of the v. WEAVE; esp. the operation of forming cloth or other stuff by the interlacing of yarn or other filaments in a loom.

Based on those dictionary definitions, if something is woven, it has been made of several fibres or fabrics and has undergone a long process. The product is durable
and strong due to its structure because all the small parts support each other. Imagine a knitted sweater. Something as fragile as woolen string has been transformed into a warm and durable piece of clothing. But why *Woven Stories*? What does it mean when we *weave* or *intertwine* stories?

### 3.1.1 Structure of Stories

Stories or *narratives* that are printed in books, told to children by grandparents, or spread on the streets are normally sequential. Those stories have a beginning, and an ending, and passages that bind these two together. Hence, most stories can be divided into separate parts.

![Visualisation of a traditional story with six sequential parts](image)

**Figure 3.1:** Visualisation of a traditional story with six sequential parts. The leftmost part is the start of the story and the rightmost part is the ending.

The visualisation of a traditional story, as defined above, could be represented as it is in Figure 3.1. The parts of the story are visualised separately as boxes and the progress of the story is visualised with the arrows. If the boxes were filled in with text, there would actually be a real story which could be read from the visualisation. Thus the story would form a simple graph that contains just one path.

The stories are in a constant state of change. For example, urban legends are notorious for constantly changing. The stories carry the same message (e.g. that alligators live in the sewers of New York¹), but they keep changing, sometimes even rapidly. One story might state that an alligator ate a man who was taking a shower and another story might state that it ate a maintenance man who was cleaning a blockage from the sewer. What this actually means is that these stories have so much in common that they actually are two altered versions of the same story. They might have a different beginning or ending, but they still have much in common, so much that they could share common parts.

How would it be possible to visualise the dynamic evolution of these urban legends or rumours, as they are often called? There are certain common parts and some parts that differ from each other. It is obvious that the visualisation presented in Figure 3.1 is not an option. It should be somehow made possible to visualise the parts that are not common, but still maintain the common plot. One option is presented in Figure 3.2, which visualises two stories that share the same skeleton.

The visualisation presented in Figure 3.2 actually works rather well. If the boxes were filled in with text, the reader should still be able to follow the two, or actually

¹see e.g. [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sewer_alligator](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sewer_alligator)
3.1.2 The Concept

The concept of Woven Stories is a mixture of concept mapping [93], flow charts [32], collaborative writing [79], graphs [19, pp. 119–164] and finite automata [63, pp. 37–81]. Table 3.1 presents what features each of these concepts have contributed to the concept of the Woven Stories. Furthermore, the concept has similarities to hypertext (see section 4.4) and it builds especially on the visual representations of hypertext used in various hypertext systems. The document, a woven story, is visualised as a graph that contains nodes and edges just like a graph or a concept map. Due to its nature, a woven story is a directed graph that may (but most likely
Table 3.1: Features from different concepts to Woven Stories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Features to WS</th>
<th>Difference with WS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concept Mapping</td>
<td>Semantics of the links</td>
<td>Amount of text in nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow Charts</td>
<td>Flow of the stories</td>
<td>Amount of text in nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative Writing</td>
<td>Way to write the stories</td>
<td>Way to represent the stories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphs</td>
<td>Graphical representation</td>
<td>Contents of the nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finite Automata</td>
<td>Concept of start and end states as well as the transitions</td>
<td>Contents of the nodes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.4: The tools needed to create a woven story are indeed simple.

does not) contain cycles. Each of the nodes of the graph contains a piece of text. The visualisation of a woven story is similar to the visualisation of a concept map. Since the graph represents a story, each of the paths in the graph forms a separate story. While reading the story, the reader must follow the flow of the story, which can also represent a process, as is case with flow charts.

The actual woven story, the document, is a result of the collaboration between several authors in a shared story space. This story space allows users to add nodes, called sections, and to add edges to the document. In the story space the users can construct the story as if it were a directed graph of pieces of text. The texts of the story are in sections. Each section contains text that the original author can edit.

A woven story can be created without a computer (see Fig. 3.3). What is needed is an empty wall or table, a stack of Post-It notes, pens, scissors, tape or Blu-Tack, and string (see Fig. 3.4). The story space is a wall or a table, the sections are
Post-It notes and the edges are pieces of string. The woven story begins by one person writing a piece of text onto a Post-It note and then placing it on the wall. The others can then read what that person wrote. Another person can continue the story by writing a continuation to that piece of text onto a new Post-It note or write a completely new story. That Post-It note is placed on the wall and a piece of string connects the two Post-It notes. The string represents the flow of the story. See Section 3.1.3 and Figure 3.6 for an illustrative example.

Since it is impossible to determine the direction of the links with the string, the group has to agree on the direction in which the stories are to be read (for example from left to right). Other limitations include e.g. that it is hard to relocate an existing section and that the contents of a section are limited to the size of the Post-It notes used. It is also possible that someone can remove or alter the sections provided by other members of the group.

Figure 3.5 shows what a woven story might look like when created in a computer environment. Figure 3.5 is a woven story about a day at a zoo, written by three authors Jussi, Ville and Kalle. Each of the authors had quite a similar day at the zoo, though there had been individual differences too.

Let us first concentrate on Ville’s day at the zoo. He first saw the giraffes, then he had a hamburger, and finally he went to see the tigers. Jussi also went to see the giraffes but instead of getting a hamburger after seeing the giraffes, he went to see the lions first and then had an ice cream. Like Ville, Jussi went to see the tigers.

![Figure 3.5: An example of a woven story created with a computer environment. Note that only the titles of sections are shown. Contents are shown on a separate pop-up window.](image-url)
While reading a woven story, one should not concentrate only on the facts that an individual has written. It is as important to concentrate on which sections the person has linked together. It is of no use to rewrite parts that someone else has already written. Instead it is best to reuse the part as a part of your own story, like writers of the story in Figure 3.5 had done. By linking sections together, an individual author can compose new stories by reusing existing story sections.

The result of using the Woven Stories concept is not an unambiguous story. It is a versatile combination of stories within one document. A woven story is a combination of sections and edges in which the sections include the contents of the story. The edges link the sections together and thus represent the flow of the story. With edges and sections, a complex graph can be produced. All the paths that can be followed should form sensible stories.

Due to its graphlike nature, a woven story can be understood as a hypertext document. Each section of text is followed by zero or more links (edges) that guide the reader to new sections. A collection of hypertext documents on the Internet is visualised in a browser as a text document, but in Woven Stories it is visualised as a graph. Understanding the structure of the website can be difficult without a proper sitemap. Woven Stories solves this problem by using the graph as an interface for the stories, thus making it easy to understand the structure of even complicated woven stories. The semantics of the links in Woven Stories are different. While in hypertext the links are embedded in the text, in Woven Stories the links have similar semantics as graphs - the link can only be drawn from one section to another section.

One of the strengths of the Woven Stories concept is its simplicity. Even though the basic concept does not have many rules and functions, it can still be used for several purposes. Due to its flexibility and collaborative nature, Woven Stories can be seen as a social mindtool (see Section 4.7). The concept offers a few basic functions to handle the data and the users create the rest. Since the concept is flexible and has only few restrictions, it enables the user to employ it freely.

3.1.3 Creating a Woven Story

Even though Woven Stories was originally meant to be a collaboration tool, it can also be used by a single user. Chapter 7 describes the variety of possible uses for Woven Stories in more detail. This section gives a brief example of a basic Woven Stories session, with common tools (as shown in Figure 3.4).

The story is initiated by one member of the group, who writes a piece of text on a Post-It note and places it on the wall, as shown in Figure 3.6(a). This text does not necessarily need to be the start of the story, it can be any part, even the end. The first section is rather important for the process, since it will most likely guide
Figure 3.6: Creation of a simple woven story. Note that in order to create new storylines or paths it is only necessary to add links like in picture e.

the thoughts of the other members of the group.

After the first section has been placed on the wall, the other members of the group can read it. Then the other members can start to write sections. They can continue the story, embellish the story with a new longer piece, or start a totally new episode. The relationships between the sections are represented with pieces of string that weave the story together.

The group continues the story creation as long as they want. The result of the work can be a rather complex graph with several storypaths. It is important to
note that it might not be necessary to write text to create a new story. It could be enough just to add a new edge, like shown in Figure 3.6(e).

Modifications to the existing sections are prohibited unless they are made by the original author. This way the members of the group are forced to contribute their own text if they disagree with existing sections. The aim is that after the work has been finished, the final woven story represents the knowledge and viewpoints of all the members of the group.

### 3.2 Prototypes

The first implementation of Woven Stories was a web-based tool developed with Java, PL/SQL, HTML, and an Oracle 7 database. It used a WWW (World Wide Web) browser to facilitate co-authoring. The prototype was limited and it only allowed for the creation of tree-like structures out of story sections.

The next prototype was called Woven Stories 2 (WS2) and it took a different approach to the concept of Woven Stories than the first prototype. WS2 introduced a new structure display, on which the users could draw sections wherever they wanted. Also, the limitation to tree-like structures was removed, and graphs became possible structures. WS2 also had a chat tool that helped users to communicate during collaboration.

The implementation approach of WS2 differed from that of the first prototype. While the first prototype was a web-based application, WS2 was based on a client-server architecture, where both client and server were stand-alone applications. The whole package was written with the Java programming language and it used an open source HyperSQL database engine (HSQLDB).

During the following years, Woven Stories application went through a total transformation. The latest Java-based version is called Loom. This version has several new features compared to the earlier versions. The biggest difference is that the communication between the client and the server has been totally changed. Also it is easier to implement new features into the software due to new communication methods. Loom is presented in detail in Chapter 6.

A tool called Woven Strategies was developed concurrently with Loom. Woven Strategies is an extended version of Loom and was created in a project where the aim was to create an environment to support corporate strategy planning. More about this project and the tool is found in Section 7.1.4.

The final version of the Woven Stories application is a recently implemented web-based version of the Woven Stories concept. This version is called WS@Web. The client is written with JavaScript and the server uses PHP. The application uses the AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) approach to transmit data between
the client and the server. Due to the selected development methods, this version can be run on any modern web-browsers. Thus, the users do not need to install any specific software on their computer to start using the application. This application is light for the administrator, since its installation is straightforward. WS@Web is presented in Section 6.5.

Table 3.2 briefly summarises the properties of the different prototype implementations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prototype</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Developer(s)</th>
<th>Design tools</th>
<th>Example Applications</th>
<th>Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WS1</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Hassinen &amp; Harviainen</td>
<td>Java, PL/SQL, HTML, Oracle 7</td>
<td>Writing</td>
<td>Internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS2</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Gerdt</td>
<td>Java, HSQLDB</td>
<td>Writing</td>
<td>Any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loom</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Nuutinen, Taivainen</td>
<td>Java, HSQLDB</td>
<td>Writing, planning, problem solving</td>
<td>Any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woven Strategies</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Nuutinen, Taivainen</td>
<td>Java, Oracle 9</td>
<td>Planning corporate strategy</td>
<td>Any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS@Web</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Nuutinen</td>
<td>PHP, JavaScript, MySQL</td>
<td>Writing, planning, problem solving</td>
<td>Web-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 4

Towards Social Mindtools

“If you cannot build a model of what you are studying, then you do not understand what you are studying.”
– David H. Jonassen [69]

This chapter provides the definition of Social Mindtools and discusses the related theories from fields of education and computer science. The issues are covered in such a detail that it becomes clear what social mindtools are, how they help in the learning process and what is important in the development process of these tools.

Figure 4.1 presents the relations between learning, mindtools, and computer supported collaborative work (CSCW) in relation to Social Mindtools (grey area). While Woven Stories and social mindtools are in general primarily located in the grey area, they also make contributions to the surrounding areas. Due to this it is important to review these areas in order to be able to design and implement a good application based on the concept of the Woven Stories.

Figure 4.1: Position of Social Mindtools in the research areas.
The main references cited in this chapter are written by recognised authors. For mindtools the main source has been work of Jonassen. For learning theories the work of Ausubel and Bereiter has been studied. In the context of collaboration, the extended activity theory of Engeström has been used. From the field of computer supported collaborative work authors such as Grudin and Gutwin are cited. Some of the references used might seem rather old to the reader, but it has to be kept in mind that even though the technologies develop quickly, the base still remains the same. And, it seems that most of the research cites these same articles. The environments have changed, e.g. to Web 2.0, but the fundamental issues behind collaboration are still the same.

The relationships between different parts of the chapter are represented in Figure 4.2. First section introduces and defines mindtools. Since mindtools are used for learning, and especially for knowledge building, these are covered next with the introduction to learning and writing, which is important in the context of Woven Stories. After, knowledge related literature is covered, before continuing towards collaboration and to computer supported collaborative work. Finally, by utilising all the above, social mindtools are defined and a framework for these tools is given.

![Figure 4.2: Relation of the Sections of this Chapter to each other.](image)

### 4.1 Mindtools

Mindtools are tools that can be used for different purposes and in several domains. The main idea is that these tools facilitate the processes of constructing knowledge by learners. They are “knowledge representation tools that function as intellectual partners of learners” [69]. They are knowledge construction tools—tools that extend the mind [67] and force the user to think. In other words, a mindtool is simply a device, or technique, for focusing the learner’s analytical processes [82].

Based on statements of Jonassen [67] and Mayes [82], mindtools can be defined as “generalisable knowledge construction devices or techniques that help learners
to focus their analytical processes”. This definition is strongly influenced by the fact that mindtools are mostly used for learning. However, it should be noted that these tools can be used for other purposes as well and are not tightly bound to education. This definition of mindtools is problematic though. It is hard to define what mindtools actually are and what kinds of features these tools should have. Jonassen [68, pp. 18] presented a list of features that a tool or application should have in order for it to qualify as a mindtool. These features are presented in Table 4.1 in the column necessary features of a mindtool.

While working with mindtools the learner must be able to construct new knowledge in several domains. Examples of mindtools include concept maps (see e.g. [93, p. 15]), spreadsheets and hypermedia (i.e. constructing a web site) [69]. A tool that enables the learner to construct new mathematical knowledge does not meet the requirement of generalisation and cannot thus be considered to be a mindtool. The importance of critical thinking cannot be underestimated. Learning requires processing and critical thinking is processing at its best. The ease of usage of mindtools is also important. Since schools are often under-equipped with computers, it is important that students are able to use the tools after a short introduction. At the same time, students should be able to get as much benefit as possible out of the mindtool.

While mindtools are mostly meant for processing information and thus learning the relevant parts of the content processed, they may also be used for the evaluation and assessment of students. Even though the teachers might find this approach useful, it should be noted that these tools support processing information and knowledge. This means that the actual outcome might hide the most important aspects of what students have learnt. Furthermore, during the use of these tools, the learners will most likely learn new things. Therefore these tools should be developed and constructed in ways that support the process rather than just emphasise the outcome.

The features of mindtools presented in this section have been compiled in Table 4.1 in the column labelled Characteristic. Jonassen’s elaboration of these characteristics is contained in the column labelled Necessary features of a mindtool according to Jonassen [68]. A short description is provided in the column labelled Remark. It should be noted that Jonassen’s input [68, p. 18] implies that all mindtools are computer applications.

Table 4.1 suggests the following four characteristics of mindtools: accessibility, engagement, multi-purpose utility, and usability. Accessibility means the extent to which the tool is available to its users and the cost of using the tool. Usage should ideally be free. If it is not free, fees for usage should be as low as possible. When mindtools are distributed as freeware, they are often able to benefit far more educational institutions than expensively priced software. Engagement means that
Table 4.1: Characteristics of a mindtool

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Necessary features of a mindtool</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>• Application is available</td>
<td>Funds limit what educational institutions can do. It is therefore important that mindtools are easily available and affordable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Application is affordable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>• Intended for knowledge construction</td>
<td>These tools assist learners to think and construct knowledge on the basis of their previous knowledge and experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Supports critical thinking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-purpose utility</td>
<td>• Generalisable</td>
<td>When students master just one good tool, they can use it for all of their subjects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Transferable to other forms of learning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>• Based on a simple, powerful formalism</td>
<td>When students find it easy to master a mindtool, the spin-off is that they will gain at least some acquaintance with technology in education. A good mindtool helps users to focus on the subject rather than on the tool itself.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Easy to learn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A tool should be designed in such a way that it serves the purposes of knowledge construction and supports critical thinking. Multi-purpose utility signifies that an efficient mindtool needs to be generalisable. This means that it can be applied in several application areas and a number of subject domains. Tools of this kind should also facilitate the transferability of whatever skills have been learnt. Usability intends that it is easy to master the use of a particular tool and to apply it in practice. This criterion takes into account not only the formalism or the concept of a tool, but also its technical quality. The interfaces of the best mindtools have been carefully and thoughtfully conceptualised, designed and developed.

Mindtools are useful because the skills that are used in their application are easily transferable from one subject domain to another and from formal to informal
learning and vice versa. The use of mindtools promotes the integration of technology and education when little time is available to master the navigation of a technology and to apply its benefits to new subject areas.

4.2 Mediation of Learning

Learning is effective when it is meaningful. By providing learners with meaningful, motivating tasks better outcomes can be achieved. Thus, the motivation is the driving force of the learning process.

Learning is mediated by thinking [67]. According to Jonassen [67], “thinking is activated by learning activities and learning activities are mediated by instructional interventions”. This means that in order to learn something, a person must think and understand the information being dealt with. Thinking processes the information we possess into knowledge.

Finally, in the context of Woven Stories writing has an important role. Writing can be a valuable learning tool, since it forces learners to process the knowledge they possess into explicit form.

The following Subsections cover these concepts.

4.2.1 Knowledge Building

Knowledge building is, according to Bereiter, doing something to a conceptual artefact [14, p. 255]. Bereiter [14, p. 58] states that “conceptual artefacts are human constructions like other artefacts, except that they are immaterial, and instead of serving purposes such as cutting, lifting, and inscribing, they serve purposes such as explaining and predicting”. Thus the actual purpose of knowledge building is to build theories or explanations instead of presentations or videos. Similarly, in model building, the learner must find out what elements fit together [69] and make certain choices, in which, according to Jonassen [69], learning process lies. Working with Woven Stories is an example of such a process since the aim is to create a meaningful story instead of a presentation. Learners should be able to create something that is usable for them. As long as learners understand that the artefact they are creating is going to be useful, it keeps them internally motivated.

It is important that the product of knowledge building is indeed a conceptual artefact. Otherwise the actual process might focus too much on the physical features of the artefact, not on the actual process (see e.g. [102]). Thus the artefact produced should not be a poster or a movie [14, p. 294]. Still, the produced conceptual artefacts should be authentic to the extent that they are things the learners can actually use [14, p. 294]. Hence the conceptual artefact can be used to create presentations.
or posters afterwards. During the creation of the artefact it is important that the learners concentrate only on contents, relationships between the content items and the concept with which they are dealing with. This is the idea of the Woven Stories. First the structure and content of the document are created, and after document is finished, it can be utilised elsewhere.

Bereiter emphasised that knowledge building should be distinguished from learning; these are two separate concepts. Learning is doing something to alter the state of one’s mind to achieve a gain in personal knowledge or competence [14, p. 255]. Learning happens through processes of internalisation and externalisation [37]. In context of Woven Stories externalisation is the process, where individual transforms the knowledge possessed to form that can be written to a section or presented as a storyline. Internalisation is opposite to externalisation. During a story weaving process a learner reads others’ contributions. This new information is then processed and integrated into individual knowledge. Through internalisation individuals develop new knowledge [37]. Collaborative knowledge building then represents collective advancement of knowledge [56].

Through internalisation it is also possible to reach meaningful learning. Ausubel [7, p. 27] defined meaningful learning as follows:

meaningful learning takes place if the learning task can be related in nonarbitrary, substantive fashion to what the learner already knows, and if the learner adopts a corresponding learning set to do so.

In other words: if the learner can relate the new knowledge with something that is already known, then meaningful learning occurs. Rote learning is the opposite of meaningful learning; the learner tries to internalise something that cannot be related to any existing knowledge. One of the most important things in Ausubel’s theory is that what is to be learnt should be based on the facts that are already known. Better results can be achieved by making learning meaningful. One way of achieving this is by utilising discovery learning [25]. In discovery learning, learners follow the same procedure as scientists [134]. They generate hypotheses, they set up experiments and tests, and they interpret data. These activities are traditionally associated with empirical research. Discovery learning encourages learners to discover concepts for themselves rather than to have them presented [7, p. 24].

The distinction between learning activities and knowledge building activities is not clear. One may start reading with a learning purpose in mind, then notice something significant that causes to shift into a knowledge building mode [14, p. 256].

According to Bereiter [14, p. 274]:

• People learn from what they process; and
• The skills most likely to be learnt are the minimal ones necessary to accomplish the range of tasks presented.

Working with Woven Stories forces the learners to process the data. The approach where the stories are presented in a visual form guides the learners to divide knowledge into meaningful parts. Knowledge building is also an indirect learning activity [14, p. 277]. Thus learning happens without even noticing it. For example, in context of Woven Stories a user might learn to divide the text written into meaningful parts. Furthermore, Cress et Kimmerle [37] state that contributing to an article in a wiki can lead to individual learning processes in the contributors. The mental effort needed to externalise the knowledge requires deep processing and can thus lead to extended knowledge [37].

The knowledge building process can be summarised in these two items.

1. Knowledge building aims at creating a conceptual artefact - for instance an explanation, a design, a historical account, or an interpretation of a literary work.

2. A conceptual artefact is not something in the minds of the students; neither material nor visible but nevertheless real and something students can use.

Figure 4.3 presents a perspective of knowledge building. Learner creates from a certain topic an artefact with mental processing. The artefact is a new representation of the subject matter, something that the learner can use in the future.

Figure 4.3: Knowledge building process is aimed at creating a representation. This representation is a product of mental processing.

This theory of knowledge-building led to the computer application called CSILE (see [112]). Nowadays CSILE is known as Knowledge-Forum [4].

4.2.2 Learning with Writing

In the context of Woven Stories, writing is an essential skill. Before discussing computerised writing applications, a distinction between writing with and without computers must be made. With a computer it is easier to correct mistakes and to write coherent text. Even though it sometimes seems that a computer is a more efficient tool to produce text than paper and pencil, there are also drawbacks to using computers for writing. Davies [38] did an experiment with third and fourth
year pupils where they were supposed to write text with computers in pairs. The drawback with using computers was that the students did not do any pre-writing activities, that is, they did not plan their work, but just started typing; this might be explained by the fact that at the time of the experiment computers were rather rare.

In many cases writing can be seen as an efficient learning tool when certain conditions are fulfilled. For instance, the writing task should promote active knowledge building and the task should make use of writers’ previous knowledge and existing concepts about the topic [131], thus combining meaningful learning and knowledge building. Furthermore, writing forces individuals to externalise their knowledge (see Section 4.2.1) and provides a source of information for others to internalise.

According to Hartley and Tynjälä [59], writing is typically divided into three overlapping stages.

1. **Planning and collecting** - thinking about the content of the text, its organisation and what materials are needed;

2. **Initial drafting leading to more final writing** - putting down one’s thoughts on paper or on screen; and

3. **Revising and editing** - rethinking and re-planning the content, as well as correcting spelling errors, checking the page numbers of publications, and similar revision activities.

These stages can also be called pre-writing, writing, and rewriting [117]. As mentioned, these stages overlap and can even be done in any order. For example, a writer can iterate between planning and writing numerous times changing parts already written and introducing new parts. Despite the order of the stages, the process requires concentration and, above all, constant knowledge building and processing. Bereiter and Scardamalia call this advanced way of writing *knowledge transforming* [15]. Knowledge transforming is a writing process that includes much rethinking and restating and that creates fully developed thoughts. Another process of writing is called knowledge telling [15], which is used by children and less educated writers. In knowledge telling, the writer explains the facts that are known without any processing. Since people learn what they process, it can be concluded that writing can indeed be a powerful learning tool.

Woven Stories supports the process of writing at all the described stages. Planning can be done by introducing sections and their relations. This way it is possible to organise what is to be written; initial contents can also be added to sections. Revising and editing is also easy, since new sections can be introduced to include new contents or, the relations between the existing sections can be reorganised to
revise the flow of the document. The ability to change the contents of the document without deleting previous content is important, because it prevents loss of possibly important knowledge.

Hartley and Tynjälä [59] discuss collaborative writing. They have listed some aspects that are typical to collaborative writing. They state that collaborative writing can be:

- more efficient - because different aspects of the task can be shared;
- of better quality - because different individuals can contribute different ideas and can contribute different types of expertise;
- better thought out - because each individual has to take into account the others’ points of view;
- faster - because the less-able contributor is helped by the more-able; or
- slower - because the less-able contributor holds back the more-able ones.

Even though collaboration is never un-problematic, as can be seen even from the list above, according to Hartley and Tynjälä [59] it generally provides a good context for learning. In some occasions, collaborative writing can cause the result to be fragmented texts that can not be twined together. The use of computer supported technology offers interesting possibilities when assisting writing. Computer support may facilitate, or provide a vehicle for better writing and learning [59].

Woven Stories takes into account the aspects from the list above. It provides users with the possibility to share their workload and to contribute to their ideas and knowledge. It forces collaborators to process the text others have contributed before they are able to create links between the sections. Furthermore, users need to analyse the text they write and divide it into meaningful parts that others can use. The approach used to visualise the stories helps the less able contributors to see the relationships between different parts of the document, but at the same time, provides more able users with the possibility to continue their work without need to wait for less able users.

4.3 Knowledge

Section 4.2.1 discusses the knowledge building process in education. If there is a need to store, retrieve and manage knowledge in digital format, it should be known what knowledge includes. Wiig [137] defined knowledge as – “the insights, understandings, and practical know-how that we all possess” – the fundamental resource that allows us to function intelligently.
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According to Sunassee and Sewry [125], knowledge is divided into two different categories; tacit and explicit. Sunassee and Sewry [125] define tacit knowledge as:

Tacit knowledge is the form of knowledge that is subconsciously understood and applied, difficult to articulate, developed from direct experience and action and usually shared through highly interactive conversation, storytelling and shared experience.

Thus tacit knowledge is something that is difficult to share, something we are not aware of, or something we are not able to speak about. According to Sunassee and Sewry [125], “explicit knowledge is easy to articulate, capture and distribute in different formats, since it is formal and systematic”. Thus, from the technical point of view, explicit knowledge is much more easily obtained. On the other hand, tacit knowledge might be something that is more beneficial.

Knowledge, whether practical or theoretical, is always a goal in an intentional learning process. Intentional learning process means the process whereby a learner is intentionally trying to learn, thus trying to achieve new knowledge. Another important thing to keep in mind is Bereiter’s statement presented in Section 4.2.1 that people learn what they process. In Figure 4.3 I have referred to the artefact that is the product of knowledge building as representation. This representation is a new, learner-generated presentation of the topic that is to be learnt.

The representation described above is an explanation of what the learner has created. It does not even need to be in a physical format, it can just be in learners’ mind. It is important that the learner has processed it into a form that can be reused if needed and that the learner can also create physical representation of this knowledge. These physical representations can include concept maps, mind maps [29] or other methods that are found useful by that person. If the learner has been able to create a representation of the topic it can be said that new knowledge has emerged in the learners’ mind.

When the knowledge a person obtains is supposed to be shared with other people, the task is complicated. In order to create a representation that is understandable for others, there should be some agreed upon methods to represent that knowledge. One common, and maybe even the most often used, way to represent knowledge is through language. People are able to explain or write what they know. Another popular method is to visualise (see e.g. [122]) the knowledge possessed. The process of visualisation also requires common standards for representing the data or knowledge possessed. According to Spence [122], any method for representing knowledge is a cognitive activity.

Modern methods to represent knowledge often include computers. The knowledge a person possesses is often transformed into a digital form. The advantages of this approach are that digitally stored data are easy to share with others, easy to
modify and easy to store. The only problem is finding or designing suitable software. For the developers of knowledge-storing software the problem is how to transform human knowledge into a form that computers can store and manage. This area of research is called knowledge representation [121].

Knowledge has three aspects that should be taken into consideration. The first aspect is knowledge building as described in section 4.2.1. The second aspect is knowledge representation and the third one is knowledge management. Figure 4.4 represents these stages of knowledge and their relations to each other.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 4.4: Processing knowledge has three major parts; knowledge building, representation and management. Similarly these areas are related to the sciences of education, cognitive psychology and technology.

The aspects of knowledge presented in Figure 4.4 can be correspondingly mapped to three fields of study: knowledge building is studied within the educational sciences; representations within the cognitive sciences and psychology; and knowledge management is studied within business and the technological sciences.

Knowledge management can be defined as the process with which the knowledge possessed is stored, handled, distributed, and organised. Given this definition, knowledge management is something that happens at all times. In many sources, knowledge management is defined for organisations (see e.g. [125]). Berztiss [20] states that one aim of knowledge management is to transform items of personal knowledge into institutionalised knowledge. Thus, transforming the knowledge possessed to the format that also others are able to use.

A system that supports knowledge management should be able to store, distribute, organise, and let users handle the stored knowledge. The primary aim of computerisation is to facilitate access to the knowledge that would help individuals in performing their duties [20]. In systems meant for education it could be said that learning is the learner’s duty. Knowledge management process must contain an educational component [20] and vice versa, educational systems should contain a knowledge management component.

Figure 4.5 illustrates the roles of knowledge building, knowledge management, and knowledge representation from the viewpoint of a learning community. In order
4.4 Hypertext

The original idea of hypertext was presented by Vannevar Bush [28, reprint] in 1945. He described a system where an individual stores all his books, records and communications [28] and where all this information could then be retrieved with exceeding speed and linked together, forming trails that could be later followed. Words *hypertext* and *hypermedia* were coined by Ted Nelson [91] in 1965. With hypertext, Nelson meant a body of a written or pictorial material interconnected in such a complex way that it could not conveniently be presented or represented on paper [91]. The first implementation that included hypertext linking features was On-Line System (NLS) [44].

The success and familiarity of hypertext and hypermedia started to gain general popularity after the introduction of World Wide Web (WWW) [17, 16]. WWW made hypertext easily accessible for everyone. However, even before WWW hypertext was a popular target of research. In an article published in September 1987, Conklin [34] surveyed 18 different hypertext systems. By that time hypertext systems were versatile software for easy authoring, annotating and interlinking in-
formation. These systems were mostly meant for individual users to organise and manage their information.

On top of what nowadays is understood as a hypertext link, an HTML A-tag which links the current document to another document, the first hypertext systems had a richer typology of links. Bi-directional links offered users with ways to know which other documents refer to the current document. Most hypertext systems with bi-directional links offered a local map, showing nodes and connecting links [136]. Typed links provided the author of hypertext with a possibility to describe the relationship between the source and destination [136]. For example Sepia [123] shows the link type as a label of the link in the local map. Links with multiple endpoints were also used in many hypertext systems. These links do not connect only two, but a set of related nodes [136]. When a user followed a multiple endpoint link, the system presented a list where the final destination was selected. A more recent addition is adaptive linking [30]. An adaptive linking system modifies the link structure of the document depending on users' knowledge state [30].

Already in the late 1980s researchers had identified problems with hypertext. Conklin [34] introduced the “disorientation problem” which was caused by the degree of freedom hypertext offered: the user could easily get “lost in (hyper)space”. This problem was addressed by tools such as NoteCards [58], Storyspace [23], WE [119] and gIBIS [36, 35] by providing the user with a visual representation of structure of a hypertext. Even this approach, however, has its limitations; when the graph represented by the map enlarges, it can be difficult to the users to find relevant information from it.

The emerging of World Wide Web and HTML changed the research on hypertext. Researchers, although sometimes reluctantly (see e.g. [51, 118]), started to see WWW and HTML as object, and as a tool, of research. Whilst previous hypertext and hypermedia systems often included visualisation of the hypertext structures, the limitations of the HTML made this impossible. According to Schraefel et al. [113] the Web left behind many of interaction rich features of hypertext. Furthermore, the research on hypertext engaged in software efforts to engineer the Web into something more hypertext-like [113]. Other possibilities to guide users in the complex hypermedia structures were introduced, such as adaptive hypermedia (see e.g. [26], [39] and [40]) and spatial hypermedia (see e.g. [81]). Spatial hypermedia, however, still relied largely in the graphical representation of the relations.

### 4.4.1 Examples of Hypertext Implementations

The following four paragraphs briefly outline five different tools that are interesting from the perspective of Woven Stories. These tools share features with Woven Stories, but are generally based on more complex formalism. Three of these tools,
NoteCards [58], Storyspace [23] and WE [119] were meant for individual users, whilst gIBIS [35] and Sepia [123] were collaborative tools.

NoteCards [58] provided its users with electronic notecards that could be interconnected by typed links. Users created virtual notecards that could include text, graphics, images and other editable data [58]. By introducing the links between the cards the users were able to connect the cards and thus form the graph. NoteCards also included a browser where users were able to traverse the graph of cards in a structured way, similar to that of Woven Stories. NoteCards was designed to support people to work with their ideas [58] and was based on the notion that creative intellectual work is a hand-craft, a uniquely human skill that cannot easily be automated. Thus, NoteCards is a mindtool. The main limitation of NoteCards was the lack of support for collaborative work [58].

Bolter and Joyce [23] introduced a system called Storyspace. Storyspace was a tool for writing interactive fiction. The approach used to represent and construct the stories in Storyspace was similar to that of Woven Stories. Each part of the story is represented as a node of a graph and the connections between the parts are represented with links. Storyspace does not provide any collaborative features. For reading the stories it had another user interface. Storyspace has been developed since, and is still being sold by Eastgate System Inc. Storyspace allows links to be inside the boxes as well, thus hiding some of the structure from users [70].

WE [119] is based on three phases of authoring; exploration, organisation and writing [119]. For each phase, WE has a special mode. For exploration, WE offers a network view, where user adds and edits ideas and notes as nodes of a graph. This mode is meant for “retrieving potential concepts from long-term memory and/or external sources, representing these concepts in tangible form, clustering them into related groups, defining special relations or associations between pairs of concepts, and constructing small hierarchical structures” [119]. This mode is also meant to be used when writing hypertext documents. This idea is similar to that of Woven Stories. WE offers also the tree mode, which is meant for supporting the organisation of the text. In the tree mode, the user is constrained to the tree data structure. Thus, the user cannot move the nodes of the tree, nor create such links that would transform the tree into a graph. The idea is that the user organises the concepts to a single, integrated hierarchical structure [119]. Smith et al. [119] state that organisation is a process of conscious, deliberate construction. Actual writing is supported with editor mode, which allows the user to add contents to the added concepts that is, fill the nodes of the graph or a tree with text. Finally, text mode can be used to represent the document constructed in the tree mode as a linear document. Text mode traverses the tree top-down, left-to-right and produces a continuous document.

Conklin and Begeman introduced gIBIS [35, 36], a discussion and argumentation
tool based on the Issues Based Information Systems (IBIS) method. In gIBIS the users can post nodes of three types (issues, positions and arguments), and connect these nodes with nine types of links, thus creating complex issues based graphs. This graph is visualised in the browser, and users are able to place the nodes according to their needs. This approach, according to Conklin and Begeman [36], has several advantages, including that the effort of coming up with a layout reveals aspects of their problem that are not obvious beforehand [36]. In general, Conklin and Begeman [36] report that the structure of gIBIS on discussions was very useful.

The gIBIS system was used for various tasks and discussions. As a collaborative discussion tool, it can be said that gIBIS was among the first social mindtools (see Section 4.7).

In 1992 Streitz et al. introduced Sepia [123], a cooperative hypermedia authoring environment. Based on their analysis of cognitive processes they characterised writing as a design activity [123]. Based on this characterisation, they used the following three main features of every design process as their development guidelines [123]:

- design is a complex problem solving process,
- design is the construction of an artifact, and
- design is usually a social process.

In terms of cognitive modelling [123], Sepia was close to WE. However, whilst the final product of WE was a linear document, Sepia products are real hyperdocuments that is, documents that have hyperlinks. Sepia introduced a new working model, where authors could sometimes work individually and then, if needed, shift to close collaboration with other users. The user interface relied on the graphic layout of graphs, and it included features for providing users with awareness related information. Based on the facts that Sepia could boost collaborative cognitive processing, it indeed was a social mindtool.

4.4.2 Hypertext and Woven Stories

Before the WWW the hypertext systems were complex applications, for hypertext production, annotation and knowledge organisation. These tools offered several ways to interlink documents and organise information. These tools typically had several types of links, and some even had methods to type the hypertext nodes. A common feature was a graphical browser, in which the structure of the hypertext nodes and links was visualised as a graph. WWW made the hypertext more accessible, but changed it from a read-write system to mainly a read-only system [113]; only the author of the document can change the links and contents of the document. Instead of being seen as a way to organise and author information, hypertext is seen
as an effective way to publish information. Currently, the WWW and hypertext are perhaps shifting back to what was seen as hypertext in the 1980s. There is more interaction, possibilities to author and change contents of web pages and even annotate them. The problem is, however, that all these are achieved with separate tools; none of them are standard features of WWW or HTML.

Even with its limitations, WWW with HTML and other implementation methods is an excellent infrastructure as Smith stated in 1997 [118]. It provides a publishing medium for documents and texts, but also acts as a platform for various applications. It provides easy access to information and applications, almost wherever, without the need to install specific applications to users’ computers. What started as a perhaps shorthanded implementation of a hypertext system has evolved to an important infrastructure of the modern information society.

Woven Stories is a concept that would not exist without WWW or the previous hypertext research. It has similarities to several earlier hypertext tools and its communication strongly relies on the HTTP protocol, the base of WWW. The relation to some earlier hypertext applications and WWW to Woven Stories is presented in Figure 4.6. In the context of Woven Stories the definition of hypertext is simple; sections of text are interlinked with directed links. This is close to Halasz’s [57] narrow definition of hypermedia as information representation and management system that organises information into networks of multimedia nodes interconnected by links. In the context of stories and narratives, the use of directed links between nodes is justified. According to Bolter et al. [23] in its simplest form, interactive fiction requires only two types of elements: episodes and decision points (links) between episodes. A similar approach is also used by Storyspace [18]. This approach makes it easy for the reader to follow the plot of the story and, on the other hand, for the writer to plan the plot. However, the possibility to freely name the links in the Woven Stories can, in a loose sense, be interpreted as a possibility to type the links if needed.

Among the users of Storyspace, the storyspace map has been the preferred interface for most users [18]. Whilst Storyspace allows a writer to produce graphs, another similar implementation, Fluid Writer [138], relies on trees. However, the graph approach allows the authors to produce more flexible documents, and this is the reason why it has been selected as the basis of Woven Stories as well. Due to the simplicity of the selected linking typology, the structure of the document is easy to visualise. Furthermore, easy linking typology and visualisation of the structure helps keeping the user interface light and maintains the cognitive load of both the writers and the readers as low as possible.

The concept of Woven Stories has similarities to several earlier hypertext tools. What makes it different from many other tools is the possibility to collaborate asynchronously and synchronously within the same document. Furthermore, the possibility to integrate information retrieval methods (see Section 6.6) can help to
Figure 4.6: Relation between several earlier hypertext applications, WWW and Woven Stories. Selected events from hypertext history are presented left and their relevance to Woven Stories are represented with connecting links.
overcome the problem of the authors getting lost in the structure. The fact that Woven Stories relies on a simple formalism makes it applicable for several areas. The latter has been also the case with Storyspace; Bernstein [18] reports unexpected applications of Storyspace.

4.5 Towards Collaboration

The internet has been a catalyst for communities that are often called virtual communities [83]. In particular, the Web 2.0 (see e.g. [108]) phenomenon has inspired vast numbers of new, active communities. These communities consist of people who seldom or maybe never see each other in real life. Their only contact might be based on conversations in a web-based forum, a chatroom or a newsgroup. A virtual community commonly emerges around people with a common hobby or a common interest. It seems that if the participants join the community on a voluntary basis, the community is much more active than if the participants were forced to be a part of the community. However, even such communities have problems getting members to contribute [13].

In several cases these communities act as learning communities, even though the members might not even realise it. According to Jonassen [65], learning most naturally occurs in teams of people working together. For example, an aquarium enthusiast community shares information about fishes, aquarium techniques, and other aquarium related topics. An experienced hobbyist engages in vivid conversations and others learn from what the experienced hobbyist writes. Due to these kinds of activities, many on-line communities can be referred to as learning communities.

Since mindtools, and social mindtools, can be used for other purposes than learning, I refer to these types of communities as Mind Communities.

4.5.1 Mind Communities

According to Hoadley and Kilner [62] knowledge is generated and shared when there is purposeful conversation around content in context. They introduced a model, C4P, consisting of five elements: content, conversation, connections, context, and purpose. Hoadley and Kilner argued that the greater these elements are presented in any community, the more likely and effective the knowledge generation and transfer will be. They also claimed that an increase in any of these elements will result in an increase in all of elements.

The C4P model includes aspects for a successful knowledge building community. It emphasises purpose, motivation, and includes the aspects of good collaboration. However, it leaves out a vital part of such communities — knowledge building. Col-
laborative knowledge building cannot exist without conversation or communication. The collaborators need to share information. Conversation can be a good knowledge building tool, but more specific tools are needed to foster efficient knowledge building.

In order to extend and support the knowledge building activities of communities, access to specific tools should be organised. Communities that have access to collaborative tools, communication tools, mindtools, and social mindtools—and thus are able to build, represent, and manage knowledge—could be called Mind Communities. These communities are mainly meant for creating and processing knowledge in order to benefit its members. I define mind communities as follows: Mind communities are groups of people whose common aim and interest is to create and process common knowledge with appropriate tools. A community based on a web-based forum is not a mind community since the community does not have access to any mindtools even though they are using a collaborative tool (the forum). A group of learners that has a similar forum and access to a collaborative concept mapping tool is a mind community, since the group is also able to work with a mindtool.

Meaningful conversation is fostered by quality content, a clear purpose, and personal connections [62]. Here it should be noted that purpose is a key to collaboration. The group needs to share a common goal—the motivation to collaborate. In mind communities, the content is introduced, created, and polished by the community. In order to do this, communication, processing, and representations are used. Figure 4.7 presents a model of mind communities. Purpose brings the people together and acts as a motivating factor for the members of the group. Context sets the guidelines for the work and provides metadata for the provided content. The community is developed and maintained through communication, processing, and representations.

A mind community’s members’ goal is to get or share new knowledge. In order to achieve this goal, the members of the community must have the motivation to build collective knowledge and to contribute to existing knowledge. With such members the community can achieve a common level of knowledge and gradually expand the knowledge of its members. With tools that support knowledge building (collaborative tools, mindtools) and knowledge representation (mindtools), these goals can be achieved more easily. Gradually the members of the community also achieve the skill to represent the knowledge they possess in a way that other members can also understand and grasp.

4.5.2 Activity Theory

In order to enhance mindtools to support collaborative knowledge construction, it is important to analyse the factors that affect the users, or learners, while they
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Figure 4.7: Mind communities are knowledge building communities equipped with collaborative mindtools.

are using the tools. In order to explain the factors, activity theory is used as a conceptual framework. Activity theory has been selected since it quite elegantly illustrates important aspects of collaborative activities and since it is applicable for software design as reported e.g. in [33].

Several researchers [22, 73, 77, 90] have proposed the use of the activity theory as a conceptual framework for understanding mediated work practise. Activity theory has its foundations in Soviet psychology [45]. Activity theory states that human mind develops, exists and can only be understood in the context of meaningful, goal-oriented interactions between the human beings and the environment in which these actions take place [72]. Kaptelinin and Nardi [73] observe that in the activity theory people act with tools and that tools are both designed and used in the context of intentional actions. People act as subjects, constructing and instantiating their intentions and desires as objects. In the activity theory this relationship between people and tools is seen as one of mediation. The tools are used to build objects, which do not need to be physical. Thus, the activity theory explains the process of knowledge building (see Section 4.2.1). In Engeström’s extended activity theory model [45] he conceived the activity system as presented in Figure 4.8.

In Engeström’s model the relationship between the object and the community is mediated by the division of labour and the relationship between the subject and the community is mediated by rules. The tool is used in the transformation process while the rules are the explicit and implicit norms, rules, conventions and social relations within a community. The division of labour is the explicit and implicit organisation of a community [111].

Activity theory posits that conscious learning emerges from action [66]. Activity theory is apparently not the only model to frame the Woven Stories and collabo-
ration in general, but it clearly posits all the factors that affect an individual and community in any activity. Learning using a computer application and knowledge building activities can be explained from the view of activity theory. Thus it is vital to design and implement such software that can support the activities of learners. Mindtools are one such possibility since these are meant for supporting the thinking activities of the learners.

In the context of activity theory mindtools cover the upper part (darker grey) of the triangle in Figure 4.8 by providing a means for an individual learner to process information in order to achieve an objective. However, as a conceptual framework the activity theory points out the importance of the surrounding community. This is especially true in learning since, as Jonassen states [65], learning most naturally occurs within teams of people working together. When individuals engage in learning activities together, they form a learning community. In order to support the learning communities with knowledge building tools there is a need to extend mindtools with features to enable, support and engage learners in collaboration.

4.6 Computer Supported Collaborative Work

According to Jonathan Grudin [53], the concept of Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW\(^1\)) was first introduced in 1984, when Paul Cashman and Iren Greif organised a workshop devoted to CSCW. Since then CSCW has interested researchers and new areas of research has been formed around CSCW (see e.g. [76]).

What is computer supported collaborative work? Or which applications can be classified under the common term groupware? Grudin states that no formulation of defining groupware will satisfy everyone engaged in CSCW research and devel-

\(^1\)Also referred as Computer Supported Cooperative Work.
Ellis et al. [43] have defined groupware to be computer-based systems that support groups of people engaged in a common task or goal and that provide an interface to a shared environment.

The biggest difference between individual and collaborative work is communication; effective collaboration demands that people share information [43]. In terms of activity theory, communication is used to determine division of labour and rules of the community. Communication has different levels that depend on the availability of the collaborators. Based on spatial location and time it is possible to create a time-space taxonomy of computer supported collaborative systems. The time-space taxonomy presented in Figure 4.9 was originally created by Ellis et al. [43].

![Time-Space Taxonomy](image)

Figure 4.9: The time-space taxonomy for collaboration by Ellis et al. [43].

The taxonomy presented in Figure 4.9 can be used to classify different levels of communication, and it unquestionably points out that communication is an important part of collaboration. It is obvious that a comprehensive groupware system might best serve the needs of all of the quadrants [43], thus serving individuals and groups alike, as well as synchronous and asynchronous collaboration.

Synchronous collaboration means that the collaborators act and are present in the system at the same time. Asynchronous collaboration means that collaborators do not act nor are necessarily present in the system at the same time. An example of a synchronous system is a chatroom where two or more persons have a conversation together. When used by one person alone, the chatroom is less useful for collaboration. An example of an asynchronous system is a file repository, where all the users add their work. The users are not able to edit the files at the same time, but they can see afterwards what other members of the group have done. In the context of collaborative writing, synchronous collaboration is essential; especially during brainstorming and outlining when asynchronous collaboration is vital to writing, editing and reviewing [9].

Although synchronous and asynchronous aspects are important in collaborative environments, there is also a third aspect in the taxonomy. This class is called semi-synchronous. The semi-synchronous system combines the aspects of synchronous
and asynchronous collaboration. Users can collaborate in real-time or collaborate with a delay, thus actually combining all the cells of Figure 4.9.

A semi-synchronous system can present current information on synchronously co-present collaborators, and can present information about the past activities of other collaborators who were not simultaneously present [42]. This means that regardless of the way users access information, they always should be aware what others are doing or what they have done.

In order to work successfully, computer supported collaborative work has a number of special requirements. These requirements, collected by Bannon and Schmidt [11] are presented in Table 4.2 and are compared to the activity theory and characteristics of mindtools.

Table 4.2: Requirements of CSCW positioned with activity theory and characteristics of mindtools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Activity Theory</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Articulating cooperative work</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing an information space</td>
<td>Tools</td>
<td>Usability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapting the technology to the organisation, and vice versa</td>
<td>Rules</td>
<td>Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Division of labour</td>
<td>Engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Multi-purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Usability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The requirements presented in Table 4.2 support the contribution of the activity theory (see Figure 4.8) and the characteristics of mindtools (see Table 4.1). They provide additional requirements for each aspect of activity theory.

The time-space taxonomy of Ellis et al. presented in Figure 4.9 hints at the concept of computer supported collaborative work, but it is not clear how the actions that users are going to take relate to this taxonomy. Thus, there is a need to integrate the functionality of application to the time-space taxonomy. In their article [120], Sohlenkamp and Chwelos integrated the two dimensions of synchronous and asynchronous work and produced two tables. The combination of these two tables is shown in Table 4.3.

The integration by Sohlenkamp and Chwelos provides a good viewpoint on the requirements for computer supported collaborative work. It gives an overview of what features a collaboration tool should have. Furthermore, it addresses both synchronous and asynchronous modes, thus defining the requirements of a semi-synchronous system.
Table 4.3: The two dimensions of computer supported collaborative work integrated. The table includes the two dimensions and the design goals for each of the classes. Combined table adapted from Sohlenkamp & Chwelos [120].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Synchronous</th>
<th>Asynchronous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communication</strong></td>
<td><em>Communicate in real time:</em></td>
<td>Leave messages for others:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• make and break verbal and visual contact with one or more other people</td>
<td>• leave notes for others wherever they are needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• form and dissolve private conversations while in larger conference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• quickly suspend all audio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• control access to communication spaces</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cooperation</strong></td>
<td><em>Simultaneous work using groupware tools:</em></td>
<td><em>Turn-taking work</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• manipulate (create, edit, etc.) shared artefacts</td>
<td>• coordinate turn-taking work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• create, join or leave synchronous cooperation sessions</td>
<td>• determine what changes were made to shared artefact by others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• select the appropriate degree of coupling for synchronous sessions</td>
<td>• merge divergent work on shared artefacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Awareness</strong></td>
<td><em>What are others doing now?</em></td>
<td><em>What have others done recently?</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• obtain some idea of what co-workers are doing</td>
<td>• determine when shared artefacts have been changed by others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• ascertain a co-worker’s availability for contact</td>
<td>• determine how those artefacts have changed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• control their own level of availability</td>
<td>• determine when and where others have left messages for them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• control the information about themselves which is broadcast to others</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• know when shared documents are in use by others</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• know exactly what others are doing during a shared editing session</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Others</strong></td>
<td>• quickly join others in a shared work context (communication and collaboration activities)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• suspend and later resume a complete work context</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• control access to shared artefacts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• dynamically configure work groups to adapt to changing needs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• customise their view of the shared environment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
While working in computerised environments many things are complicated, especially when it comes to collaboration. In a face-to-face meeting, people can see and use non-verbal communication and can see where others are looking and what they are doing. This understanding of other people’s work is called \textit{workspace awareness} \cite{54} and is defined as \textit{the affordances of physical workspaces that allow people to maintain awareness of others’ locations, activities, and intentions relative to the task and to the space-awareness that enables them to work together more efficiently.}

Briefly, it is the collection of up-to-the-minute knowledge a person uses to capture others interaction with the workspace \cite{55}.

In face-to-face situations this kind of information is directly available \cite{75}, but it is more difficult to maintain it in computer-mediated communication and groupware. In groupware systems, people only see a fraction of the workspace and they might not see other members of the group at all.

Typically the awareness related information can be analysed with lists of questions (see e.g. \cite{55}, \cite{31}), such as “who are present?”. By providing answers to these questions, the application takes care of the awareness related issues. In terms of activity theory (see Section 4.5.2) awareness provides the users information about the other members of the community. Awareness is useful when planning the division of labour \cite{55} since these decisions depend in part on elements of workspace awareness \cite{55}.

Gutwin and Greenberg created a framework for workspace awareness \cite{54}. The framework is shown in Table 4.4. By using the questions presented in Table 4.4, the developers of collaborative systems can check whether they have taken into consideration the relevant aspects of workspace awareness.

The framework presented in Table 4.4 has been extended by Gutwin et Greenberg and is published in \cite{55}. However, in order to keep the social mindtools simple, the older framework is presented in this study.

### 4.6.1 Computer Supported Collaborative Writing

An important application of computer supported collaborative work is computer supported collaborative writing. Collaborative writing is highly popular. Some older research shows that a significant number of documents are produced in collaborative ways. Fish et al. \cite{48} claimed in 1988 that 65\% of documents in science are written collaboratively. Baecker et al. \cite{8} claimed in 1994 that 85\% of all documents written in business of science were written collaboratively. Although the cited research above is old, it is still reasonable to assume that the numbers are even higher nowadays, especially because of the increased utilisation of the World Wide Web and its applications.

Conceptually the process of collaborative writing seems simple. A group of
Table 4.4: Elements of workspace awareness according to Gutwin and Greenberg [54].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Relevant Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Presence</td>
<td>Who is participating in the activity?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Where are they working?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity Level</td>
<td>How active are they in the workspace?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actions</td>
<td>What are they doing?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What are their current activities and tasks?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intentions</td>
<td>What will they do next? Where will they be?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes</td>
<td>What changes are they making, and where?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objects</td>
<td>What objects are they using?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extents</td>
<td>What can they see? How far can they reach?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abilities</td>
<td>What can they do?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sphere of Influence</td>
<td>Where can they make changes?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expectations</td>
<td>What do they need me to do next?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

people, sharing one common goal, produce a document together. When the group works in the same room, the process can, but not always will, be easy. According to Baecker et al. [8] physical proximity is often an important factor for successful cooperative writing.

In order to support collaborative writing with computers, there should be enough knowledge about the practises of collaborative writing. Kim et al. [74] carried out a study where 11 academics were interviewed about their collaborative writing practises. The most interesting results of this study included:

- Document management is centralised,
- The writing usually proceeds asynchronously,
- Small groups are common (usually only two persons),
- Commenting is problematic since comments from different authors might conflict,
- Annotating on a paper copy is common, and
- Email is the main communication and comment-sharing tool.

While the findings listed above might seem obvious, they offer much insight for a person implementing a computer-supported collaborative writing system. At
Table 4.5: Requirements of computer supported collaborative writing positioned with activity theory and characteristics of mindtools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Activity Theory</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shared document support</td>
<td>Tools</td>
<td>Usability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversation space support</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination support</td>
<td>Rules</td>
<td>Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Division of labour</td>
<td>Engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Usability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference management support</td>
<td>Rules</td>
<td>Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Division of labour</td>
<td>Engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Multi-purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Usability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

least they show that even though there are already systems to support collaborative writing, these are not used; conventional methods are used instead. It seems that the tools used are basically digital versions of the traditional paper, pen and mail. Most likely the writing proceeds asynchronously because the tools function asynchronously. If the tools encouraged the users to do synchronous work, this might happen more often.

There are aspects one should consider when transforming collaborative writing to computer environment. Hofte [127] gives a list of service features that are especially needed in computer supported collaborative writing. His list is more developed than Bannon and Schmidt’s list on computer supported collaborative work presented in Table 4.2. Hofte’s list takes a deeper view, especially concerning collaborative writing. These needed features are presented in Table 4.5.

Hofte’s list is a collection of different services needed in a computer–supported collaborative writing tool. Shared document support concerns users’ interaction with a shared document. Conversation space support covers tools for direct communication. Coordination support concerns users’ rights and responsibilities and conference management support includes users’ ability to manage the conferences they are attending to (e.g. coming together to write a document is a conference action).

Gerdt [50] did an extensive survey on computer assisted collaborative writing in his master’s thesis. Based on Hofte’s [127] and Sohlenkamps & Chwelos’ [120] work he constructed a four-item list for the requirements of collaborative writing.
1. Shared document,
2. Coordination,
3. Communication, and
4. Awareness.

Even though computers have proved to increase efficiency and ease communication, working with or through computers is not the same as working in face-to-face situations. Take the example of a person reading a long scientific article. It is most probable that the person will print it out first and then read it while making annotations on the paper with a pen rather than using a piece of software. It is easier to take a glance at the paper and outline the article than to do the same on the computer. However, tools such as Kindle [12] are improving this situation.

4.6.2 Idea Generation

Shaw et al. [115] stated that “Generating divergent ideas, not just routine notions is an important part of the problem solving process, perhaps the most important, since it is so difficult and unpredictable.” While idea generation is crucial for problem solving, it is important in other domains, such as writing. Coming up with new ideas, and especially contributing them to the group, is profitable. Discussion about ideas assists in developing them further and may lead to new ideas by other group members. Without new ideas significant benefits from collaboration can be lost.

Prante et al. [105] defined three requirements for CSCW tools that support idea generation and structuring:

1. prevention of turn-taking,
2. structuring the idea space, and
3. lack of process constraints.

In terms of idea generation, one important factor is time. The sooner one can contribute ideas the better. If the system is based on turns, ideas cannot be contributed immediately after they are conceived. On the other hand, there will not be much time to process the idea when writing it down. Prante et al. [105] found a dramatic decrease in performance when working in turns. Due to this fact, they suggest that the first requirement should be to allow synchronous work on a shared idea space that allows parallel input. Synchronous work would allow users to work at their own pace, thus easing idea generation.
Although brainstorming frequently occurs in face-to-face meetings, face-to-face brainstorming has some disadvantages. Consider a person contributing a new idea. That person usually is forced to constantly generate new ideas, thus bypassing the idea recently generated. This might lead to a situation where an individual misses the reason behind the idea that was contributed. Why did he contribute it? What was so interesting about it? While working in a computer–supported system, where individuals can take their own time to process their ideas deeper, it is possible to overcome these problems.

Structuring the idea space means that users can locate the ideas in the idea space as they see fit. This is similar to placing Post-It notes on the wall, for example; it is easy to change the spatial positions as wanted. Prante et al. [105] noticed that this feature seems to foster the group’s creative performance.

Idea generation is never a very structured process. It does not have a strict policy how to proceed and it is seldom limited by time. Based on their observations, Prante et al. [105] suggested that an idea generation tool should not have any constraints when considering the actual idea generation process.

### 4.7 Social Mindtools

Currently, there are mindtools that serve individual processing needs, and collaborative systems that serve needs such as communication and data sharing. Even though effective collaboration demands that people share information [43] and communicate, there is still more that should and can be achieved. In order to facilitate a community with better capabilities for processing data and perform thinking activities and knowledge processing, there is a need for mindtools that can be used collaboratively. **Social mindtools** are such mindtools that enable the community to work efficiently, to process data and to undertake activities together. They are mindtools that are intended for collaborative use. Thus social mindtools can be defined as *generalisable and collaborative knowledge construction devices or techniques that help learners to focus their analytical processes in order to achieve a common objective*. This definition maintains the requirements of mindtools, but adds a new requirement for collaboration. Thus it can be said that the social mindtools are extended mindtools and thus a subset of the set of mindtools.

In a learning community the individual activity transforms to dialogue and collaboration. Community shares a common objective and it uses tools to mediate the work and to achieve the object. By using the tools the community develops common knowledge through activity. All members of the community are able to contribute and thus participate in common knowledge building. By gathering viewpoints and opinions from different individuals, social mindtools extends the benefits of mind-
tools that are meant for individual work. With a social mindtool the learner is able to explain and give reasons for the data submitted to the community, thus forcing the learner to think and process the knowledge possessed by the community. The transformation from mindtools to social mindtools is actually similar to the transformation from traditional web to Web 2.0 (see e.g. [108]). Instead of information delivery and individual work, the focus is now put on collaborative information processing. These tools represent great potential for the facilitation of collaborative learning and situated cognition [64]. There are tools that can be classified as social mindtools; a common example would be wikis (see e.g. [37]) that allow anyone to contribute their knowledge for common use. Generally, the aim of the Web 2.0 trend seems to be, more or less, to offer tools that provide users with the possibility to share knowledge and collaboratively construct new knowledge. These tools encourage participation and they are social and open [132]. However, many of these tools are meant for one specific purpose and thus cannot be utilised outside their original application area.

How the social mindtools support collaborative work is tool-specific, but there are requirements that can be drawn from the viewpoint of activity theory. Naturally the requirements of mindtools are important in the case of social mindtools as well, but on top of these they need to support collaboration. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 4.1 mindtools are meant primarily for information processing and creation. Whilst this is still important in context of social mindtools, these tools should also emphasise the presentation of information in such a way that collaborators can easily understand and internalise it. Table 4.6 concludes the supplementary requirements of social mindtools. Table 4.6 maintains the same structure as Table 4.1 and thus these two can be compared.

The mind community has to be able to construct a commonly available knowledge structure and to communicate. By introducing features for communication, the community is able to set the rules and organise the division of labour. However, in order to engage the community deeper into the activities, proper features supporting awareness (see Table 4.4) have to be introduced. This information is used to create a feeling of community for the community members. These awareness features have been found out to be important in our evaluations, for example in the debate case that is presented in Section 7.1.6.

By using the social mindtools it is possible to cover all the factors affecting individual work as part of a community in terms of activity theory. While mindtools cover the upper part of the extended activity theory model (see Fig. 4.8) social mindtools cover the whole model.
Table 4.6: Added characteristics of social mindtools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td>Preferably web-based</td>
<td>Web-based applications are easy to access and the load of maintaining the software can be minimised for the end user.</td>
<td>Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>Provides awareness information Provides means for communication</td>
<td>In order to communicate, the learners must first be aware of each other. Awareness also provides learners with information about what other learners have done. Communication is a natural requirement of collaboration.</td>
<td>Community and Rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-purpose</td>
<td>No added features</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>Allows editing a common object</td>
<td>In order to efficiently collaborate, the learners must be able to edit a common object.</td>
<td>Community and Division of Labour.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.8 Framework for Social Mindtools

Everything covered in this chapter has been related to social mindtools. In order to codify all the issues covered, this section describes a framework for such tools.

Social mindtools have to meet the requirements for being mindtools. Second, mindtools are computer-supported collaborative applications. In order to combine these features, a comprehensive analysis must be carried out. It is important to analyse whether the system should be synchronous, asynchronous, or semi-synchronous.

First I will consider the features required from mindtools. Table 4.1 combines the basic characteristics and necessary features of a mindtool. It should be noted that due to the generalisable nature of the mindtools, it is not possible to create a complete model. Table 4.7 adapts Table 4.1 into a form of questions that can be used for determining whether a tool is a mindtool or not.

After the application has been classified as a mindtool, the next step is to find out if it fulfils the requirements for being a computer-supported collaborative tool, that is, a social mindtool. There are several possibilities for the tool to meet these requirements. Both synchronous and asynchronous tools are collaborative tools, although they are meant to be used in rather different ways. In an ideal case the tool is usable in both of these scenarios, thus the tool is semi-synchronous. In order to determine which class the application belongs to, the time-space taxonomy by Ellis et al. [43], shown in Figure 4.9, can be applied.

While the time-space taxonomy can be used to determine whether the application is asynchronous or synchronous, it does not determine what functions and properties such tools should have. These features, however, are rather well defined in Table 4.3, by Sohlenkamp et Chwelos [120]. Table 4.3 takes into consideration all three major aspects of computer–supported collaborative work and their essential features. However, in order to make this list more useful for developers and evaluators, the contents of the table should be transferred into form of questions.

A metaphor for an asynchronous system could be a meeting room of a workgroup. On the room there is a table, where all the work happens. Members of the group can enter the room whenever they want but only one user is able to modify the contents of the table. Users can leave notes to other users on the table. If simultaneous users are present, they do not see each other, they just see if the contents of the table are currently being edited (that is, they are not able to edit it since someone else is doing it at the same time). On the table there is a logbook that explains what modifications have been done and by whom. Table 4.8 presents the questions that can be used in order to evaluate and design the features needed in asynchronous collaborative applications. Since users cannot edit the same artefacts at the same time, these kinds of systems are rather easy to develop. It should be noted that the features related to the concept of the mindtool are included in the aspect of
Table 4.7: Questions to determine features of a mindtool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td>Is application available?</td>
<td>Mindtools should be easily accessed and, preferably, should have several possible uses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Is application affordable?</td>
<td>Since money is an issue for most schools and institutions, it is important that they can afford the tools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>Can it be used for knowledge construction?</td>
<td>Mindtools are knowledge construction tools. The tools should be able to construct or represent content or personal knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Does it support critical thinking?</td>
<td>These tools should promote critical thinking. Critical thinking requires analytical processing and high-level comprehension.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-purpose utility</td>
<td>Is it generalisable?</td>
<td>A tool designed just for one subject domain is not a mindtool. Mindtools should be usable in almost any domain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can it promote transferable learning?</td>
<td>Using a mindtool should foster generalisable skills for the users (skills that can be used in various fields). Thus, these tools teach the user to “think better.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>Does it use simple, yet powerful formalism?</td>
<td>The formalism embedded into mindtools should be a simple yet powerful way of thinking. This also could be a part of the cognitive features, but it has also much to do with usability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Is it easy to learn?</td>
<td>In order to be efficiently employed at schools and other institutions, mindtools should be easy to learn. The tools should have a very gentle learning curve.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
collaboration.

Truly synchronous applications are more difficult to develop than asynchronous applications. There are several technical issues to solve: for example, how to cope with situations where two or more users want to edit the same part of the artefact at the same time. When compared to the metaphor of asynchronous work, the workroom, as a metaphor for synchronous work, would be open for all members of the group at all times. Users could enter the room, modify the artefact at the same time, and have conversations. If the dimensions of Sohlenkamp et al. [120] are strictly followed, users would not be able to leave messages to each other. The ability to leave messages to others should not be needed, since all the members would be simultaneously present. Table 4.9 presents the questions that should be used while developing or evaluating a synchronous collaborative application.

While Tables 4.8 and 4.9 can act as an aid while developing or assessing collaborative systems, it has to be kept in mind that most collaborative tools are actually semi-synchronous. This means that these tools share features from both of these tables.

The three Tables (4.7, 4.8 and 4.9) presented in this Section, in addition to the time-space taxonomy presented in Figure 4.9, can be used to determine the requirements for developing a social mindtool. This model can also be used in order to determine if an application meets the requirements of a social mindtool. An example of usage of this framework is given in Section 6.7 where the current implementation of the Loom is compared to this framework. Furthermore, this framework is used as a base for development of Loom presented in Chapters 5 and 6 and the Nucleus Model, the development and research approach for social mindtools, presented in Chapter 8.

4.9 Summary

The first research question of this thesis (see Q1, Table 2.1) asks what features characterise a social mindtool within the set of mindtools. Social mindtools are defined as generalisable and collaborative knowledge construction devices or techniques that help learners to focus their analytical processes in order to achieve a common objective. Thus, social mindtools are a subset of mindtools that support collaborative knowledge building. Due to this, the social mindtools set several specific requirements (see Table 4.6) compared to those of mindtools (see Table 4.1). The biggest difference is the built-in collaborational aspect. For example, there are extra requirements that relate to the need to support awareness (see Table 4.4) and communication.

Fundamentally mindtools are knowledge creation tools and do not concentrate
Table 4.8: While developing an asynchronous collaborative tool, these questions should be considered in order to properly support communication, cooperation and awareness. The questions presented in this table characterise the asynchronous applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>1. Do the users have a shared working area?</td>
<td>In order to do efficient collaboration, the users should have a common working area. It is recommended that they would have a similar view of this area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Can users coordinate the turn taking work?</td>
<td>If the work is based on turns, the users need to be able to decide the order, to see whose turn it is and who is next.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Can users identify the changes made to the shared artefact?</td>
<td>When users return to the work, it is important to know what has happened since the last session. It is crucial to know what tasks have been done and what should be done next. This is strongly related to awareness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Can users merge divergent work?</td>
<td>If users have done divergent work, or have divergent ideas, are they able to merge these? In most cases the objective of the work is to produce one result that can be agreed upon by others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>1. Can users see when the shared artefact has been changed?</td>
<td>When working simultaneously it is important for users to know what is happening while they work. The ability to determine what changes were made to an artefact increases the awareness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Can users determine who has done the changes?</td>
<td>In collaboration it is important to see who does what. This supports the feeling of a community and also makes it easier for the members of the group to divide the work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Can users determine how the shared artefact was changed?</td>
<td>It is not enough to just see that something has changed. It is more important to see how something was changed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Can users see when and where others have left messages for them?</td>
<td>This is strongly related to communication (see communication, question 1). Users should be aware of the fact that they have received messages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>1. Can users leave messages to others?</td>
<td>Users must be able to communicate with each other, even though they might not be simultaneously using the system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 4.9: In synchronous collaboration tools the users use the system simultaneously. This makes working rather different from asynchronous applications. These questions can be used to evaluate if the requirements of synchronous applications are met.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>1. Are users able to manipulate the shared artefact’s?</td>
<td>Working simultaneously with common artefact’s is a characteristic of synchronous collaboration. Users should be able to edit common document, for example, at the same time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Can users leave, create or join collaborative sessions?</td>
<td>Users need to be able to administrate these sessions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>1. Can users see what others are doing?</td>
<td>In simultaneous collaboration, it is important to be aware of what others are doing. This helps the members of the group direct their work. Also in conversations, it is important to know what the other person is doing. This also includes users seeing who is also on-line. The information given this way should be as exact as possible, especially if the users are working with the same artefact.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Can users determine whether the other person is available for contact?</td>
<td>When a user has withdrawn from a conversations, other users should be aware about the withdrawal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Can users control the information about themselves that is broadcast to others?</td>
<td>This includes their status in the system, their personal information, and if they are available for conversation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Can users determine when a shared artefact is being used or changed by others?</td>
<td>Users should be aware which artefacts are being used by others. This helps them to control their work and to see where interesting parts of the work might be.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>1. Can users have instant verbal or visual contact?</td>
<td>User need to be able to talk or write about what they are doing. Common solutions to this are, for example, chatrooms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Can users have private conversations?</td>
<td>This is sometimes useful, especially if there are groups within the collaborating group. However, this is not always needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Can users control their access to communication spaces?</td>
<td>Users need to have the ability to also dismiss the conversation if it is bothering them. In parts of the work conversation can be more disturbing than useful. This is especially true if the conversations are audio-based.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
on presenting knowledge and information. However, in collaborative context the ability to present knowledge in understandable ways is also important. Thus, the users of the social mindtools need to be able to externalise their knowledge to a form that others can then internalise. Thus, social mindtools are a step towards representing and creating collaborative knowledge.
Chapter 5

Architecture of the Woven Stories Application

In this study an application based on the concept of Woven Stories was implemented. Implementation of the application was overlapped with the definition of social mindtools, presented in Chapter 4. This Chapter introduces architecture for the application. The architecture follows the concept of Woven Stories and the framework for social mindtools presented in Section 4.8. The architecture includes features from Woven Stories, but also introduces features that can only be implemented on a computer application.

5.1 Defining the Essence: the Core

The elements of material that make up the universe are called atoms. At the heart of the atom is the core. The core is built up from small particles called nuclei. In some ways, computer programs are built in a similar manner, especially when considering the object oriented programming paradigm. Small but important parts are combined together and a more complex application is composed.

When a particular process is implemented as a computer application, it is not always useful to implement the process in the same way as it would be performed without computers. The computerisation of the process often provides new features or functionality to its users, and therefore it gives a good reason to use the application instead of using the non-computer version. These new features can be small additions, such as ability to store or share the work easily. Even though the implemented software and the process that it implements could be different, they still share a common idea. This similarity is the core of the program.
During the development of the Woven Stories software, one of the main principles was to develop a system that could be used in several application domains with minor changes or extensions. In order to realise this principle, there was a need to define and implement the core of the Woven Stories application. This section describes the three nuclei of the Woven Stories core, which are essential in making the software work. These three nuclei are based on the framework for social mindtools presented in Tables 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9.

5.1.1 Nucleus I: the Concept

It is obvious that the most important part of the core is the concept of the Woven Stories. As a minimum, the application needs to provide exactly the same functions that can be achieved using manual woven stories process. The concept nucleus is based on Table 4.7 with the aspects of collaboration from Table 4.8 and Table 4.9.

As described in Section 3.1, there are two kinds of objects in the concept of Woven Stories that the application needs to manage. These types of objects are sections and edges. In order to work with these objects fully, users should be able to create, edit and view sections and edges. When creating a woven story with a computer there needs to be replacements for each of the materials necessary to create a woven story manually.

According to the concept of Woven Stories, the Woven Stories application needs to enable users to do the tasks shown in Table 5.1.

As can be seen from Table 5.1, the concept nucleus is strongly based on the manual version of Woven Stories presented in Section 3.1.3. This approach assures that all important features of the Woven Stories are present in the architecture. The features that make the computerised version different from the manual version are part of the other Nuclei and extensions.

Other computer applications have the computerised counterparts described in Table 5.1. For example, a simple drawing tool like Microsoft Paint has all the features that are needed to create a woven story. Users can draw the sections and links and are able to write the text into sections. It is important to note, however, that Microsoft Paint is asynchronous.

Synchronicity is a requirement for the Woven Stories concept to work. The group members need to be able to read, write or place the notes and strings to the wall whenever they want. However, if a woven story were created with Microsoft Paint, the authors would have to take turns on the same computer. This would be a major drawback when compared to the manual process, since it would mean that the users would have to wait for their turn. This can cause dramatic decrease in performance, as discussed in Section 4.6.2.
Table 5.1: The features of the Woven Stories concept and their counterparts in the computer application at a conceptual level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manual Feature</th>
<th>Computerised Feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wall</td>
<td><em>Shared Storyspace</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A display on which the objects can be placed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• All group members must have access to it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-It Note</td>
<td><em>Section</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Can contain user specified text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• All users should be able to see it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>String</td>
<td><em>Edge</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A line connecting two sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• All users should be able to see it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pen</td>
<td><em>Text Editor</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A tool with which the contents of Sections can be edited by the author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tape</td>
<td><em>Flexibility</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Users should be able to:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• place the sections and edges in the shared storyspace wherever they want</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• move the sections and edges as they wish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• remove sections and edges they have created by themselves</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.1.2 Nucleus II: Awareness

When a group of people are working in the same room, they are aware of what is happening around them. When work is performed on a computer application, the situation is not the same; people are not aware of what is happening around them as discussed on Section 4.6. By using Table 4.4 it is possible to identify the main features of an application that fosters awareness.

A manual woven story is created within one room. The time needed to create a woven story might be rather long, say over the course of several days, which means that probably not all the group members would be present at the same time all the time. However, it is likely that there are times when multiple members of the group are present simultaneously. Thus, while creating a manual woven story the work can be both asynchronous and synchronous.

When a creator of a manual woven story enters the workroom, the first thing observed is who the other participants are and if they are present. After that the person checks what modifications have been done, what is new, and what the others have done. If there are other persons in the room, it would be interesting to know what they are doing and whether they are available for conversation. One important question, often neglected though, is what have I done? This question is often asked, when a person has returned to the workroom after a period of absence. Also in situations where the story consists of a large number of sections, it might be difficult for a person to identify their own constructions.

By taking into consideration the questions presented above, Table 4.4 and the awareness related issues noted in Table 4.8 and Table 4.9, it is possible to determine what features are needed in Nucleus II, the awareness nucleus. The awareness related features of Woven Stories application are presented in Table 5.2.

5.1.3 Nucleus III: Communication

If a group creates a manual woven story, the woven story needs to be created in one room. They are not necessarily there at the same time, but it is likely that they know each other and will meet other members. When two people meet, they often have a conversation. The conversation might deal with the work they are doing, or might be small talk. Either way, the ability to communicate enables them to share their ideas.

When the concept of Woven Stories is implemented as a computer application, the possibility for communication between group members is decreased compared to manual woven story. Group members using a computer version of Woven Stories might still share a common workroom or classroom and could still talk to each other. The group members could also use other tools for communication, such as
Table 5.2: The second nucleus should provide answers to the questions presented in this table. The answers enable the group members to be aware of what is happening around them and how the work is proceeding. This table combines features from Sohlenkamp et Chwelos [120] and Gutwin et Greenberg [54].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nucleus II: Awareness</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Presence and Availability | • Who is present?  
• Who is available for communication? |
| Actions | • What have they done? (past)  
• What are they doing? (present)  
• What have I done? (past) |
| Woven Story | • Who is using my contributions? |

Skype [116].

One part of normal communication that is hard to implement in a computer-based system is the use of *conversational props* [24]. Conversational props are artefacts to which persons can refer to as they communicate. For example, in a manual woven story session a person could point to a section and ask why it was created. Thus the group members can immediately see which section that person was referring to.

Even though there are external ways to manage communication during the process of creating a woven story, the Woven Stories application core should offer users some basic communication tools. The minimum requirement is that users are able to have a text-based conversation in which all members can participate. Since the work of Woven Stories is strongly affected by visual representations of a story, users should also be able to refer to these representations while communicating with others. The requirements of the communication nucleus, as presented in Table 5.3, are based on the communication aspects of Table 4.8 and Table 4.9.

Even though this nucleus does not seem to have many requirements, it may be the most important one for the users, especially when the work is collaborative. By default, collaboration is seen as a process where group members communicate with each other in order to share ideas and knowledge. The importance of communication can be seen in any collaborative computer application; they all have some features that allow people to communicate. However, the communication nucleus is also
Table 5.3: Communication is an important part of the Woven Stories process. The minimum communication requirement is to provide a text-based chatroom for users.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Computer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Talking</td>
<td>Users should be able to talk with other members of the group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referring to objects</td>
<td>Users should be able to refer to objects while communicating</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the one that suffers the most when implemented in a computer application. Face-to-face communication cannot yet be replicated in a computer application in such detail that it is as authentic as the real thing. It is difficult to communicate body language, gestures, and other subtle nuances of non-verbal communication via an electronic device. However, several instant messaging programs already support the use of video based communication.

5.1.4 Fusion of the Core

The previous three sections have described the nuclei of the Woven Stories application’s core. The nuclei specify the requirements needed for a successful implementation of the Woven Stories application. The structure of the core is shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: The core of the Woven Stories application consists of three layered nuclei. The most essential, the inner nucleus, is the concept itself. The second nucleus concerns awareness and the outermost concerns communication. These three nuclei are the core of the Woven Stories application.

At first it might seem strange that awareness is considered to be more fundamental than communication. While communication is important, in real-life setting the awareness aspect comes first. For example when entering a room, a person shall
see who is in the room. In order to communicate, a person needs to be aware of those available. Awareness is a prerequisite for communication.

The features that these nuclei are concerned with are important for a computer application based on the concept of Woven Stories. From the above discussion, it has been shown that only the concept nucleus features are compulsory for an application. However, if the application were implemented with only the concept nucleus features, it could not fulfil the requirements for efficient collaboration. Due to this, all three nuclei are equally important prerequisites for a successful implementation of a Woven Stories computer application.

5.2 Extending the Core

Usually people do not want to use technology to recreate education just as it is [112]. The same goes for other application domains. Why use technology to do something that can be done even without it? There should be added value in order to motivate the creation of new software. This should also hold true for Woven Stories.

One of the key issues in the design of the Woven Stories application was versatility. It is intentionally planned that the application could act as a base, or a platform, for different applications. The concept of Woven Stories itself can be used for many different purposes, but with a few extensions the number of possible uses can be multiplied. Some of the extensions might be features that ease the use of the concept of Woven Stories, and thus can even be seen as an important part of the concept itself. While others might add a completely new feature to the application. This section briefly covers the basic extensions that make the concept more efficient through the use of a computer application, as well as showing that there are some features that are almost impossible with the manual version of the Woven Stories.

5.2.1 Remote Working

One advantage of using computers is the potential to communicate through the use computer networks. Networks enable the transfer of information from one point to another within a short amount of time. Applications that use networks, such as the world-wide web and e-mail, have made it possible to communicate over long distances quickly and efficiently.

Networks have also made network-based collaboration possible. Collaborators can be located spatially far away from each other, but still are able to share files and exchange e-mail rapidly. Several applications allow people to work within the same virtual workspace at the same time.

The original concept of Woven Stories requires that all the group members have
access to a certain physical space where the story is located (e.g. to a wall of a certain room). This means that the group collaborating on the story must be located in the same physical place. In order to enable a spatially distributed group to work with the Woven Stories application, the story space should be accessible via a network.

In order to achieve this, the Woven Stories application should be based on network technologies. One of the requirements of social mindtools, presented in Table 4.6 is that the application is easily available, preferably web-based. For example, it could be a client-server based application, where all the data is stored at the server and is accessible at all times. If the system were implemented like this, the users would be able to use it anywhere and anytime.

### 5.2.2 Managing, Representing and Retrieving the Stories

Computers are good at storing data. Due to this the advantage of a computer applications is that the data that are produced can be easily stored, edited and shared, even by more than one user at a time.

It would not be worthwhile to create a system that could only handle one story at a time. Due to this reason, story management is an important feature of the Woven Stories application. Story management should enable users to create and edit new stories (also called documents), access them whenever they wish, and to delete them when they are not needed any more. The concept of story management is close to that of knowledge management (see Section 4.3). These features are covered in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: The Woven Stories application should be able to manage several stories simultaneously.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Editing</td>
<td>User should be able to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• create new documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• edit the document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• delete a document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storing</td>
<td>The system should be able to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• store several documents at the same time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• provide access to the documents for the users</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2.3 User Management

Network-based applications and services are usually restricted to certain, predefined user groups. This prevents unwanted users from accessing private or confidential information. Besides adding security, user management also provides additional information that the application can use. For example, the application might automatically log user activity and provide user awareness related information (e.g. when a user is online or busy).

In order for a woven story to be successfully created, users have to know what others, and themselves, have already written. It is important to know who the author of a certain section is. Persons who note that they share common interests or similar thoughts with another user might want to pay more attention to that person’s work. Without proper user management this could not be done.

What is more, the issues of ownership of sections and edges are easy to solve with proper user management. When a user creates a section, the system can mark it with that person’s identification number. Afterwards, only this person can edit the contents of the section or delete the section. This raises a rather interesting issue related to the ownership of woven story sections. If a person has contributed a section to the woven story, can that person alone decide whether the section should be deleted? Should the decision be done by all the users of the system? Or would it be enough to ask the persons that have linked to that section?

The user management features that extend the core of Woven Stories are presented in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5: In network applications the user management is for security reasons. While it can serve for security, it can also be used to collect important information; for example, about ownership and editing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Restrict</td>
<td>• Only authorised users should be allowed to access the software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serve</td>
<td>With Sections, Edges and Documents (objects):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Who has created the object and when?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Who has edited the object and when?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2.4 Putting It All Together

One of the interests and aims in this study was to design the Woven Stories application to be a tool that could be used in several application domains. It is obvious that some tasks need specific features. Examples of these specific features are the *merge sections* and *split edge* operations that were implemented for the Woven Strategies tool (see Section 7.1.4).

Although different versions of Woven Stories have different features, they still need to employ the Woven Stories core in order to be called Woven Stories applications. Figure 5.2 represents the relationships between different domain-specific versions. It should be noted that the features can overlap or be totally discrete.

The implementation of the Woven Stories as a computer application opens new doors for the utilisation of the Woven Stories concept. First of all, collaborators do not need to be located in the same place in order to collaborate. The stories can now be easily saved and stored, which is not necessarily the case with manual stories. Most importantly, there are the possibilities for information retrieval, which facilitates the creation of new stories and the production of knowledge. With the possibility to add extensions to the Woven Stories application, the concept can also be applicable in several different application domains.
5.3 Summary

Based on the framework for social mindtools presented in Section 4.8, it is possible to derive three distinct nuclei that a social mindtool should implement. These nuclei are concept, awareness and communication. The nuclei are dependant on each other. Without concept, there is no need for awareness, and without awareness no communication related features are needed. By utilising each of the nuclei, the architecture of the Woven Stories application supports all of the characteristics of a social mindtool.

The core concept of Woven Stories is simple: there are sections containing text and edges that link these sections together in order to provide the flow of the story. Thus, the concept of a Woven Stories application is strongly dependent on these objects. The concept related requirements are presented in Table 5.1.

In collaborative applications awareness and communication play an important role. However, in some applications and some contexts these requirements can vary. Woven Stories is meant for both synchronous and asynchronous activities, and therefore certain features are required in a Woven Stories application. The minimal requirements in terms of awareness related features were presented in Table 5.2 and the minimal requirements in terms of communication related features were presented in Table 5.3.

By implementing the concept as a computer application, it is possible to introduce new features that support the collaboration and other Woven Story related activities. By extending the three nuclei with proper features, it is possible to meet all the requirements of mindtools and social mindtools. New features that are unique to Woven Stories applications, such as remote working, managing/representing/retrieving stories and user management, may become relevant to the concept nucleus.
Chapter 6

Current Implementation: Loom, WS-Server and WS@Web

The previous chapter described the requirements and the architecture of the Woven Stories application. This chapter introduces the implementation of the application. In order to distinguish the Woven Stories application from the concept of Woven Stories, the client is called Loom. The server is called WS-Server.

The aim was not to create a final version of the Woven Stories application. The aim was to build a tool that could be used in real settings in order to evaluate the concept of Woven Stories, its suitability for computer-supported collaborative work and whether it meets the requirements of a social mindtool. The priority for the implementation was that the application should implement the concept of Woven Stories as closely as possible. This means that all the features of manual woven story process should have been included in the application.

The first section briefly introduces the technical architecture and justifies its selection. Next, the functions of Loom are covered in terms of the three nuclei presented in Chapter 5. Some issues and problems that arose during the development are presented in the following section as well as the tools that were used to develop the application. An analysis of the information retrieval algorithms to be used with Loom is presented, which is followed by a short introduction to the next generation of Woven Stories application, WS@Web. Finally, I analyse Loom as a social mindtool and provide concluding remarks.
The requirement concerning the use of the Woven Stories tool for both synchronous and asynchronous work affected the choice of the basic architecture. In the concept of Woven Stories, simultaneous users should be able to edit the same document and preferably should have relaxed WYSIWIS (What You See is What I See) displays (see e.g. [52]). These relaxed WYSIWIS displays share the same data at all times, but every user can have a different view on the data at all times. Hence, a client-server based architecture seemed to be the only choice. A peer-to-peer approach could have been a solution, but it was not considered due to its complexity and because the data should preferably be stored in one place. Also, the decision was influenced by the fact that the previous prototype of the Woven Stories (WS2) was based on a client-server architecture.

One of the main ideas behind the development of Loom was that the software should be easy to use. This means that the installation and execution of both the client and the server should be simple. Due to this, the WS-Server includes an HTTP-server (Hypertext Transfer Protocol), so no installation of an external HTTP-server is needed.

The server and the client can be run on any computer running Java 1.4, or later. The server needs one free port for communication between the clients and itself. The server can be run on the same computer as the client, thus allowing Woven Stories to be used as a standalone program. The basic client-server architecture is presented in Figure 6.1.

Since Woven Stories uses the relaxed WYSIWIS approach, all users can see the same data at the same time. This does not mean that they share the view for the data, but that the data is displayed similarly in all clients. In order to accomplish
Figure 6.2: When a user edits or adds something in the client (Loom 1), the data is first sent to the WS-Server (1). After this, the server executes the required operations and sends the data back to all Loons (2). This ensures that all the clients share the same data at all times.

In Figure 6.2, the user of Loom 1 has done an operation that requires that data be sent to the server and other clients. Assume that the user has created a new object. The object would be first sent to the WS-Server (see Figure 6.2, part 1). The server would then store the data in the database and add more information to it; for example it might add a timestamp and a user identification number. After storing the data, the server would then create an event and send that event to all the clients (see Figure 6.2, part 2). The clients would then receive the event and decide whether they need the received data or not. If other users were currently using a view where the received data is important, they could immediately see this new data added by the user using Loom 1.

6.2 Implementing the Three Nuclei

As argued in Section 5.1, the core of the Woven Stories application should consist of three parts that are called nuclei. The requirements specified in Chapter 5 were used as guidelines for developing Loom. However, some of these requirements, such
as awareness (see Section 5.1.2), have emerged and proved to be important during the design and evaluation and are thus not fully implemented in Loom. This is a result of the cyclic nature of this research (see Figure 2.2).

This section describes the current implementation of Loom (the applications client), based on the nuclei presented in Chapter 5. The order of the three nuclei is the same as in Section 5.1.

6.2.1 Nucleus I: the Concept

The concept of Woven Stories is the most important component of the application. In order to stay true to the concept and to the characteristics of social mindtools, the application should be easy to use, easy to learn and be an efficient and powerful way to create, process and represent the knowledge possessed by users. These aspects are difficult to measure, but it can be done by observing the users of the application. Nucleus I, the concept, described in Section 5.1.1 includes all the functions that an application should have in order to be called a Woven Stories tool.

In order to emulate the manual version of Woven Stories, all features of Nucleus I, the concept, were implemented in one window. This window is called the Structure Display; its most visible task is to illustrate the woven story in a graph like format. The Structure Display, shown in Figure 6.3, provides features to edit the graphical representation of the document. The Structure Display also includes features for Nuclei II, awareness, and III, communication.

The Structure Display is divided into five different areas:

- The Story Space, which shows the document as a graph (See 1 in Figure 6.3).
- The Content Viewer, which displays the textual contents of the document, sections, and edges (See 2 in Figure 6.3).
- A toolbar (See 3 in Figure 6.3), which is used to select tools to edit the visual representation of the document.
- Chat, which allows users’ to communicate (4 in Figure 6.3).
- Action Info, (See 5 in Figure 6.3), which tells users what has happened in the document lately.

Editing the structure as well as adding and deleting sections and edges is performed within the Story Space. This is the area that takes up most of the space in the Structure Display. If a user wants to add a new section or edge, it should be added to the story space first. After this, its title and contents can be edited. Whenever a new item is added to the story space, it is immediately sent to all the...
Figure 6.3: The functions of Nucleus I, the concept, are included in a window called the Structure Display. This window also includes features from Nuclei II, awareness, and III, communication.
clients; even the user that added the item cannot see it before it has been sent back from the server. This way, users can see what others are doing at the time and, thus, are aware of their actions; this is also related to Nucleus II, awareness. After the user has given the section a title and written in text, the section is again sent back to other clients. At any time, all users browsing the same document share and use exactly the same data.

If a user wants to read the contents of sections of the document, the user needs to first select that section by clicking on it in the story space. Whenever a section, edge, or document is clicked, its content, title, and meta information, such as the creator's name and the time of creation, are shown in the Content Viewer (See 2 in Figure 6.3). The tabbed panel of content viewer changes according to the type of the item the user has selected. In case the user wants to edit the contents of the selected item, the edit button on the toolbar of the Content Viewer brings up the editing view.

In order to edit the contents of a section, a separate editor window is provided. This editor, shown in Figure 6.4, has the look and feel of a simple text editing tool. The editor produces HTML formatted text. Because it formats the text while the user types it, it is a WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) interface. Since much of the work in Woven Stories is related to writing, this editor is simple and easy to use, yet offering enough formatting capabilities to write well formed pieces of text.

While the editor for the sections is a versatile text processing tool, the editor for the contents of edges is very basic. The editor for edges is a simple window (Figure 6.5) that makes it possible for users to explain why an edge was created and give a visible title for the edge. It is not desirable for users to write long descriptions or important data about the edges, since the edges are not natural sources for information. Still, the descriptions for the edges were included, since the relationships between sections might not be that obvious and thus can need more clarification. Due to this, data given to edges can be seen as a sort of metadata. The possibility to add descriptions to edges enables new applications such as game
scripting as presented in Section 7.1.5.

In Table 6.1 I compare the requirements presented in Section 5.1.1 with what Loom actually implements. As can be seen from Table 6.1, all the requirements of the concept nucleus have been implemented in Loom.

### 6.2.2 Nucleus II: Awareness

Although an important prerequisite for collaboration, awareness is not properly supported in Loom. There are just a few features that make it possible for users to follow what actions others have taken in the system. Most of these features support the synchronous side of collaboration; thus, the asynchronous side is neglected. The weakness of asynchronous part is mostly due to the fact that these kinds of features are not straightforward to implement. In Table 6.2 I compare the requirements of awareness to current implementation.

The first feature that supports awareness is the panel on the bottom left of the Structure Display window. This awareness tool is called *Action Info* (See 5 in Figure 6.3). The panel shows all the important actions by the users of the current document. For example, when a user adds a new section, the display informs all the other users about it. Since Loom is based on relaxed WYSIWIS, users have the same content, but might not see the same part of the document. This panel helps users to keep track of the contents and their modifications. *Action Info* shows all
Table 6.1: The features of Loom compared to the requirements of Nucleus I (Table 5.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shared Storyspace</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- A display on which the objects can be placed</td>
<td><em>Story Space</em> implements this.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- All group members must have access to story space</td>
<td>All users who are in the same session have equal access to <em>Story Space</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Section</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Can contain user specified text</td>
<td>Sections are represented as boxes in the <em>Story Space</em>. Users can add any text to the sections.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- All users should be able to see</td>
<td>Sections are shown in the <em>Story Space</em>. All users browsing the <em>Story Space</em> can see the same sections at all times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Edge</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- A line connecting two Sections</td>
<td>Implemented as lines between the sections. An arrow represents the direction of the Edge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- All users should be able to see</td>
<td>Edges are shown in the <em>Story Space</em>. All users browsing the <em>Story Space</em> can see the same edges at all times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Text Editor</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- A tool with which the contents of Sections can be edited</td>
<td><em>Edge Editor</em> implements this.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flexibility</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Users should be able to</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Place the sections and edges in the shared storyspace wherever they want</td>
<td>This is possible in the <em>Story Space</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Move the sections and edges as they wish</td>
<td>All objects of the story can be moved freely within the <em>Story Space</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Remove sections and edges they have created by themselves</td>
<td>Users can remove any objects they have created by themselves. Objects created by other people cannot be removed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
add, edit, and delete actions.

The second feature that supports awareness helps users to identify the authors of the sections. For teachers, and other users, it might be useful to link the authors with their contributions. If the document has only a small amount of sections, it is rather easy to read the author names from the sections. However, in documents with a large number of sections, the identification of authors is difficult. In order to make identification easier, it is possible to colour-code the sections based on the author.

This author identification feature is simple to use. A user selects the tool from the toolbar and then selects the authors and desired colour for author’s sections. The list of authors only includes the authors that have contributed to the current document.

The author identification feature is useful in several circumstances. For example, user A might have noticed that user B writes in a similar way to user A and that they share a common interest. In order to locate all the sections that user B has written, user A could colour-code all the sections written by user B. For a teacher doing assessment this feature is also beneficial, since the teacher can easily locate the sections written by the student currently being assessed.

The latest addition to the awareness related features is the possibility to track the sections which the current user has already read. Each section is, by default, marked with text “unread”. When user has read a section, it can be marked with status “read”. This makes it easier for a user to keep track on the sections that have already read. This feature was added based on the feedback obtained from the evaluation.

6.2.3 Nucleus III: Communication

The last and smallest nucleus of the Woven Stories core is communication. For asynchronous collaboration there are no communication tools in Loom, but the Chat feature facilitates synchronous communication (See 4 in Figure 6.3). The Chat tool is located in the bottom right corner of the structure display. Chat works like any other chat, echoing written text to all the clients that are currently browsing the same document. In Table 6.3 I compare the requirements to the current implementation.

Even though the chat was designed to fulfil the need for communication, it apparently is not enough. There is still a need for tools with which the users are able to communicate more precisely about the contents of the document. Instead of saying “the section called beginning” users should be able to point that section out from the document somehow.
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Table 6.2: The features of Loom compared to the requirements of the Nucleus II (Table 5.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Exists</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Presence</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Who is present?</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Partially implemented. From the Chat (see Section 6.2.3) users can see who logs in as they are in the system, but they cannot determine who is currently on-line.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Actions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What have they done? (past)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Partially implemented. Colouring of sections enables users to see who has created what.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What are they doing? (present)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Partially implemented. All edit, add and delete actions can be seen from the Action Info panel and from the Story Space.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• What have I done? (past)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Partially implemented. Colouring of sections enables users to see what they have created and users can keep track on sections they have read.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communication</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Who is available for communication?</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not implemented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Woven Story</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Who is using my contributions?</td>
<td></td>
<td>No specific tool for this. Users need to browse the document to find the answer.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6.3: The features of Loom compared to the requirements of Nucleus III (Table 5.3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Exists</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Talking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Users should be able to...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• talk with other members of the group</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Chat implements this. However it is not possible to establish private conversations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• refer to objects while communicating</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not implemented.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3 Making It All Work - Adding Extensions

Although the features described in Section 6.2 are the core of Loom, they are not enough to make the application work properly. There is a need to manage the users and their documents as described in Section 5.2. Sometimes users want to export parts of the data they have created. In this section I go through the extensions that are implemented in Loom. As Section 6.1 has already introduced the client-server architecture that enables distance access and distance work, it is not covered in this section.

6.3.1 Story Management

A story, conversation, concept map, or any artefact that users elaborate with Loom is located in a document. A document is one story space where a woven story is created, thus it could be seen as one file. Usually a document contains only one woven story, but it is also possible that one document contains several woven stories, or storypaths that are not connected. Figure 6.6 represents this kind of situation where there are multiple stories in one document. Since many users and user groups can share the same server, there is a need to have an efficient document management system.

In the previous versions of Loom, the documents were in one list, ordered by the time they had been created, as shown in Figure 6.7. While testing the software among developers, this approach was soon rejected, since it was difficult to find the desired document when the amount of documents increased.

In order to make searching and managing documents easier, a tree hierarchy was selected. The current document management system is similar to a common file
Figure 6.6: One document can contain several woven stories as in this example (grey and white).

Figure 6.7: The older versions of Loom prototype had a document selector window that showed the documents as a list. This approach was found too difficult to use when the amount of documents increased.
Figure 6.8: The new document selector is based on a tree hierarchy. It is easier and faster to use.

system browser on an operating system; the documents are stored in folders and the structure is visualised as a tree (see Figure 6.8). New documents or folders can be created inside a folder.

The hierarchical visualisation complicates the process of creating a document. First, the user needs to locate the correct place for the document, then create a folder if needed, and then create the actual document. In the old version of the document management system, the user just created a new document. The old approach can still be used by just neglecting the folder creation feature.

Data for the document selection window is queried from the database only when needed. For example, if a folder contains children then it is shown with slightly different icons to indicate that there are children within that folder and the children are not actually loaded until they are requested. This solution prevents unnecessary data being fetched from the database, thus saving bandwidth.

The document selection window also offers all the operations needed in order to create, edit, and add folders and documents. All the operations are offered from a button panel, located at the bottom of the window, or via a pop-up menu,
as presented in Figure 6.8. The document can be selected by double clicking the document from the tree or by selecting it and then clicking the select button or choosing select from the pop-up menu.

For editing existing documents and folders a simple window is used as shown in Figure 6.9. This window lets a user create new documents or folders and modify existing ones. A title, shown in the tree, and a description are given for any object created within this window. The title is important because it is used to identify the various documents and folders in the hierarchical tree. The description is metadata that specifies what the document or folder was created for. This metadata could be used in future implementations of Loom for searching the documents.

In addition to the capability for adding and editing documents and folders they can also be deleted. If a user wants to delete a specific item, that item needs to be selected first. After the selection, the document or folder can be deleted by clicking the delete button from the bottom button panel or by selecting delete from the pop-up menu. The software then asks the user to confirm the delete operation. In case the folder contains other folders or documents the program does not allow that folder to be deleted.

The story management features implemented in Loom meet the requirements introduced in Section 5.2.2. Table 6.4 compares the requirements of the story management to the features implemented in Loom. The requirements were taken from Table 5.4.
Table 6.4: The features of Loom compared to the requirements of Story Management (Table 5.4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Actions</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A user should be able to...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• create new documents</td>
<td>X All users can currently add new documents and folders to the system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• edit the document</td>
<td>X All users can edit the description and the title of the document and they can partake in the document creation process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• delete a document</td>
<td>X A user that has created the document can also delete it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Storing</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The system should be able to...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• store several documents at the same time</td>
<td>X The system can store virtually any number of stories (documents) at the same time. The server stores these in a database.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• provide access to the documents for the users</td>
<td>X When a user requests a story (document) the server loads it from the database and sends it to the Loom (client) that the user is running. Simultaneous users can access the same story.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.3.2 User Management

In order to distinguish one Loom user from another there needs to be user management functionality. In this section I present the features that are related to user management that are implemented in Loom.

A user first encounters a user management related feature when Loom starts up. The first screen the user will observe is a traditional login screen that asks for a login and password. The user must get these from the administrator of the WS-Server in order to be able to log into the system.

Besides logging into the system, a user does not directly need to use any user management related tool. However, the user is able to see information based on user management related data. For example, when a user reads the contents of a section, the user can determine who has created that section and when. Users do not need to add this information by themselves, but it is automatically created. The information from user management is also used when the Action Info panel announces a new event or when a person says something in the chat.

Although a normal user does not usually need to utilise the user management related features of Loom, administrators need to manage user accounts. Figure 6.10 shows both of the windows that the administrator is able to use for user management. The window on left is the User Manager (see Figure 6.10(a)). It lists all the users in the system. If the administrator wants to add, edit or delete users, this can be done by selecting the user from the list and pressing the appropriate button. If the administrator wants to add a new user, the window presented in Figure 6.10(b) is displayed. Loom supports only two levels of users (administrators and normal users).

Figure 6.10: The windows used for user management of Loom are very simple.
Table 6.5: The features of Loom compared to the requirements of User Management (see Table 5.5)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Restrict</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Only legitimate users should be allowed to access the software</td>
<td>X Only users with valid login and password can access the system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serve</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Who has created the object and when?</td>
<td>X This information is shown for all the objects in the system (sections, edges, and documents).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Who has edited the object and when?</td>
<td>X This information is shown for all the objects in the system (sections, edges and documents).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Loom also provides basic user groups and permissions. A group is a collection of users. With these the administrators can control which users can view or edit certain documents. The owner of the document always has full control over the document. Read and write (edit) permissions can be set to group and others.

As can be seen from Table 6.5, all the requirements concerning user management have been implemented in Loom.

6.3.3 Exporting the Stories

Although Loom can be used for several purposes, in a loose sense it still is a production tool (i.e., a tool with which users produce texts). While the text in the system is useful for other members of the group, the user needs to be able to export the text at some point.

In order to export the stories a storypath (see Definition A.3) selection tool\(^1\) was developed. With this tool the user first selects an appropriate storypath. The tool lets the user select only correct paths (i.e. paths where the order is correct). After the correct path has been selected, it can be exported. In order to export the data in a format other than pure ASCII, a template needs to be created. With these templates different output formats can be created. These templates are implemented with HTML mark-up, and contain specific tags to tell the exporter where to put each part of a section.

A whole document, instead of just one storypath, can also be exported using

\(^1\)It also works with episodes (see A.2).
the same templating method. If a user wants to export the whole document, the
user selects whether Loom should try to find the start sections. If the woven story
contained in the document is cyclic, Loom cannot find the roots and the user needs
to select them manually.

An example of an exported section is shown in Figure 7.4.

6.4 Implementation Details

6.4.1 Communication and Encapsulation

The second prototype of Woven Stories had a client-server architecture written in
Java. Although it had many good features, it was rather difficult to implement new
features or modify existing ones that required client-server communication. This was
caused by the communication system that was implemented in that version. The
communication required that all the data to be converted to strings before being
sent, and then converted to the object again by the receiver. With this approach,
simple things like adding a new variable to some class would cause much work to be
done. Due to this fact, a new implementation was designed.

The communication and all the necessary features in order to accomplish the
client-server functionality are implemented in a package called \texttt{ws\_core} (which should
not be confused with the Core of the Woven Stories application). The \texttt{ws\_core}
package includes classes that implement the HTTP-server as well as all the classes
needed to create the client. Much effort has been put into improving the ease of use
of the \texttt{ws\_core} package. Even though this package was created in order to be utilised
while implementing the Woven Stories tool, it could easily be used in any project
that requires client-server communication with the HTTP-protocol. The \texttt{ws\_core}
package is not Woven Stories specific.

The encapsulation of the \texttt{ws\_core} package, that is the communication features,
also eases the programming of new features. The \texttt{ws\_core} is implemented in a way
that enables a developer to introduce new services to the server easily. The developer
needs to extend one certain class from the \texttt{ws\_core}, add the desired features, and
after this the service can be used from the client. An example of this procedure
follows later in this chapter in Section 6.4.2.

The \texttt{ws\_core} package as well as all the packages of Woven Stories are divided into
three subpackages: the client package, the common package, and the server package.
This division is rather obvious, based on the needs of the client and server sides.
The division is presented in Figure 6.11. The basis for the whole system is the core
package. All the Woven Stories specific features have been added on the top of the
core.
Figure 6.11: The architecture is based on three packages: the client package, the common package, and the server package. The basis for the system is the package called ws_core.

### 6.4.2 Implementing Services to Server

When a developer wants to add a new feature to the server, the first thing to be decided on is the kind of objects that will be transmitted between the client and the server. If the class for these objects has not yet been implemented, it needs to be created. First the developer needs to create an interface for the object. While designing the interface it should be kept in mind that this interface will primarily be used in the client-side of the program; thus, only the operations needed in the client should be introduced.

After the interface is ready, the actual class implementing the previously created interface should be created. This implemented class should extend a class from the ws_core called AbstractEntityObject and implement the previously created interface. To distinguish between these classes, the interface might be named, for example Document and the implementing class might be named DocumentEntity. Both of these classes should be stored in the common package of the software.

In order to create the actual service for the server, a developer should first introduce an interface for the service in the common package of the software. This interface should extend the ServerObject class from ws_core. Again, the service interface is primarily used on the client-side, thus it should implement only the features needed by the client. The service can transport all kinds of objects and primitive data types, as long as all the objects are serialisable. This interface should be named so that it can be easily understood by naming it a service that handles certain objects. For example it could be named DocumentManager or DocumentService.

After the service interface has been implemented, the actual class should be introduced in the server package. If the interface were called, for example DocumentManager, the implementing class should be called DocumentManagerImpl. The implementing class does not need to implement or extend any other classes other than the service interface previously introduced. All kinds of operations can
Figure 6.12: The firewall can cause problems within the client server communication.

be done in the service and all kinds of data can be returned to the client. If the data from the service should be transmitted to all the clients using the server at the moment, firing an event is the best choice.

When the service is ready, it can be used from the client-side as if it were a normal class. The only difference is when the service is introduced at the client. A developer needs to use a class called `ClientDispatcher` in order to use the service. The ClientDispatcher has a method called `getStubObject(Class intf)` with which the service can be then used as needed.

The approach presented above might seem to be a bit difficult at the first glance, but when a developer becomes familiar with this approach, it makes introducing new services very easy. Since the developer does not need to know anything about the HTTP communication protocol, the coding is straightforward. All the data can be transmitted as is, without any modifications or parsing; the ws_core does everything necessary.

### 6.4.3 Loom and the Firewalls

Although the firewalls make using the Internet safe for common users, they certainly can make the life of a developer difficult. This is also the case with Loom and WS-server.

The application that has been created is based on a client-server approach. This means that in most cases the server is located on a computer other than the computer the clients are running on. This is not a problem when these computers are in the same LAN (local area network) and are not separated by firewalls. The problem occurs when the computers are not in the same LAN. The problem is visualised in Figure 6.12(a).

In order to make the server of the Woven Stories visible to the client outside the LAN in which the server resides, an open port for the server needs to provided so that that computers from the outside world can access the server via this port. This is visualised in Figure 6.12(b). In most cases this solves the problem, especially when the clients are run on home computers, where the user is able to setup the
firewall alone. But when the computer running the client is behind, for example, a corporate firewall, this becomes more difficult.

In order for the client to contact the server via a port (e.g. port 4040), the same port should be open also from a firewall that separates the computer running the client from the internet. Considering the suspicious minds of the network administrators, it is not an easy task to get an open port. Actually in many cases the inability to have an open port might even prevent the use of the application, since the contact cannot be established.

One option to make the server visible to any computer on the Internet would be to introduce one's own webserver for the Woven Stories server. In this case, port 80 could be used for the Woven Stories server. This would make it visible to all the computers on the web, since this port is traditionally used by web-services: because the web-pages that can be seen come through port 80, no firewall blocks the information that comes through port 80.

This issue is one of the biggest reasons why the development of WS@Web was started. WS@Web is introduced in Section 6.5.

### 6.4.4 Development Tools

The first prototype of Woven Stories was implemented with Java and PL/SQL programming languages, HTML, and an Oracle 7 database. The tools that were used in the second prototype (WS2) were open source. WS2 was implemented purely with Java and it employed the Hypersonic SQL (HSQLDB) database engine. Before the development of Loom began, the selection of tools was a key issue.

When the tools for the current prototype were being considered, there were a couple of major aspects that influenced the selection. These included:

- **price**,
- **availability**,
- **platform independence**, and
- **familiarity**.

When considering the issues listed above, and when taking into account the fact that Java and HSQLDB were used in WS2, the selection for the most recent implementation was rather easy. Loom is implemented completely with Java and employs the HSQLDB database engine. It was decided that these tools were to be used because they are free and are well known among the students and researchers at universities. Java has particularly become the language of choice for most students
and potential co-workers. Also, the ease of developing client-server-architecture-based software with Java and the platform independence Java offers were considered to be advantageous.

HyperSQL DataBase [128] (HSQLDB) is a free database engine written in Java. It is small in size and can be run embedded or as a server. The main reasons that HSQLDB were selected for the current prototype were that it is:

- free of charge,
- easy to install,
- embeddable, and
- platform independent.

In the spin-off version of the current Woven Stories prototype, called Woven Strategies (which is discussed further in section 7.1.4), an Oracle database was used. This was due to the fact that the environment for which the version was built had already been implemented using an Oracle database. As the work progressed we became more certain that the selection to use HSQLDB was correct because since, for example, it made it possible to run Loom as standalone application. Still, using Oracle led to one major feature to the current implementation of Woven Stories database manager; instead of using auto incremental columns, we use sequences to get the primary keys for tables since auto incremental columns were not supported in Oracle.

6.5  WS@Web

WS@Web is a JavaScript, CSS, AJAX and PHP based implementation of the concept of Woven Stories. The implementation was started based on the results of the retrospective analysis of Loom and its use cases (see Section 7.2). WS@Web is a proof of concept application for testing if and how it is possible to implement a Woven Stories application that can be run in a web-browser without any additional software.

WS@Web has a very similar architecture to that of Loom and it is also based on the architecture presented in Chapter 5. It has a client, written with HTML, JavaScript and CSS, which can be run in any modern web-browser. There is also a server, which is implemented with PHP and which manipulates a MySQL database [124]. Data between client (that is, in fact, the web-browser) and the server (a PHP page) is transmitted in JSON format [3] by utilising the XMLHttpRequest object (see e.g. [104, pp. 179-181]). In order to ease the implementation, JavaScript libraries Prototype [104, 106] and Script.aculo.us [104, 49] were used.
Figure 6.13: User interface of WS@Web. Section Viewer has been moved with graphics editing tool under the corresponding section. Normally it opens at the exact same location as where section is located.

The client of WS@Web, presented in Figure 6.13, is one web page that implements all the features from the concept nucleus as presented in Table 5.1. Thus, there are boxes that act as sections, and arrows that act as edges. As in Loom, a user can drag the sections around the page. Edges are used to connect the sections in order to present the flow of the story, again in similar way to Loom. The biggest difference is perhaps the rectangular edges, which are due to certain limitations of HTML and CSS. Drawing straight edges could require even more DIV elements than the length of the edge would be. With the approach shown in Figure 6.13 three DIV elements is enough.

Every section can have a title and contents. The title is shown in the box that represents a section. Also the edges can have titles and descriptions.

All actions in the user interface can be activated either from the main menu or with a context menu (popup menu) that can be opened by pressing the right mouse button. For example, in order to add a section the user can right click the page. This opens a context menu where the only option is “Add Section”. When this item is clicked in the context menu, a section is placed at the same location where context menu was opened.

When a user executes any operation in the user interface that affects the global state of the document, an event is sent to the server. The server is actually a PHP script which processes the event, does modifications to database if needed, stores events to database and gives a response back to the client as a JSON formatted string. The client then decodes the JSON string into an object, and processes the response if needed.
All events, such as additions of new sections and edits to contents, are delivered to the client by utilising another PHP script. A client knows which event it has received last time, and based on this information it calls this polling script from the server. If new events have been fired after the last poll, these events are retrieved from database and transmitted to client, again as a JSON formatted string. This approach is similar to that of Loom and WS-Server presented in Figure 6.2.

There is also simple functionality to manage users and documents.

The value of WS@Web lies in two important aspects. First, since it uses a web-browser as the client, all data is transmitted through standard HTTP port 80 and therefore firewalls are not a problem for WS@Web. Secondly, it is easy to install and above all, users do not need to install any other additional software to use the application. Based on the initial experiences of using WS@Web, it seems obvious that this is the way how Woven Stories should be implemented in the future. The current version of the WS@Web is available at http://cs.joensuu.fi/wovenstories.

6.6 Section retrieval methods

During the experiments with Loom (see Section 7.1), it was found that in order to efficiently use and construct new data, the users need tools to browse the existing data efficiently. It would have been possible and relatively easy to implement a “normal” keyword-based search. However, since the contents of the sections are full text, and often there is a need to find sections that are similar to each other, a keyword-based search is not enough. Due to this, a comparison between different information retrieval (IR) algorithms was done.

Methods of Information Retrieval (IR) [10] are used when there is a need to provide the user with easy access to the information they are interested in. Since these methods often involve natural language, such as written text, the retrieved objects might be inaccurate and the result set can even contain undesired objects [10]. Due to this, the methods used are measured with Recall and Precision that gives a measure of how well a particular method performed [10].

Recall is calculated by dividing the amount of retrieved relevant documents \(|Ra|\) by the total number of relevant documents \(|R|\) in the collection. Relevant documents are those documents that should be included in the result.

\[
Recall = \frac{|Ra|}{|R|}
\]

Thus, Recall tells how well the actual result set covers the expected result set. Using Recall alone omits the fact that the result set can contain undesired hits. Precision is used to measure this. Precision is calculated by simply dividing \(|Ra|\) with the size
Precision makes the correctness of the used method explicit. There is typically a trade-off between Recall and Precision. This means that when Recall is high Precision is low and vice versa. Due to this, the developers need to evaluate which they appreciate more.

The following subsections cover the algorithms and present an analysis of each of the algorithms.

### 6.6.1 Frequency of Words

The first set of algorithms tested is based on wordsets that are generated from all the texts that need to be compared. Each text is preprocessed by removing all stopwords and delimiters such as commas and periods. Stopwords are words that are very common in a given languages, such as “and”. After this a wordset for each of the texts is created. A wordset is a collection of words in the text in a relation with their frequency within that text. These sets are produced similarly to vectors $W_1$ and $W_2$ in Figure 6.14.

#### Algorithm 1: FoW$_1$ algorithm is based on wordsets.

```plaintext
input : Wordsets $W_1$ and $W_2$
output: Float $result$
common = 0, total = 0
forall word $w$ in $W_1$ do
    if $w \in W_2$ then
        common += MIN(amount of $w$ in $W_1$, amount of $w$ in $W_2$);
    end
    total += amount of $w$ in $W_1$;
end
return common / total;
```

Based on these sets two different ways to calculate the similarity of the texts was used. The first approach uses the following algorithm 1 to calculate the similarity. Thus, the algorithm calculates the number of shared words in $W_1$ and $W_2$ and this value is then divided by the total number of words in $W_1$. This method is called FoW$_1$. It should be noted that this algorithm is not symmetric. Assuming the $W_1$ and $W_2$ from Figure 6.14 the return value for this algorithm for $W_1$ would be $\frac{2}{7}$ and for $W_2$ $\frac{3}{7}$.

The second approach uses the same wordsets but instead of comparing all the words, it includes only those words that have the highest frequencies. This is controlled with value $classes$. If, for example, $classes = 3$, the three most common
words are taken into account. However, if some of the most common words share a frequency, these are calculated as one class, and thus the resulting set can have more than 3 words. Otherwise the calculation is similar to the approach used above. This second method is called $FoW_2$.

### 6.6.2 Cosine Similarity

There are three different algorithms tested during this process that are used based on this method. The first algorithm, $Cos_1$, does not use weights for the words, the second uses the term frequency-inverse document frequency, $tf - idf$, weights and the last one, $alpha$, is strictly an experimental algorithm that uses only letters of the compared strings.

First a global word vector $V_g$ is created based upon all the texts compared. A word vector is a vector that maps a word to its frequency in a given text. Stop words are removed in the process. Based on the global word vector, a vector that includes the frequencies of the words of the given text is created. The process of creating these vectors is shown in Figure 6.14.

\[
D_1 = \text{"Grass is green and peas are green"}, \quad D_2 = \text{"green is colour"}
\]

\[
V_g = \{\text{grass} \Rightarrow 1, \text{is} \Rightarrow 2, \text{green} \Rightarrow 3, \text{colour} \Rightarrow 1, \text{and} \Rightarrow 1, \text{peas} \Rightarrow 1, \text{are} \Rightarrow 1\}
\]

\[
V_1 = \{\text{grass} \Rightarrow 1, \text{is} \Rightarrow 1, \text{green} \Rightarrow 2, \text{and} \Rightarrow 1, \text{peas} \Rightarrow 1\}
\]

\[
V_2 = \{\text{green} \Rightarrow 1, \text{is} \Rightarrow 1, \text{colour} \Rightarrow 1\}
\]

Figure 6.14: Example of creating global word vector $V_g$ and local word vectors $V_i$.

The cosine similarity (and the desired result) of vectors $A$ and $B$ is calculated with the following formula:

\[
similarity = \cos(\theta) = \frac{A \cdot B}{\|A\| \|B\|},
\]

where $A$ and $B$ are vectors of $\mathbb{R}^k$. The dot product $A \cdot B$ is calculated as

\[
A \cdot B = \sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i b_i,
\]

and the magnitude $\|A\|$ is calculated as

\[
\|A\| = \sqrt{x_1^2 + \ldots + x_k^2}.
\]

Based on these formulae, the production of the algorithm is trivial and is omitted here.
The calculation in the weighted version of this algorithm is the same, but instead of using only the number of occurrences of a given word in the text, it uses term frequency-inverse document frequency \((tf - idf)\) as a weight for the words.

\(tf - idf\) is based on the values \(tf\) and \(idf\). Term frequency \((tf_{ij})\) for a given term (word) \(t_i\) in a given text \(T_j\) is calculated as follows:

\[
tf_{ij} = \frac{n_{ij}}{\sum_k n_{kj}}
\]

Furthermore inverse document frequency \((idf_i)\) is calculated as

\[
idf_i = \log \frac{|D|}{|\{d_j : t_i \in d_j\}|},
\]

where \(D\) is the total number of texts and \(|\{d_j : t_i \in d_j\}|\) is the number of texts that contain the given term \(t_i\).

Now, after the \(td - idf\) values have been calculated, vectors \(A\) and \(B\) are created based on these. The weight of terms in these vector is the multiplication of \(tf_{ij}\) and \(idf_i\). Otherwise the calculation is similar.

The last algorithm uses the \(tf - idf\) approach, but instead of using words as terms, it uses the letters of the texts as terms. Thus, the vectors are created from all the letters present in the given text. Then, the calculation is performed similarly to the weighted version of this algorithm. The stop words are not removed in this algorithm because we wanted this simple algorithm to be as plain as possible. This algorithm is called \(alpha\).

### 6.6.3 Suffix Array-based Greedy String Matching Algorithm

Suffix Array-based Greedy String Matching Algorithm (SABGSMA) is presented by Mozgovoy et al. [86]. The reason for this algorithm being selected is that it seems to perform well when compared to other plagiarism detection algorithms and it is relatively fast. However, this algorithm is originally meant for detecting plagiarism of source code, and thus needed a small modification. The original version of the algorithm tokenises the source code stored in files before comparing them, but this version omits the tokenisation.

The algorithm is based on an index structure built over all the files (documents) to be compared [86]. By using this index structure the algorithm compares two given files \(Q\) and \(F_i\) by taking substrings of length \(\gamma\) from \(Q\) and searching these from the index. The \(\gamma\) value can be adjusted by the user. In this study the value of \(\gamma\) was 2.

Finally, the similarity between files \(Q\) and \(F_i\) is calculated as

\[
\text{Similarity}(Q, F_i) = \frac{\text{MatchedSubstrings}(F_i)}{q},
\]

where \(M\) is the number of matched substrings.
where \( q \) is the total number of substrings of length \( \gamma \) in \( Q \).

A more in-depth explanation of this algorithm is available in [86].

### 6.6.4 Analysis and Implementation

The data used for the analysis was five different versions of the well known fairytale *Little Red Ridinghood*. A fairytale was selected as Woven Stories was originally intended for writing stories. All five stories were transferred to WS@Web and divided into 5 to 7 parts depending on the version of the story. The aim was to divide all the stories to similar parts; for example, each story had a section called *Wolf*, where Ridinghood first meets the Wolf in the forest. In total these five stories include 30 sections.

Based on the assumption that each individual part where Ridinghood leaves home was similar to other parts where Ridinghood leaves home, a matrix of true data was constructed. Altogether 142 matches were present in that matrix, 112, if the diagonal is eliminated.

After the data had been constructed, a testbed was implemented for the algorithms. The testbed compared all the different parts of the Ridinghood stories against one another producing a 30 \( \times \) 30 matrix for each method where each matrix cell \([i, j]\) included the result of the current algorithm when comparing parts \( p_i \) and \( p_j \). Several different types of images and graphs were drawn to analyse the data. However, the main method to analyse the efficiency of algorithms was the recall-precision curve.

The recall-precision curve was constructed by calculating the values for precision for all the values of recall. This, in practise, was done as follows:

- all return values \( x_1 \ldots x_n \) were sorted in such a way that \( x_1 \geq x_2 \ldots \geq x_n \)
- for each return value \( x_i \) it was calculated how many correct and false positive were got with return values \( x \geq x_i \)
- based on the values obtained in previous item, precision and recall values were calculated.

Then, all of these relations were plotted to Figure 6.15. Recall is on the X axis, thus explaining the rate of the relevant findings and precision is on Y axis explaining how many of the found articles were correct.

Based on Figure 6.15 it is clear that the *Suffix Array-based Greedy String Matching Algorithm* outperforms the other methods. However, there are several methods that challenge the SABGSMA method on low recall rates, the difference becomes evident with this data at recall rates larger than 0.2. Furthermore, it is evident that
even the most naive methods are better than just randomly guessing (thick black line on Figure 6.15).

The success of SABGSMA is rather interesting, considering its background in source code plagiarism detection. The other interesting point is that this is actually the only algorithm with the alpha for which the stop words were not eliminated before execution. Surprisingly, if we eliminate the stop words for this method, the efficiency reduces significantly.

Based on this analysis the SABGSMA algorithm was selected as a base for the text searches. The implementation of the algorithm is integrated into WS@Web. However, since it is implemented with Java, it would be relative easy to integrate it also into Loom.

6.7 Loom as a Social Mindtool

Section 4.8 discussed the features that social mindtool should have. To evaluate what features of such an application Loom supports and which it does not support, in this section I compare the features of Loom to the features discussed in Section 4.8. First I compare and contrast the ideal features that high-quality mindtools should have
Table 6.6: Elements of mindtools compared to features of Loom.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td>Is application available?</td>
<td>Loom will be distributed as an open source application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Is application affordable?</td>
<td>See above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>Can it be used for knowledge construction?</td>
<td>Woven Stories, as the concept behind Loom, supports the knowledge construction process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Does it support critical thinking?</td>
<td>Using Loom forces the users to separate the knowledge into small, logical blocks and create the semantics between the blocks. This process assists the users to think through processed data more carefully.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-purpose utility</td>
<td>Is it generalisable?</td>
<td>Loom does not have any features that would restrict it to specific subject domain, so it can be utilised in other domains.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Can it promote transferable learning?</td>
<td>The concept of the Woven Stories teaches the users to think logically and to create links between concepts and knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>Does it use simple, yet powerful formalism?</td>
<td>The visualisation of the story as a graph is simple, yet effective way to present stories and sequential data in general.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Is it easy to learn?</td>
<td>Evaluations have shown that Loom is easy to use and learn.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

with the features that were ultimately included in this implementation of Loom. Then I compare and contrast the synchronous features of Loom and finally the asynchronous features. The order is based on the fact that most problems of Loom are related to the asynchronous collaboration.

6.7.1 Loom as a mindtool

In order to evaluate if Loom meets the requirements of mindtools, a comparison to the characteristics of mindtools is given. This comparison is shown on Table 6.6. It provides answers to the questions presented in Table 4.7. Table 6.6 maintains the same structure as Table 4.7 for easy comparison.

An ideal mindtool is one where the software should facilitate knowledge construction. The basic idea behind the concept of Woven Stories is to support story telling. This idea, in addition to the graphic way to visualise the stories, can indeed be used
for knowledge creation. Above all, Loom can enable a group to build on common knowledge in a collaborative way. A mindtool should also be able to support critical thinking. While working with Loom, users are encouraged to divide the data they produce into small pieces and then link these pieces accordingly. Dividing the data into small pieces forces the users to think critically about the contents; linking forces the users to see the relationships between the parts created.

Loom is a generalisable application, since it does not contain any features that would restrict its use in any specific subject domain. Furthermore, a mindtool should ideally foster generalisable, transferable skills that can facilitate thinking in various fields [68, p. 18]. Without any deeper evaluation this cannot be confirmed, but it can be still argued that learning to think in a “Woven Stories way” can be useful, despite the subject in which this way to think has been learnt. For example, dividing an English essay into small pieces can help that person later to divide a difficult mathematical problem into smaller pieces.

The last category of features for an ideal mindtool is usability. Usability includes two features. The first is that the ideal mindtool should have a simple, yet powerful formalism. The formalism used in Loom is similar to the formalism in many other tools. The documents are visualised as graphs and should be rather easy to understand even for the beginners. Still, by using the formalism of Woven Stories even complex structures can be constructed. Thus, it can be stated that the formalism used in Loom is indeed simple yet powerful. Secondly, the mindtool should be easy to learn. Tests carried out with Loom (see Section 7.1) have demonstrated that the application is easy to use and learn.

This analysis and the experiences from the evaluation, presented in Section 7.1 propose that Loom (and the concept of the Woven Stories) is a mindtool.

6.7.2 Loom as a Collaborative Tool

Loom was originally developed in order to be able to test the concept of the Woven Stories in a computer environment. One of the main points behind the development was to create an application that could be used in collaborative way. The current implementation supports this, but it works best when all the users are present in the same room at the same time. In this section I compare and contrast the features of Loom with the ideal features of synchronous and asynchronous collaboration tools, which were presented in the framework for computer supported collaborative mindtool in Section 4.8.

In Table 6.7 I compare the asynchronous features of Loom to the features presented in the Table 4.8. I address the elements of communication, collaboration and awareness by presenting the questions that correspond with those elements and by remarking on how those elements have been implemented in Loom.
Table 6.7: The features of Loom when compared to features of an ideal asynchronous collaboration tool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>1. Do the users have a shared working area?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Can users coordinate the turn taking work?</td>
<td>The work is not based on turns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Can users identify the changes made to the shared artefact?</td>
<td>Asynchronously this is not possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Can users merge divergent work?</td>
<td>Yes and No. Users can express their divergent thoughts by introducing new sections. However, no merging is possible except through negotiations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>1. Can users see when the shared artefact has been changed?</td>
<td>Asynchronously this is not possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Can users determine who has done the changes?</td>
<td>The information about the last modifier is present.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Can users determine how the shared artefact was changed?</td>
<td>No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Can users see when and where others have left messages for them?</td>
<td>No.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A detailed analysis of Table 6.7 reveals the fact that Loom does not support asynchronous collaboration very well. Out of the three categories, the category of collaboration seems to be the only one that is supported well enough. In order to utilise Loom more efficiently in asynchronous collaboration, the elements of communication and awareness must be developed further. Features such as annotations or notes could be useful for communication. Also, features that involve informing users about recent changes and updates should be considered.

In Table 6.8 I compare the features of Loom to the features required in an ideal synchronous collaboration tool. In Table 6.8 I cover the three categories of collaboration, awareness and communication, the relevant questions, and my remarks about the implementation of Loom.

By evaluating Table 6.8 carefully, observations similar to the observations from Table 6.7 can be made. Loom supports collaboration related aspects of synchronous collaboration, but the aspects of communication and awareness are not that well supported. However, the features for synchronous communication and awareness are better supported than the asynchronous features.

When implementing future version of Woven Stories application, the emphasis should be put on developing the communication and awareness features. With these features the application would be more usable in cases of distributed collaboration. Currently Loom works best in cases where all the group members work in the same room and can easily communicate about the work they are doing.

6.8 Concluding Remarks

While the current implementation of Loom and the Ws-Server can be used in order to evaluate the concept of the Woven Stories, there are still important issues that need to be solved or improved. The current implementation of Loom fails to implement many of the requirements of the three nuclei of Woven Stories Core. In particular, the second nucleus, awareness, needs further development. Conversational props, or similar features, should also be added in order to improve the communication between users.

Annotations and other features that ease asynchronous collaboration should be considered as additional features. Currently there is no possibility to add comments or annotations to the sections other group members have written. While lack of commenting and annotation features forces users to contribute their own ideas as new sections, this feature could be useful in some application areas. For example, a group of researchers writing a joint paper might appreciate annotations or comments feature.

In the current setting user rights are implemented in a limited manner. Currently
Table 6.8: Comparing the features of Loom to the features of an ideal synchronous collaboration tool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collaboration</strong></td>
<td>1. Are users able to manipulate the shared artefacts?</td>
<td>Yes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Can users leave, create or join collaborative sessions?</td>
<td>Yes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Awareness</strong></td>
<td>1. Can users see what others are doing?</td>
<td>They can see whenever a new section or edge has been added or when any of these elements have been modified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Can users determine whether the other person is available for contact?</td>
<td>No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Can users control the information about themselves that is broadcast to others?</td>
<td>No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Can users determine when a shared artefact is being used or changed by others?</td>
<td>Only changes can be determined.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communication</strong></td>
<td>1. Can users have instant verbal or visual contact?</td>
<td>Only text-based contact is possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Can users have private conversations?</td>
<td>No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Can users control their access to communication spaces?</td>
<td>No. Users are online in the chat at all times when they are present in a document.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
there are only two user types: administrators and users. Administrators can do whatever they want in the system; users can only create new documents, sections and edges and edit or delete their own documents, edges and sections. Although this approach forces users to contribute their ideas as new sections, the user privileges certainly need to be redefined.

Finally, the firewall issues should be addressed in future implementations. The approach used in implementing WS@Web seems to be the way to proceed in the design and implementation of Woven Stories based applications.

Even with its limitations, the current implementation of Loom works well enough in order to be used in small-scale settings. It has been possible to use the application in order to evaluate the concept of the Woven Stories in enough detail.
Chapter 7

Analysis of Loom

This chapter covers six different application areas where Loom has been tested. After the cases have been presented a comparison between Loom and a Wiki is provided. Finally a summary and an answer to research question Q4 is provided.

7.1 Use Cases

The current implementation of Loom has been used in several different case studies. These cases are completely different from each other with respect to their target population and use. This section covers analysis of six selected use cases of Loom. Table 7.1 presents the characteristics of these reported cases.

The first case centred around a brief Woven Stories session with the children participating in Kids’ Club [46] at the University of Joensuu. The aim of the case study was to test Loom, to find out if new features should be introduced, and to see how the children in Kids’ Club feel about using the system. A brief overview and the results of the Kids’ Club case are described in section 7.1.1.

The following two case studies differed from the first one substantially. The participants in the case studies were university students and the purpose of the studies was not to run a Woven Stories process, but to employ Loom in another application domain other than writing. First of these case studies was carried out with Computer Science students creating concept maps and the second case study was carried out with Forestry students who were supposed to create and report on a simulation process. In subsection 7.1.2 I describe the study with Computer Science students and in section 7.1.3 I describe the study with the Forestry students.

The fourth case was entirely different from the three previously introduced cases.
Table 7.1: The six different cases where Loom has been utilised.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Target group</th>
<th>No. users</th>
<th>Task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Kids’ Club Participants of Kids’ Club</td>
<td>12 on nine computers</td>
<td>To write about their work during a year in the Kids’ Club.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Concept Mapping Computer Science students</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>To create a concept map out of the contents of <em>Theoretical Foundations of Computer Science</em> (Theory of Computability) course.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Forestry Forestry students</td>
<td>5 divided into two groups</td>
<td>To report the simulated forest growth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Strategy Business</td>
<td></td>
<td>To write a corporate strategy with Woven Strategies tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Game Scripting Participants of SciFest 2007</td>
<td>64 on four workshops on groups of four</td>
<td>To write a script for a text-based adventure game.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>Debating University students</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>To participate in a debate on various topics.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The case employed Loom for corporate strategy planning. The case was carried out by Markku Salo as a part of his PhD thesis. In section 7.1.4 I describe this case in more detail.

The fifth case was run at SciFest 2007 held at Joensuu. SciFest is a festival for science and technology where the target audience is pupils of 11-16 years old and high school students [133]. A total of 64 school children participated in the workshops where the aim was to create a script for a text-based adventure game. This case is presented in section 7.1.5.

Finally, the sixth case included university students from University of Joensuu, Finland, Akaki Tsereteli University, Georgia, and University of Montana, Montana, USA. The students participated in a debate that was run with Loom. This case is presented in section 7.1.6.

7.1.1 Case I: Writing With Kids

This case was run with the Kids’ Club (KC) participants. It included a 30-minute presentation of Loom, one hour of story weaving (using Loom), and post activity interviews. The 12 participants were 10 to 14 year old children out of which two were girls and the rest were boys.
The first meeting with the participants was not very encouraging. I gave a presentation of Loom and used a woven story of storylines of Donald Duck\textsuperscript{1} comics as an example. I observed that the children were bored rather than enthusiastic. Few questions were asked and most of the time the children sat still.

The story-weaving session was carried out two weeks after the pre-presentation. The children were asked to create a woven story about what they had been doing at the Kids’ Club that year. They had been modeling a copper mine with Lego robots during that year and were now supposed to report on all the activities they had done to construct the robots. I had created, together with the instructors of Kids’ Club, a base story for the work and that base was supposed to be extended by the children. Since there was not enough computers for all the children, six children were asked to work in pairs, thus there were six children working individually and three groups of two children. In total, there were nine Looms running simultaneously and utilising one WS-Server.

Compared to the pre-presentation, the story-weaving session was a success. I observed that the children enjoyed using the system. It also seemed that they learnt to use the basic functions very rapidly. The children only asked a few questions about how to use the system. When the task was finished, one of the children asked me if he could continue working with Loom. He would have liked to create a new woven story about the Donald Duck storylines.

Children were rather productive during the process, especially when the amount of objects they created was considered. The median amount of sections was six, ranging from four to eleven, and for the edges the median was eight, ranging from five to eleven. The amount of sections was really impressive to me when considering the relatively short time the children had to write the stories. The contents of the sections were not that lengthy, usually a few sentences. The children mainly produced one storyline; only two groups created more than one storyline (they reused some sections). None of the children used sections that others had done. The full results are shown in Table 7.2.

During the process the children suggested new features that they thought would make the system easier to use. The first of these suggestions was to prevent user from moving sections others had done without the permission of the sections author. Some of the children got a bit frustrated when their sections were moved. Also, children suggested that the objects created should be coloured according to the author so that everyone could recognise their own sections by their colour. These same requests were repeated in the post-activity interviews.

It seemed to me that the system was rather easy to use and that children liked

\textsuperscript{1}The Disney comic Donald Duck (Aku Ankka in Finnish) is a very popular comic series in Finland.
Table 7.2: The stories created by the Kids’ Club participants were rather simple. They usually created just one storypath and did not use any of the sections other participants had written.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N in group</th>
<th>Sections</th>
<th>Edges</th>
<th>Storypaths</th>
<th>Unlinked sections</th>
<th>Connections to other stories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

to work with it. Actually the instructors reported to me that the children had asked if they could continue working with Loom on the next session. The ease of use was also evident in the interviews. None of the children claimed that the software was difficult to use. However, they told me that they thought that the outcome of the process was rather tangled, but they also said that the story could still be read since the edges could be followed.

Altogether I deemed this trial to be a success, especially because it was the first time Loom was put to serious use. Besides gaining new ideas for the development of Loom, I had the opportunity to observe the tool being used by children for the first time. As predicted, reusing the sections others had written proved to be difficult for the children. This difficulty might have been caused by the rather short time that children had to create stories. Furthermore this can be also explained with the fact that it can be rather difficult to use sections that others have written to explain activities these children had done themselves. Also, this could have been explained with the difficulty to find these relevant sections.

Summary of this case is presented in Table 7.3.

### 7.1.2 Case II: Concept Mapping

The case with Computer Science students was carried out in the context of a course called Theoretical Foundations of Computer Science at the Department of Computer Science at the University of Joensuu. The students were asked to individually create a concept map about the contents of the course with Loom. The task was not compulsory. There were no interviews with the students after this task, but the
Table 7.3: Summary of the Kids’ Club case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Children create a woven story about what they had done in Kids’ Club over the past year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods</td>
<td>During the activity, I informally observed what went on. After the session children and tutors were interviewed in the same groups in which they worked.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Results</td>
<td>Loom was easy to use and quick to learn. It seems that it is difficult to reuse sections others have written.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideas</td>
<td>There should be tools to support the reuse of written sections.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

students were asked to give written feedback. Only one student out of nine students who performed the task gave the feedback.

Even though there was not that much feedback from the students, this study pointed out to me issues that should be considered when Loom is developed further. I evaluated the task myself, since I was an assistant lecturer on that course. Although accessing the data for evaluation was easy, there could be still a feature in Loom to ease evaluation and assessment of the given task.

With the current implementation I thought that it was rather easy to get an overall view of each of the students’ concept maps, but comparing their separate maps was rather difficult. It would have been possible to keep two windows open simultaneously, but that would not have been good approach to the comparing problem. I think it would have been useful to get numerical data from the maps, too. Although analysing the maps quantitatively might not have been the best way to go, it would have enabled me to compare the maps at least on some level.

Another feature that could have been useful would be the ability to create hidden annotations. By hidden annotations I mean comments that are made by a teacher that can only be seen by the teacher, or other teachers. This of course needs much development in terms of user management and permissions, but it would be worth the effort.

Since the main teacher of the course did not have access to the system, she was not able to see the maps. The possibility to print out the maps or save them as images would have enabled me to show the maps to her. I could have printed out the maps and then given them to the teacher. Another option would have been to give her access to the system, but I think it would not have been that beneficial because there was no method to discuss the evaluations. When developing Loom further I think the fact that there can be several teachers on one course should be taken into consideration. Their communication also needs to be organised.
Table 7.4: Summary of the concept mapping case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Students of the course Theoretical Foundations of Computer Science created concept maps with Loom from the contents of the course.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods</td>
<td>The resulting concept maps were analysed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Results</td>
<td>Tools for teachers are needed in the system, especially those supporting assessment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideas</td>
<td>Some quantitative data about the stories could be useful for teachers. Also, in cases where several teachers assess the same documents, tools such as hidden annotations could be useful.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although this study did not provide much information about the usage of Loom, it emphasised the fact that more tools, especially for teachers, are needed. This concept mapping case is summarised in Table 7.4.

7.1.3 Case III: Reporting Results

In this case study the aim was different from the aim of the two previously reported studies. In this case the users of Loom were Forestry students who were supposed to report on their project with Loom. Their project involved creating a forest-growth simulation with a separate tool called PuMe [135].

PuMe is a simulation tool with which the growth of a forest can be simulated. There is an impressive set of parameters that users can set and thus affect the growth of the simulated forest. After the simulation is finished, the software provides extensive data about the different products of the forest. For example, it can be determined how much timber the forest has produced or how much biomass the forest has.

The original type of task that was planned for the students was an open-ended problem. The students were supposed to use the simulation tool in order to find out what kinds of settings would produce optimal results (e.g. the most timber producing). The idea was that the students would have used Loom to store and report the outcomes of their simulations. However, the open-ended problem was changed to a closed problem where the students were supposed to run simulations with pre-determined parameters. This was done because the main teacher of the course suspected that the students would not learn everything that was required by solving an open-ended problem.

When the task changed, aborting the case study was considered. However, I
decided to proceed. Instead of using Loom with all the students of the course, there were two groups working with Loom.

Because it first seemed to me that Loom would not be useful in this closed task, the groups were instructed to stop using the software if they found it not to be useful. They were given the instructions to use the software for reporting the results of the simulations.

The groups did not find the tool very useful in this closed task. While they drew trees about the simulations, they could not get any advantage out of them. The other group said that they first did all the simulations and after that they transferred all the data to Loom. The reason for the uselessness of Loom in this task was strongly affected by the nature of the task. Since the task was closed, the students were supposed to perform a predefined amount of simulations and thus could not benefit from the usage of Loom.

Even though the benefit the groups got from Loom in this task was rather poor, they thought it was easy to use and could be useful even in this kind of task. They said that it could be used as a planning tool to keep records of what should be done, what has been done, what are the results and what was the best path. In order to achieve this, Loom could include a feature to change the status of the sections. This would allow the users to keep track of which parts have been already covered and which still need processing. The interviews revealed that the use of Loom with the simulation tools like PuMe could be useful but it requires a more open problem and different planning for the task. The task should have included more processing than manual work, thus enabling better employment of the features of Loom.

This case is summarised in Table 7.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Forestry students used Loom to report results of the PuMe simulations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods</td>
<td>Students were interviewed after the work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Results</td>
<td>Loom is not useful in cases where the task given to the students is too closed. Loom was found easy to use by the participants. Loom could be used for similar work if the task would be more open-ended.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideas</td>
<td>Features to track of the status of the sections could be useful in many situations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.1.4 Case IV: Woven Strategies

In collaboration with Tampere University of Technology, we carried out a project where a combination of tools for strategy planning was created. The main idea of this project was to create an environment that would support the strategy planning of companies. One of the main features of this environment was a tool called Woven Strategies [78, 98, 99, 109], a spin-off of the Woven Stories tool. The total application collection consisted of three major parts: a questionnaire tool developed at the Tampere University of Technology at Pori, the questionnaire analysis tool and the Woven Strategies tools.

Many theorists argue that computerised systems cannot support the intuitive state in the strategy development process [109]. This case provided evidence that a computer application can support this intuitive stage and that Woven Stories can play an important role in fostering tacit knowledge in strategies.

The environment for the strategy planning was based on a database of predefined questions. The idea was that when creating a strategy, the personnel of the company contribute their knowledge and ideas by answering a web questionnaire that the strategy group creates. The questionnaire is constructed from predefined questions from a database.

After the questions are answered, one member of the strategy group analyses the answers to the questions. This was done with a tool that was integrated into the Woven Stories tool as a separate view. The main purpose of the analysis is to create summaries about answers for the whole strategy group so that each member is not required to read all the answers. Each of the analysed questions can then be used as references for the actual Woven Stories document. In my opinion one of the most interesting parts in the analysis tool was the possibility to analyse text-based answers by creating concept maps out of them. The idea emerged from my previous work with concept maps [100].

After the analysis, the group starts to write the document based on the ideas they got from the analysis results. The writing process starts with brainstorming and then continues towards a more in-depth processing of the material contributed during the brainstorming phase. As more questions emerge, the strategy group can create new questionnaires. The idea is that the strategy process is going to be more spiral than it has been. The process is presented in Figure 7.1.

Since the main goal of the strategy writing process is to create an unambiguous document, new features, or extensions, were created to the Woven Strategies application to be used in this project. First of all, a feature called merge nodes was added. Merging nodes means that two nodes and the links belonging to them are combined. Figure 7.2 visualises this approach.

The merge nodes feature was introduced, since there was a need to simplify the
Figure 7.1: Phases of the Woven Strategies process and the strategy writing process.

Figure 7.2: Merging is useful when a versatile story needs to be simplified. Two sections (A and B) can be merged together to produce one new section (C) containing the combined contents of old sections and the combined edges.
document after the brainstorming and idea presentation phase. Through the merge operation, users can put together two or more sections that share a common idea or topic. Since combining text automatically was too overwhelming a feature to be added, it was discarded as an idea and the combination of text was to be manually created by the person who merges the nodes. The old links are deleted and a new one is created automatically so that it corresponds to the situation as it was before the merge.

The main feature that was introduced in the Woven Strategies was the operation called *split edge*. The idea behind split edge was to ease the process when adding a node in between two sections. Edge splitting, however, is an activity that is inconsistent with the original concept of the Woven Stories, since splitting an edge can break down a path an individual has created. In the context of strategy writing it makes sense since there might be a need to create, for example, a new part of the strategy. Figure 7.3 illustrates the functionality of the split edge operation.

Two smaller features that could be usable in the core of Woven Stories were added to the Woven Strategies application. One of these features was the ability to comment on sections and the other was the ability to add references to the sections. The comments are meant to ease the transforming of the sections in a direction desired by the group. Since the aim is to create a sequential document, this feature is needed. The commenting feature lets the group affect the evolution of sections that they have not written by themselves, still preserving the control at the person who originally wrote the section. The references on the other hand let the authors justify the opinions presented in the sections. Since questionnaires play an important role in collecting knowledge in the strategy writing process, the main reference types are the questions and their analysed answers. Also, text-based references are possible, thus allowing authors to introduce references to books, scientific articles and so on.

The main reason to use the Woven Stories as a part of a strategy environment was that it allows a group to contribute new ideas, even to a completed strategy. This way, the strategy process would not have to start from scratch every year, but could be updated every year. The ability to work over the Internet was one of the reasons, too.

The tool described within this section was used and evaluated as a part of Markku
Salo’s PhD research. The questionnaire and questionnaire analysis tools were tested in several different cases. The actual Woven Strategy tool that employs the Woven Stories Core with the described extensions was used in two cases. Neither data about the amount of testers nor the names of the companies are available, but for this analysis it was not needed. Despite the fact that the tool was implemented in a rather short period of time and had minor usability problems, it proved to be useful. Salo [110, pp. 187] states that the ”Woven Strategy tool showed its power; the strategy process was made much smoother than in previous cases and the time spent on it was shortened considerably”. From another case Salo [110, pp. 190] reports that the ”Woven Strategy tool was tested thoroughly, and the idea was regarded very good”.

Salo’s findings are encouraging. The domain where Woven Strategies tool was used is far from the original domain of the Woven Stories concept — story writing. However the concept of Woven Stories and the tool were found to be useful and they also appeared to improve the speed and efficiency of corporate strategy process. The positive effects attributed to Woven Strategies, which is an off-shoot of Woven Stories, is evidence that Woven Stories can be meaningfully applied in a variety of application areas.

This case is summarised in Table 7.6.

Table 7.6: Summary of the Woven Strategies case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>Corporate strategy planning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods</td>
<td>Based on PhD thesis of Markku Salo [110].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Results</td>
<td>Loom can be efficiently used for corporate strategy planning. It makes planning smoother and more efficient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideas</td>
<td>Extending the application has to be easy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.1.5 Case V: Adventure Game Scripting

In several experiments users had problems creating stories that would have alternative story paths. In order to force the users to create these graph-like woven stories, a task that would require alternative story paths was designed. Scripting a text based adventure game seemed appropriate because when writing a game it is natural that the story must have multiple storylines.

This experiment has been carried out twice; at SciFest 2007 [133] at Joensuu and once at “Raatamo”, a workshop for juveniles at the library of Joensuu. In each of these cases the task was to write a text-based adventure game within a given
Figure 7.4: An example of an exported section of a story “Mudgills or your life” produced at SciFest 2007.

timeframe. This Section is based on the evaluation of the workshops at SciFest.

For the SciFest workshop new features for Loom were added. Users were able to export the written woven story as a web page. The result of the export operation was a collection of PHP pages where each page contained contents of an individual section of the woven story. An example of an exported section is given in Figure 7.4. Each page contained the title of the story (1 in Fig. 7.4), the title of the current section (2 in Fig. 7.4), the text content of the section (3 in Fig. 7.4), potential media attached to the section (4 in Fig. 7.4) and links to the following sections (5 in Fig. 7.4).

In order to attach images, sound or video to the stories, a separate PHP script was written. This script allowed attaching media files to the exported story and hence to the final text-based adventure game. In order to produce these images each group of students was provided with a Nokia Communicator mobile phone. With the Communicator participants were able to take photos and record sound and video files to be attached to the exported game by using the mentioned PHP script.

The participants in the workshop were 11 to 16 years old visitors of SciFest. The workshop was run during the SciFest altogether four times, and the maximum
amount of participants for each workshop was 16. Due to the vast amount of participants and the huge need for computers during SciFest, the participants worked in groups of four using a single computer. Thus, each group produced one game using only one Loom user account.

Each workshop lasted for three hours, during which a short introduction to the task and to the use of Loom was given, and at the end of the workshop all games were presented to the other participants. This allowed participants to work with their game for about two hours.

The introduction to the task was given with an example from the Disney comic book Aku Ankan Taskukirja. In some of the issues of this book there are stories in which the reader can, after reading a certain amount of pages, decide what will happen next. The reader does the selection by jumping to a specified page based on options given. This idea is very close to Woven Stories.

Since the participants of SciFest were rather busy, participating in several workshops, the interviews or any other more time consuming methods would not have been possible. Due to this the selected method for this experiment was observation.

When compared to previous experiences, the participants in the workshop used the tools fluently from the beginning. It seemed that both the selected task and the given example made it easy for the participants to plan a story that finally would have a graph-like structure. The game as an aim also seemed to boost participants’ imagination, out of which an example is the game “Mudgills or your life” whose opening section is presented in Figure 7.4. Furthermore, the ability to add media to the finished game seemed to be a particularly positive feature, since participants eagerly planned how to enliven the games with media.

A typical group had first a brief brainstorming about the topic and the title of their game. Then, one or two participants were assigned to construct and write the script of the game, whilst the rest of the group were planning and implementing the media to be attached to the game. Writing usually proceeded in such a way that the structure was created first, and then text was appended; thus resembling the typical writing process presented in section 4.2.2.

During all the workshops none of the participants reported problems with understanding the structure of the game that their group, or any other group, had written. Furthermore, the approach of using sections and edges for forming the stories was, again, natural for the participants. Even occasional visitors that popped in during the workshop had no problems to understand the flow and the structure of the scripts. I consider this to be solid proof that the concept, and especially the graphical visualisation of the stories, is indeed valuable for presenting and editing a complex document. The workshop ran at Raatamo confirmed these results.

\footnote{Donald Duck’s pocket book}
Table 7.7: Scripts in this case were a major improvement to previous cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>Σ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sections</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edges</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storypaths</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>86*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selections</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unused Sections</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Altogether these sixteen groups produced 147 sections and 166 edges. All numbers are shown in Table 7.7. Note that the amount of storypaths does not hold, since two of the scripts written included loops. The loops are storypaths that eventually return to some part already used, and thus make calculating the exact amount of paths impossible.

As can be seen from Table 7.7 there are several stories with large amounts of optional storypaths. These are due to effective use of edges in the process. An example of how to achieve multiple storypaths is given in Figure 7.5. When compared to the number of storypaths in Case I, there is a big improvement in stories. Since the cases were rather similar in terms of participants, introduction to Loom and time for the work, the only variable that is left is the task given to the participants. Due to this, it seems to be important to form the tasks in such ways that naturally guide the users to think about optional storypaths.

The results of the workshops point out the importance of task formation. The task has to be meaningful and it should be formed in such a way that it naturally elicits structured thinking among the users. This seems to make it easier for the users to write documents with alternative storylines, and thus to utilise the full potential of Woven Stories.

The evaluation of the concept of the feasibility of the concept of Woven Stories was easy in these workshops. This seemed to be true for several reasons. Most important reason was that the students were using the software from only one computer. This approach removed all the bias and disturbance caused by the other non-conceptual related features. Furthermore, the fact that the participants were enthusiastic about the task made the evaluation smoother. The test proved that the concept of Woven Stories is really powerful when producing structured documents.

This case is summarised in Table 7.8.
Figure 7.5: An example of a game script in Loom.

Table 7.8: Summary of the Adventure Game Scripting case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>SciFest visitors writing and creating a script for a text-based adventure game.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods</td>
<td>Participants were observed during the work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Results</td>
<td>Loom is useful in cases with open, meaningful tasks. Graphical visualisation of the stories is good approach for presenting and editing a complex document.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideas</td>
<td>Possibility to publish or export the document easier would be useful.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.1.6 Case VI: Debates

In this case university students from the University of Joensuu (Finland), the University of Montana (United States) and the Akaki Tseretely State University (Georgia) participated in an online debate that was run with Loom. Altogether 38 students participated the debates. There were two rounds of debate and each round lasted for two weeks. Each student was required to post one argument supporting the debate statement and one rebuttal argument. In addition, each student was required to post an argument that commented another student’s argument. After each round of debate an electronic questionnaire was sent to the students. This analysis is based on the first questionnaire, to which total of 19 students answered. Exact numbers of participating students and answers is shown on Table 7.9. The topic of the first debate was “Globalization through the use of information and communication technologies is creating cultural homogenisation along Western Lines”. This case is presented in more detail on [96].

Table 7.9: Participants in the debate case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>No: of participants</th>
<th>No: of respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of Joensuu, Finland</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Montana, United States</td>
<td>varying e.g.: Communications</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Political Studies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akaki Tseretely University, Georgia</td>
<td>American Studies</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The debate proceeded smoothly, although started rather slowly. However, by the end of the debate the document had grown to be rather big, as can be seen in Figure 7.6. Students seemed to enjoy using Loom for debating.

Student C: *Simple, quick to learn, creates a good overall picture of a debate.*

The students who participated in the debate were not that experienced in the area of educational debating. Only two of the participants could be described experienced in the art of educational debating. Despite this, the debates went on well, and the process and the final result resembled a debate. Fifteen respondents said that Loom is useful tool for online debating.
The visual representation of the story (or debate in this case) was thought to be "quite good". Fourteen students thought that it was easy to follow the debate in Loom. Even four of those five students who generally did not like Loom said that following the debate was easy. Generally, adding new arguments and linking the argument to each other were found to be easy.

Negative feedback related mostly to the navigation within the document. Several students complained that the document grew too big in order to find relevant sections from the document. This defect is observable on Figure 7.6. This could have been resolved either by limiting the amount of debaters, or by utilising information retrieval methods (see Section 6.6).

Student B: *It's a nice way to see everyone's debate. But I don't know. If the number of people was a little bit larger, it's gonna be a mess.*

Student C: *If there are a lot of arguments from which only few are interesting, it might be hard to find those good ones.*

Most of the students participated in the debate by only providing the comments that they were required to post. Only couple of students provided additional comments. Some students expressed the wish that there had been more activity:

Student A: *It felt more like people just adding their 2 cents. Perhaps this may be because of the inexperience of the participants.*

As in the previous cases this result highlights the fact that the task was too closed. Students had certain goals to meet and after fulfilling them, there was no
need to contribute to the debate anymore. Furthermore, this forced the students to generate arguments that might not have been natural to them. Due to these reasons, the resulting document had a tree-like structure as observable in Figure 7.6. It seems likely that if there would have been more time for the debates, the structure would have grown to become more like a graph than a tree.

One surprising finding was that some of the students were using also other tools than Loom whilst debating. Most likely this was due to the fact that most of the participating students were not native in English language, and thus they used word processing tools such as Word to write and spellcheck their arguments. This was reported by the students since there were problems with the copy and paste features of Loom.

Even though the communication features of Loom are not that sophisticated it seems that these were adequate enough to create a feeling of a community for the students. For example, few Computer Science students were worried about the ability of the other students to use Loom. However, several students mentioned that they would have preferred to be provided with more awareness information about the other participants.

This case was the only case, reported in this thesis, which included spatially distributed collaboration between participants. It proved that Loom, and Woven Stories in general, can be used as a debating tool. Furthermore, it validated that there is a need for a tool to provide awareness information. None of the students complained about the communication related features of Loom, and thus it seems that at least in this type of task these features are not that important.

The strength of the Woven Stories for debating lies in the visual representation of the document structure. Another advantage is that it is possible to link an argument to several previous arguments (and thus base a new argument on existing points). This is something that can not be achieved with traditional conversation and collaboration tools such as forums or wikis. Naturally the fact that Loom and Woven Stories can be used for many other kinds of tasks as well makes it a good selection for debating. This case is summarised in Table 7.10.

### 7.2 Lessons Learnt from the Case Studies

The evaluation of the concept of the Woven Stories, and the application based on it has not been easy. This has been due to mistakes done in the implementation process, which made it hard to concentrate on the issues I was willing to test and evaluate. This section covers all these problems and issues. This description is an important base for the Nucleus Model, a proposed design approach for social mindtools, presented in Chapter 8.
Table 7.10: Summary of the Debating case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Context</td>
<td>University students engaging in a debate with Loom.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods</td>
<td>Resulting document was analysed. Participants were asked to fill in a questionnaire after debate. Answers of the questionnaire were analysed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Results</td>
<td>Loom is useful for debating. The graphical visualisation of the document makes it easy to follow the flow of the debate. It is hard to find relevant content from big documents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideas</td>
<td>Need to have a feature to find relevant content.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This section is based on retrospective analysis of the design and implementation process of Loom and evaluations presented in Section 7.1. The aim has been to identify how the decisions made during the implementation affected the results of the evaluation. Furthermore, the execution and results of the evaluation were analysed in order to see what could have been done better. All results of the analysis of the six cases are analysed as one case. All this was done in contrast to what was learnt from the cases, experiences from the design and implementation and most importantly, what was known at the time the analysis was conducted. For example, AJAX had gained popularity as an implementation approach and made it possible to implement WS@Web (see Section 6.5). Looking back to the cases, and knowing the results from all cases reveals a number of recurring issues. Furthermore, based on this analysis it is possible to identify issues that are important in the process of developing applications based on the concept of Woven Stories.

During the first case study I noticed that it was rather hard to concentrate on the exact issues of interest in the evaluation. The primary interest was on the concept of Woven Stories. However, the participants were distracted with the collaborational features of the applications, colours and other, from my viewpoint, rather minor issues. This has been evident in several cases. The reason behind this is most likely the fact that the application was implemented too far before it was taken to evaluation. This led to the situation where users had too much cognitive load during the work. Furthermore, since the application was already implemented quite far, it was hard to start designing and implementing new features.

Based on the above, it seems that the application should have been developed in very small pieces, starting from the very core of the application and then the other features could have been added step by step. This would have allowed an evaluation version of the application that included only those features that were critical from the viewpoint of the concept of the Woven Stories.
Luckily, it has been possible to evaluate the functionality of the concept in other case studies, namely the adventure game scripting case and the case with the forestry students. In these cases participants used the application from only one computer, and thus the collaborational aspects were not distracting them. Thus, it seems to be vital that during the first evaluations only very few users are included in the evaluation process and that these users are located in same physical space.

In the reporting results case and the debating case the task of the students was too closed. This forced the students to focus on the very topic of the task, but at the same time it made the actual process of using the Woven Stories rather straightforward and thus, perhaps unclear for the users why Woven Stories was used. Based on the experiences from cases I and V, Woven Stories seems to stimulate imagination and creation, and thus these more open tasks suit it better. Based on this, it seems that the power of Woven Stories can be fully utilised in open-ended, meaningful tasks.

Whilst the concept of the Woven Stories has been carefully evaluated, the layers of Awareness and Communication have proved to be difficult to evaluate. Due to these difficulties it is still not clear what kinds of features related to awareness a Woven Stories application should have. This has been due to two reasons. Either the application has been tested in cases where the users have been constructing the document from only one computer (forestry and adventure games) or the case has been carried out in a “real” setting, where each user has been using the application from their own computers (debating, concept mapping). This has made it difficult to analyse how the users actually refer to the sections and edges and how they really would like to be able to refer them whilst using the application. Furthermore, since most of the activities have been asynchronous, there have not been many genuine discussions while the users have been using the application. This could have been solved by evaluating the application in one classroom in such a manner that the users could not have seen each others screens, but could have emerged in discussion. Actually, this was the case in the Kids’ Club case, but it was not understood at that point that it would have been important to analyse these discussions as well.

During the implementation process of Loom one of the aims was to keep the application simple and extendable. Even though it is relatively easy to extend the application to transfer different kinds of data between client and server, the actual implementation of the extending features is too difficult. In particular, the integration of the extensions to the client needs lots of manual work. There is no possibility to plug-and-play an extension if needed. Due to this, Woven Strategies (see Section 7.1.4) was implemented as a separate application. The implementation strategy should have been considered more carefully at the beginning of the design and implementation process. Again, this was one of the reasons to start experimenting with WS@Web.
The lessons learnt during the evaluation of Loom have played an important role in the formulation of the Nucleus Model. Without the mistakes found in the design, implementation and evaluation of Loom, it would have been difficult to define the approach for the development of the social mindtools. Due to this Chapter 8 is strongly influenced by these lessons learnt. Table 7.11 summarises the lessons learnt from the cases.

Table 7.11: Lessons learnt from the case studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| I    | • In order to concentrate on the concept of the tool, no other features should be included in the tool.  
      • First test should happen in a classroom where all users are located.  
      • Needs for awareness related features can be identified by observing the users.  |
| II   | • Provide teachers with features that makes the tool meaningful for them.  
      • Data has to be easily exported in various formats.  |
| III  | • The task has to be meaningful for the users.  |
| IV   | • Application must be easily extendable.  |
| V    | • Meaningful tasks motivate users.  
      • Using the application in context where no awareness / communication related features are needed eases the evaluation of the concept.  
      • Data has to be easily exported.  |
| VI   | • Awareness in important.  
      • The task has to be meaningful for the users.  |

7.3 Comparison of Woven Stories and Wikis

Wikis provide an example of commonly used and openly available collaborative knowledge creation applications. Wikis and Woven Stories also share the fundamental idea to collaboratively construct and edit hypertext, but at the same time
they are rather different in terms of representing knowledge. Wikis can be regarded as a media which supports learning due to their ability to facilitate collaboration [37] and thus have been set high expectations especially as a support mechanism for collaborative learning. However, several shortcomings in the usability of wikis have been identified [41, 27].

This comparison presented in this section shows how Woven Stories can overcome many of the limitations of wikis. Woven Stories and wikis are compared in terms of ten attributes represented in Table 7.12. These attributes have emerged from this analysis, but are strongly related to the characteristics of mindtools (see Table 4.7) and social mindtools (see Table 4.6), namely accessibility (A), engagement (E), multi-purpose utility (M) and usability (U). The characteristic related to each attribute is shown in parenthesis after the attribute name. Attributes are divided into five categories that compile closely related attributes together.

The first attribute, accessibility, comes directly from the requirements of social mindtools. Both Woven Stories and wikis are freely available. However, the drawback of Loom is that it is based on Java and thus needs an installed program for users. However, the new WS@Web application solves this problem. The next attribute, purpose, describes the expected function of the tools. In wikis this is to produce all kinds of documents, but the Woven Stories is meant for writing documents where the structure of the document is important. A typical product of Woven Stories is a collection of a student group’s variants of a given folklore tale.

Two attributes are related to the usage of these tools. Representation describes how the information stored by the tool is shown for the users. In wikis the representation is a somewhat traditional webpage, while Woven Stories visualises the structure of the document as a graph in the user interface. Thus Woven Stories emphasises the meaning of the structure even in the user interface. Synchronicity refers to which extent the application allows simultaneous usage.

Three attributes are related to the structural aspects of the documents. Attribute structure refers to the structure of the document as well as to the linking between different parts of the document. Due to the plain linking system of Woven Stories, the structure of the documents remains simple. In wikis, however, the links can be placed anywhere in the text allowing extensive additional data and vast possibilities for traversing the document at the expense of comprehensible structure. Due to the simple structure of Woven Stories, it is possible to visualise the topology of the document for the users in the user interface. In wikis, the topology could be visualised with proper scripts based on the wiki links, but due to the complex nature of the structure, it is normally hidden from the user. Maintenance of topology then refers to how the topology and the structure of the documents are maintained in these systems. In Woven Stories the topology is maintained in the graphical user interface by adding boxes and links. Thus, the maintenance is a natural part of the
Table 7.12: Comparison between Woven Stories and Wikis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Woven Stories</th>
<th>Wiki</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>Accessibility (A)</td>
<td>• available for free</td>
<td>• several implementations available for free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>Purpose (M)</td>
<td>• to write a document where the structure is important (eg stories)</td>
<td>• to write any document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage</td>
<td>Representation (U)</td>
<td>• the structure of the document is visualised as a graph</td>
<td>• no visualisation available • documents are hypertext pages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronicity</td>
<td>Synchro (E,U)</td>
<td>• semisynchronous: allows both synchronous and asynchronous activities</td>
<td>• asynchronous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Aspects</td>
<td>Structure (U)</td>
<td>• simple, sections form linear &quot;storypaths&quot; • links represent the order of the storyline</td>
<td>• complex, links form non-linear paths • links are independent of the order of the storyline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topology (U)</td>
<td></td>
<td>• visible in user interface</td>
<td>• hidden from the user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance of Topology (U)</td>
<td></td>
<td>• easy to maintain • graphical maintenance</td>
<td>• typing errors and similar problems can make it difficult • sometimes need for transition diagrams (eg before writing stories)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ownership and Access</td>
<td>Ownership (E,U)</td>
<td>• everyone can create new storylines (boxes with links) • only the creator can edit his/her storylines (individual boxes)</td>
<td>• everyone can create new content and links • everyone can edit all content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolerance (E,U)</td>
<td></td>
<td>• low threshold to add new data • no need to change existing content</td>
<td>• high threshold to add new data, especially for novices • often need to edit existing content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts (E,U)</td>
<td></td>
<td>• due to organised ownership no conflicts are possible</td>
<td>• possibility for edit collisions • possibility of edit wars</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
work flow. In wikis the topology is maintained by adding link tags to the document text, which can cause problems, for example due to typing errors [41]. Similarly in the study of Désilets et al. [41] the users drew a state transition diagram of their story before writing it to the wiki; with Woven Stories this would not have been necessary.

The last three attributes are related to the ownership and access of the documents. Ownership refers to the role of the creator versus user and browser; that is, who is in control of the contents stored in the application. In wikis everyone has a full control over all the data. Anyone can add new content and edit existing content. In Woven Stories, however, anyone can add new content, but only the original author can modify existing data. Ownership also relates to the tolerance of the system, by which we mean how easy it is for novices to add new data to the system. Research has reported that especially novice users of wikis are reluctant to make drastic changes when starting to use Wikipedia [27], and we do believe that this holds in all wiki use cases. Woven Stories requires the users to add new content instead of changing existing content. In this way the collaborating group can decide which pieces of alternative information are important. Furthermore the restricted access to content - the approach used in Woven Stories - reduces conflicts, such as edit collisions [41] and edit wars [27].

Table 7.12 summarises the differences between Woven Stories and wikis. Furthermore, Table 7.12 presents a classification which can be used to evaluate text-oriented social mindtools. It is not surprising that most of the attributes which emerged in this analysis are related to characteristics of engagement and usability, it is highly important that these types of tools can efficiently be used for collaborative knowledge construction, that they engage users for knowledge contributing and that they are easy to learn and use. Based on this analysis, we claim that Woven Stories can help to overcome the shortcomings of wikis especially in situations where the structure of the document produced and the thinking which it captures is important. Similarly, the approach used in Woven Stories can lower the threshold for novices to start contributing knowledge.

When compared to other text-oriented Web 2.0 tools, such as GoogleDocs or Blogs, Woven Stories offers a totally different approach to writing documents. GoogleDocs is just another collaborative text editor, while in contrast Woven Stories allows the users to create, see and edit a shared document from a totally different perspective, in a graphical way. Furthermore, due to the graphical representation of the structure, Woven Stories based applications are highly generalisable for various application areas.
7.4 Summary

The fourth research question of this thesis asks what kinds of learning tasks does Woven Stories support. In order to evaluate this, Loom was utilised in six different case studies.

In all the use cases the feedback from the users was positive. The strong focus on visual representation of the document structure was thought to be useful and important. The basic usage of Loom is easy to learn and thus easy to utilise for various tasks.

Based on the cases it can be summarised that Woven Stories gives the best results when used in cases where the knowledge generated and processed is based on strong relationships. The knowledge can have, for example, time-series based relationships as in the adventure game case (see section 7.1.5), or content based relationships like in the debating case (see section 7.1.6). These relationships enable the users to efficiently use the graphical presentation of the stories.

The tasks given to the users of Woven Stories should be meaningful and open ended. Tasks should be planned in ways that naturally can benefit from the structural representation of knowledge. Furthermore, the knowledge processed should be related to what the learners already know, in order to promote meaningful learning. By providing open ended tasks the processing can lead to knowledge building.

Based on the cases and comments received from participants, it seems that Woven Stories promotes creative thinking. Thus, it can be a valid tool for creative writing, of which the adventure game scripting case is an example. In contrast, writing stories based on real life can be problematic if there are no obvious connecting points between various stories.

Above all, the ecological validity of Woven Stories and Loom seems to be good. It can be used in real settings and for real tasks. Whether it improves the quality of learning, is an open question needed to be analysed by educationalists. However, students seem to enjoy using it, and this can be valuable source for motivation if the tasks are properly designed.
Chapter 8

Nucleus Model for Designing Social Mindtools

“Simplicity—the art of maximising the amount of work not done—is essential. ”
– Agile Manifesto [1]

Literature on developing computer applications contains numerous methods and approaches for software design and implementation. In the context of social mindtools the problem with these methods is that these do not give any viewpoints about the order of development, but concentrate more on e.g. how to benefit from end users in the development stage or how to carry out the actual implementation process. Most, if not all, of these methods assume that the task of the application, the goal, is known before the development. This, however, is problematic in the context of social mindtools, since these can be used for various tasks and subject matters and due to this it is difficult to define what the finished application will look like.

In order to simplify the process of developing social mindtools, the framework presented in Section 4.8, the architecture of Woven Stories (see chapter 5) and the experiences from implementing and evaluating Loom have been used to derive a three stage model to be used as a basis for the design and implementation. This model is called the Nucleus Model and it is based on the idea to develop a minimal set of features from all the levels of the framework for social mindtools in order to produce a usable and meaningful version of the software early in the development process. Furthermore, following the model makes it easier to focus on the current issues in the development by giving the users a meaningful version of the application to be tested without distracting features.
8.1 Introduction

The Nucleus Model divides the development and research process into three stages; Concept, Awareness and Communication. In the concept stage, the features related to the actual concept of the social mindtool, the main idea of the application, are to be implemented. After this, the development is continued with awareness-related features and finally, features related to communication are added to the application. The model is presented in Figure 8.1.

![Figure 8.1: Flow of Nucleus Model.](image)

Before the actual implementation process is started, the research group should focus on the concept design. In this process, the group defines an abstraction that outlines what people can do with a product and what concepts are needed to understand how to interact with it [114, p. 51]. Furthermore, the application area for the social mindtool will be analysed and defined by the concept in such detail that implementation can be started. If possible and applicable, it is worthwhile to test the concept manually (see example in Section 3.1.3) in order to see whether the concept is valuable enough to be implemented as a computer application. This can be done by utilising different prototypes [114, p. 530]. The criteria for the valuelessness of the application are strongly dependent on the context of the application, but generally, the requirements of mindtools (see Table 4.1) and social mindtools (see Table 4.6) can be used as the basis of the criteria.

After the concept has been designed, defined and tested in such detail that it satisfies the research group, the actual implementation can be started. Each of the stages of the Nucleus Model is implemented in the order presented in Figure 8.1. Furthermore, during each stage, the research group shall carry out iterations of implementation and evaluation, in order to improve the features related to the current stage. Thus, the process is somewhat similar to User Centred Approach (see e.g. [114, pp. 425] and [80]) which is defined as the active involvement of users for a clear understanding of user and task requirements, iterative design and evaluation, and a multi-disciplinary approach [80].

In the context of the design and development of social mindtools, the multi-disciplinary group should include professionals from both the fields of Computer Science and Education. This will make sure that both technical and educational aspects are considered efficiently and in enough detail.
Even though Figure 8.1 presents the Nucleus Model in such a way that it closely resembles the waterfall model [114, p. 449], the Nucleus Model is iterative by its nature. It is also possible, even encouraged, to step back to earlier stages if, for example, in the awareness stage it is noticed that some of the features of the concept need to be improved. The process has to be flexible and adjustable, still producing usable versions of the tool within short intervals, thus having similarities to Agile Development Methods [114, p. 454].

The benefits of following the Nucleus Model include:

- the model guides the developers to be devoted to the core idea of the application they are developing,
- it emphasises the importance of keeping the concept and application simple,
- it defines a clear order in which the features are to be implemented,
- a meaningful version of the application can be tested at an early stage of the development, and
- it defines a natural interface for multidisciplinary research, namely between Computer Science and Education.

This process is described in detail in the following sections.

8.2 Concept

The concept is the essence of a social mindtool. It is the fundamental part of the application and makes it different from other applications. Concept defines what the social mindtool does and what it is used for.

In order to define the concept of the application, the question that needs to be asked is:

*what is the minimum set of features with which the tool can be used?*

By answering this question the development team is able to define the features needed in the very core of the application. This core includes the features that are needed in order to be able to use the application in the way it is intended to be used. However, in the case of social mindtools, this task is not straightforward since these tools need to be generalisable and applicable on various tasks. Due to this, a well defined answer to this question is likely impossible. However, a rough estimate will do at this stage. An example of a minimal set of features for Woven Stories application is presented in Table 5.1.
The reason for this minimal approach is based on the case studies reported in Chapter 7. During the tests it was found to be difficult to concentrate on evaluating a specific set of features. If the only features to evaluate are the ones implemented focus is easier.

Unfortunately there is only one good way to evaluate what is a good concept for a computer application: testing it. A test can be executed in two ways, either the concept is table tested, or prototype application is implemented.

Since table testing (e.g. with paper prototypes [21]) is cheaper and faster to get started, it is generally a preferred way to test the concept. An example of such a “manual test” is given in Section 3.1.3. However, some concepts are impossible to table test and thus a prototype version of the concept, “a proof of concept” version of the application, needs to be implemented.

In the context of social mindtools, the minimum requirement is the ability to collaborate. Due to this, the application needs to have a backbone that allows transmission of data between several clients. It is a good idea to utilise some existing applications and implementations for this purpose. Loom was built from scratch and this took a lot of time. Since a social mindtool is preferably web based (see Table 4.6), an AJAX\footnote{Asynchronous JavaScript and XML} or other such approach is recommended. By utilising JavaScript libraries (see e.g. [106, 49, 71]) and JSON [3] it is relatively easy to get a client running in a web-browser to communicate with a server implemented, for example, with PHP [130].

In order to clarify the idea of the concept an example is given. The development group is planning a collaborative drawing tool. The first requirement is naturally the ability to share data between clients. The second requirement would be the ability to draw something on a common surface. Thus, there is a need for a common drawing area and a tool with which user can draw a pixel to that area. Drawing one pixel should be enough at first step, since it can be easily used when implementing other features of the tool.

The concept of a new social mindtool is the stage of the Nucleus Model where few guidelines can be given. However, the best guidance is the definition and framework of social mindtools presented in Section 4.8.

After the concept has been tested and proved to be worth implementing, the first round of implementation is started. The first thing is to do an extensive background study in order to map potentially similar existing applications, and applications that could be used as a base for this new social mindtool. At this point all the potential implementation techniques are considered and analysed.

One of the first things is to design the basic user interface. The application can be based on the WYSIWIS approach or relaxed WYSIWIS. Furthermore, the
concept sets the requirements for the level of synchronicity. Also, the amount and type of data needed to transmit between the clients affects the design.

At this point following things should be defined:

- the minimum set of features for the concept,
- the implementation techniques, and
- the user interface design.

Based on these, the first version can be implemented. During implementation it is important to bear in mind that the application will most likely change considerably. Furthermore, it is likely that there will be several new features added in future. Due to this, the application needs to be designed in such a way that it can be easily be extended and modified in later stages of the development. Generally it is a good idea to provide the data transmitting and storing in a way that is as flexible as possible. Section 8.5 discusses extensions and implementing them in more detail.

During the implementation in the concept stage it is important to keep in mind that nothing except the concept features are to be implemented. This includes features that support collaboration (and work in general) as specified in Table 4.8 and Table 4.9. This will make it easier to analyse the features related to the concept when testing the application with users. Furthermore, the feedback from users will provide such information that will guide the design and implementation of these other features when it is time for them.

After the first version of the application at concept stage is ready, it is time to execute the first evaluation of the tool. It is important to point out that the first prototype should be available for testing immediately, but at the same time the application should be used for a meaningful task. The task should be organised in a classroom with enough computers for each participant. It is a good idea to locate the participants in a way that they can easily see each others’ screens. While the participants work with the application, the researchers should concentrate on the following questions:

- (CQ1) how does the concept of the application work?,
- (CQ2) what do they look from each others’ screens?, and
- (CQ3) how do the participants communicate during work?

Question CQ1 is related to the concept related features, (i.e. what has already been implemented?) and questions CQ2 and CQ3 are related to the features to be implemented in future. Naturally, in early concept stage it is important to concentrate on CQ1.
There are several characteristics in the concept stage. The evaluations performed in this stage should mostly concentrate on the concept itself. Since the application will be a social mindtool, the evaluation will require a group of users using the tool at the same time. This can easily be done in a computer classroom where users can work together. It is also important to track the details related to awareness and communication. For example, the researchers can study how the users refer to objects on the screen and what kinds of methods they use to communicate with each other.

At this point of the design it is also important to have a close collaboration with educationalists. The workload should be divided in a way that allows the computer scientist to concentrate on the application, its usability and implementation and the responsibility of the educationalist is to concentrate on the actual utility and improvement of the educational value of the application. It should be also emphasised that at this point, if it seems evident that the application does not work, it is wise to return to the drawing table and redesign the application, or even dump the concept and look for a better one.

Based on the results got from the testing, the development group proceeds with the implementation. The aim is to improve the concept related features and iterate the design, implementation and evaluation process until research group agrees that they cannot achieve more for the concept related features. During the last tests on the concept stage it makes sense to concentrate more on question CQ2 in order to get data for the planning of the next stage.

The following list summarises the main principles applied in this stage.

- Implement a minimal set of features to test the concept.
- Test and evaluate by following the development research approach [107].
- Iterate by adding features and reshaping existing features until the concept related features work.
- During this stage, evaluate/analyse features needed for awareness. For example, if implementing a synchronous tool and the test are carried out in classroom, pay attention to how users refer to objects on their screen, how to point them out and how they generally communicate.
- Based on the evaluation data, plan the features related to awareness.

The concept stage continues and iterates until the researchers are satisfied with the concept related features. This can take several iterations of design, implementation and evaluation. The acceptance criteria differ depending on the concept being develop. However, good indicators of moving to the next stage are, for example:
• Users are able to use the software without asking help from developers
• Users learn the features of the tool quickly, and
• Users can easily produce what they want with the tool

Jonassen’s list of mindtool features presented in Section 4.1 can be used when determining the acceptance criteria for this stage.

In terms of activity theory (see section 4.5.2), during the concept stage the focus is on subject-tool-object relationships. Since the features related to awareness and communication are still missing, the lower part of extended Activity Theory model is neglected at this point. This is presented in Figure 8.2. Even though the social mindtool at this stage implements collaborational aspects, it still hides the actual community. Due to this, it is easier to concentrate on evaluating subjects using the tool while working towards their object.

8.3 Awareness

Based on the literature and the case studies presented in this thesis, awareness plays an important role in social mindtools. Loom provides only a couple of features to support awareness. More should be provided. However, the problem with these
kinds of features is that they are hard to evaluate in normal use cases. Furthermore, the concept of the application being developed sets certain requirements for these features that cannot be known before users have been observed using the application.

In order to support awareness in applications, the application should be able to answer “who, what, where, when, and how” questions [55]. The degree and quality of the required awareness information is provided depends strongly on the application being developed and its target domain. As an example of applications that maintain a reasonable level of awareness, there are instant messaging applications based on the MSN protocol such as Windows Live Messenger [84] and Kopete [129]. These tools provide information about user status, such as whether they are available for communication or not. Secondly, they provide awareness information also during communication, for example by notifying when a person at the other end is writing a message.

Before the implementation in the awareness stage, the concept stage should be completed in such a detail that it shall not disturb the implementation and evaluation in the awareness stage.

During this stage the implementation should concentrate on the features related to awareness. The requirements for these can be derived from the evaluation at the concept stage, by observing and analysing what users are pointing from each others screens and what kinds of information they request from each other about their work and so on. Furthermore, Table 4.4 provides a list of the elements of workspace awareness. From information in this table and the aspect of awareness from Table 4.8 and Table 4.9, the features needed for awareness can be designed.

At this stage of the Nucleus Model the evaluation can still be carried out conveniently in a classroom, within a setting where users can talk to each other but cannot see each others computer screens. A good indicator for the functionality of awareness is if the users do not need to go and see each others computer screens or do not need to ask from the other users what they are currently doing.

Even though collaboration needs communication, awareness is even more important. In order to communicate the users have to know if there is someone present with whom they can communicate. They need to know what others are doing and whether they are available for communication. In the following, I provide a list of main principles for this stage.

- Implement features related to awareness,
- Allow user to see what others are doing, what they have done and to which objects they refer while communicating,
- Evaluate by, for example, having the test in classroom in such way that users cannot see others displays. If awareness works, they should be able to work
well without seeing others screens.

- During evaluation, analyse the needs for communication. This data can be used to design communication related features.

- Pay attention also to the concept. Does it still work? Is there need for modifications?

From the point of view of activity theory, the awareness stage brings in the community. The users of the application are not able to communicate with each other, but become aware of other users and their actions. This makes the usage of the collaborational tool more natural. The relationship between the extended Activity Theory model and the Nucleus Model is presented in Figure 8.3.

8.4 Communication

At this point it is in the interest of the development group to implement features that allow the users of the application to communicate with each other. Furthermore, in order to support communication better, there might be a need for features that allow the users to, for example, point to some objects on the screen and hence provide *conversational props* (see [24]).
In certain types of applications, it is possible that communication related features are not even needed. For example in the debating case, discussed in Section 7.1.6, the participants did not miss any features for communication. This was most likely due to the asynchronous nature of the task.

The requirements for the communication are strongly dependant on the context and concept of the application being developed. Due to this, no specific guidelines can be given. However, based on the evaluations and observations on previous stages the developers should already have a clear image of what kind of communication related features are needed in the application. Also, the level of synchronicity of the application affects the selection of the communication method. In semi-synchronous applications the users should be able to also use asynchronous communication methods.

Due to the vast amount of already existing, efficient communication software such as Skype, MSN Messenger and other IM and chat tools, it is possible that the communication layer is not implemented straight to the application, but an existing tool is utilised. This will decrease the workload of the developers but at the same time it makes the life of the user more difficult. In order to keep the application consistent and efficient, at least basic features for communication should be included. However, if it is already known that the application will be integrated into an existing framework, for example to a course management system such as Moodle [5], then the developers might consider utilising the communication methods of the framework.

Despite the way that communication related features are to be implemented, the aspects of communication in Table 4.8 and Table 4.9 can be used as guidelines.

At this point of the Nucleus Model the application should have already been tested in a real setting. This means that the users are not any more sitting in the same classroom, but are using the application as it is intended to be used. This means that the users do all the work and communication with the application itself. In order to make the analysis easier, it is a good idea to study some of the users more carefully, e.g. by observing when they are using the application.

During the evaluation the researchers should now evaluate the tool as a whole, whilst still focussing on the communication and collaboration in particular. Following questions can be used as guidelines:

- Can users communicate in a natural way? and
- Does the communication support the work?

This last stage finally covers all the items of the extended Activity Theory. Now the group utilising the social mindtool is able to engage in all relevant activities, and can use communication to discuss the rules of the group and division of labour. This relationship is presented in Figure 8.4.
8.5 Extensions

The agile manifesto [1] emphasises the amount of work not done. In the design and implementation process of social mindtools, this is important. The aim is to create a tool that can be used for various purposes and that is easy to extend.

As an example of a well designed and implemented tool, it is helpful to examine wikis. Wikis are fundamentally really simple applications, basically these store and display information, but with extensions it is easy to add more functionality to the application, making them suitable for various purposes. It would actually be possible to use a wiki as the basis for a Woven Stories application.

WikkaWiki [6] is a lightweight wiki implementation that is highly configurable by introducing new handlers, actions and formaters. Formaters and actions are responsible for output and handlers are responsible for the input of the data. All these can be implemented and added to the functionality of the WikkaWiki without changing the code of the core of the application. Implementation of all these is simple, and thus even a moderately skilled programmer is able to implement new features for WikkaWiki.

By allowing users to extend the application easily, the application can be easily adopted for various needs. Even though social mindtools should be generally usable for various tasks, extending their functionality easily is a valid asset. It is even
better, if it is possible to include various extensions in the same installation of the application, as is the case in WikkaWiki.

Another common example of an extension of software is the Add-ons [87] for Mozilla Firefox [88]. These add-ons give the user extra features to extend the functionality of the browser. They can also be used to provide an alternative way to view a web page or provide more information from a site, such as the Foxtrick [2] add-on which supports the online football manager game Hattrick [61].

There can be several reasons to implement and introduce an extension to an application. For example, the application might lack:

- a general, often needed feature, or
- a specific feature needed for a certain application area or task, or
- a capability to store new kinds of data.

The above list only gives some examples of the needs. It is hard to give any general guidelines on extensions. The need for extensions can be determined at least with two different ways:

1. by creating a requirement specification for a known task, or
2. by using the application for a certain task and observing the need during the use.

The first way can be used in situations where it is already known for what kinds of tasks the application will be used. For example, there might be the need to provide spatial information while using the application and due to this the user must have possibility to add, edit and display spatial data in the application.

The second way is perhaps more likely to be used in context of social mindtools. The social mindtool is first tested for the purpose it is intended to be used, and during the testing it comes evident that certain features are missing. During the test the needs for the extensions are documented and after testing these can be implemented.

8.6 Discussion

Last research question of this thesis asks how does the Nucleus Model accommodate the design processes for Woven Stories and other social mindtools? The model consist of three stages, where the concept, awareness and communication related features are designed and implemented in certain order as presented in Figure 8.1.
Based on my experiences the combination of the Development Research Approach and Nucleus Model, they can provide educational technology researchers a way to proceed with the design of social mindtools or any collaborative educational media. The Nucleus Model divides the design and implementation of the software into the three individual main stages and thereby helps focusing the implementation and evaluation.

Unlike using an adhoc approach, it is possible to make even radical modifications to the application in any stage of the development, without causing incoherence and disturbing the whole process. However, adopting the model can also raise the threshold to go back in the development process.

The Nucleus Model aims to emphasise the importance of devotion to the original concept of the tool. Also, the importance of keeping the concept simple is pointed out. This model works as a focus lens for the implementation and evaluation of these tools. The main strength of the model is that it enables the possibility to evaluate the application, with a focus on the conceptual issues, in early stages of the development.

The Nucleus Model is the first step toward a manageable design and implementation process of social mindtools. It is based on the development of Loom and thus applicable for applications based on the concept of Woven Stories, but I believe that it can be utilised for social mindtools and collaborative educational media in general. I believe that applying this model in the application development process results in a more focused, correctly working and highly usable collaborative educational application. Furthermore, it is possible that the model could be used as a development approach for any collaborative application. The same principles apply to these tools; the concept is the core of the application, the application must support users with awareness information and, finally, the application should provide users with means for communication.

One of the disadvantages is the fact that it is not possible to state general acceptance criteria for these three stages. Thus, the researchers and developers are required to specify these criteria for the tool they are working with. On the other hand, the very same need of explicitly stating the requirements and acceptance beforehand can be seen as an advantage in that it imposes an organised development process of educational technology applications.
Chapter 9

Conclusions

During this study a social mindtool, Loom, based on the concept of Woven Stories was implemented. The process of implementing and evaluating the tool was demanding. Based on the analysis of the process and the challenges met, a new approach for the design of social mindtools, and collaborative tools in general, was introduced.

In Section 2.1 I introduced five separate research questions, to which I here give summarised answers.

Q1 What features characterise a social mindtool within the set of mindtools?

This question, covered in Chapter 4, was answered by utilising literature analysis. In order to formulate the answer, characteristics of mindtools, i.e., accessibility, engagement, multi-purpose utility and usability, are presented in Table 4.1. Based on this, specific requirements for social mindtools were derived and are presented in Table 4.6. The main result is a framework for social mindtools, which consists of a number of question sets to determine mindtool related features (see Table 4.7) and asynchronous (see Table 4.8) and synchronous (see Table 4.9) collaborative features, specific for social mindtools. This framework is presented in Section 4.8.

The second research question of this thesis, Q2, asks:

Q2 How are the characteristics of a social mindtool present in the architecture of Woven Stories?

Based on the framework for social mindtools, the architecture of the Woven Stories application is divided into three categories; concept, awareness and communication. These form a layered model of three nuclei. Chapter 5 analyses these nuclei in contrast to the concept of Woven Stories and presents the required features
Table 5.1, Table 5.2 and Table 5.3. In order to make the application usable, and provide features that only computer based applications allow, certain extensions, like user management and story management are needed. These extensions are introduced in Section 5.2.

Q3 How do the characteristics of a social mindtool influence the technical implementation of Woven Stories application?

This question is answered in Chapter 6 by introducing a Java-based implementation of Woven Stories called Loom. This application utilises the architecture presented in Chapter 5 as its base. The design and implementation process of Loom has been a long process, started already 2003. Furthermore, an analysis of Loom as a social mindtool, based on the framework of social mindtools, is given in Section 6.7. As a part of the answer to this research question, the newest Woven Stories application, WS@Web is introduced in Section 6.5.

Q4 What kinds of learning tasks does Woven Stories support?

In order to analyse the use and utilisation of Loom, it was applied to several use cases. Six selected cases are reported in Section 7.1. Based on these case studies, a compilation of lessons learnt is presented in Table 7.11. The main findings were that Loom can be used in several different application areas, as a social mindtool should be. Furthermore, the use of Loom (and Woven Stories in general) promotes creative thinking of its users. The most suitable tasks for using Loom are open ended and meaningful tasks.

This question is covered in Chapter 7, which includes also a comparison between Woven Stories and wikis. This comparison shows that, whilst these tools have similarities, wikis have certain limitations that Woven Stories can overcome.

Q5 How does the Nucleus Model accommodate the design processes for Woven Stories and other social mindtools?

Based on the framework of social mindtools, and the layered model presented in Section 5.1, it is possible to identify the feature layers of social mindtools. By combining these layers with the lessons learnt from the case studies presented in this thesis, a layered model for the design and implementation of social mindtools is presented. This model is called the Nucleus Model and is presented in Chapter 8. The Nucleus Model suggests that the design and implementation of social mindtools should follow the stages of concept, awareness and communication. The model provides the order in which these features are to be implemented, and gives guidelines how to evaluate the social mindtool during each stage. The Nucleus Model eases
the design and implementation process of social mindtools and makes it easier to set the focus during the evaluation of the tool.

Given the progress of web-based techniques, the current implementation of Loom is already a bit outdated as far as technology is concerned. Java based applications might be good as desktop applications, but for communities and collaborative applications the web is the environment of choice. Based on the experiences and results of this thesis, a brand new version of Woven Stories application should be developed by following the Nucleus Model. WS@Web is a good starting point. Another interesting idea would be to implement Woven Stories on top of a wiki. As stated in Section 7.3, Woven Stories can overcome certain limitations of wikis and thus the combination of these two could be a powerful tool for various tasks. Furthermore, since wikis already provide a similar basic functionality needed in Woven Stories, this approach could speed up the design and implementation process as well.

The results of this thesis indicate the kinds of learning tasks that Woven Stories can support. The next step is to evaluate the educational effectiveness of Woven Stories and the novel approaches for learning that Woven Stories provides. This needs to be done in collaboration with educationalists.

The Nucleus Model provides researchers and developers of social mindtools with guidelines to work with. However, it has not been tested in real development yet. Due to this, it should be used in an appropriate design project in order to evaluate its effectiveness. Even though it is not possible to give or produce any general acceptance criterion for social mindtools, the Nucleus Model can provide developers with tools to make the design and implementation process of social mindtools fluent and functional.

The main contribution of this thesis is three-fold. It includes the framework for social mindtools, architecture and implementation of Loom and its evaluation, and the Nucleus Model. These results can be used for various tasks, like social mindtools. By utilising the framework, it is possible to evaluate and design social mindtools. With Loom several application areas can obtain the benefits of a structured writing tool. And finally, by following the Nucleus Model, the developers of social mindtools and educational media in general, can have guidelines to follow during the complex process of design and implementation of social mindtools. The model is based on the identified “right mistakes” done during the design and implementation process of Loom. By turning these mistakes into valuable lessons learnt, a promising model for designing social mindtools has emerged.
"If anybody wants to clap," said Eeyore when he had read this, "now is the time to do it." They all clapped. "Thank you," said Eeyore. "Unexpected and gratifying, if a little lacking in Smack."

– A.A. Milne, The House At Pooh Corner
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Appendix A

Formal Definition of Woven Stories

Let us now consider the formal definition of the concept of Woven Stories.

Definition A.1 A woven story is a 6-tuple $WS = \langle V, \delta, S, F, \Sigma, \tau \rangle$ where

- $V$ is the set of sections,
- $\delta : V \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(V)$ is the author defined transition function,
- $S \subseteq V$ is the set of start sections,
- $F \subseteq V$ is the set of end sections,
- $\Sigma$ is the alphabet used, and
- $\tau : V \rightarrow \Sigma^*$ is a content function.

In Definition A.1 the value of $\delta(v)$ is a set of sections that are followed by section $v$. It is also possible that $\delta(v)$ is empty. The set of start sections, $S$, is in most cases easy to define since each section $s \in V$ is included in $S$ if $\forall v_x \in V, s \notin \delta(v_x)$. However if the story $WS$ is cyclic, some start sections might be author specified. The problem with cyclicity also occurs with the set of end sections, $F$. In most cases, the end sections can be defined as sections for which $f \in V$ is included in $F$ if $\delta(f) \cap \{f\} = \emptyset$. Again the cyclic stories might not have any such sections that would fulfil this requirement, so some of the end sections can be user-defined. Both of the sets, $S$ and $F$, can also be empty sets if the nature of the story is cyclic. For example, a story written of the circulation of the oxygen in nature is a good example of a story with an empty set of start sections and end sections. Since users create the contents of the sections, the $\tau$ is a user-defined function.
As can be seen from Definition A.1, the 6-tuple $WS$ gives enough specification to be able to create a graph. Set $V$ defines the nodes and the function $\delta$ defines the edges of the graph. It should be noted that, by definition, a woven story is a directed graph. A woven story may contain cycles (see Definition A.4) and even loops, which means that there can be edges where $\delta(v_x) \ni v_x$. Thus, there can be edges that have the same start and end node (section). Loops, however, have not been introduced in any prototype implementing the concept of Woven Stories.

Let us now formally define a few other concepts that are related to the concept of Woven Stories.

**Definition A.2** An episode of length $n+1$ from $v_0$ to $v_n$ is a sequence of sections $v_0, v_1, \ldots, v_n$ satisfying $v_i \in \delta(v_{i-1})$ for $i = 1, 2, \ldots, n$.

Episodes are small parts of the story. The length of the episode is determined by the amount of sections it includes, not by the amount of links, as is usually the case with graphs.

**Definition A.3** A storypath of length $n+1$ from $v_0$ to $v_n$ is an episode satisfying

1. $v_0 \in S$, and
2. $v_n \in F$

If the woven story is properly written, each of the storypaths should make a sensible story.

**Definition A.4** A woven story is cyclic if it includes an episode $v_0, \ldots, v_i$ where $v_0 = v_i$. 
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